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Systematic, well-designed research provides the most ef-
fective approach to the solution of many problems facing 
highway administrators and engineers. Often, highway 
problems are of local interest and can best be studied by 
highway departments individually or in cooperation with 
their state universities and others. However, the accelerat-
ing growth of highway transportation develops increasingly 
complex problems of wide interest to highway authorities. 
These problems are best studied through a coordinated 
program of cooperative research. 

In recognition of these needs, the highway administrators 
of the American Association of State Highway Officials 
initiated in 1962 an objective national highway research 
program employing modern scientific techniques. This 
program is supported on a continuing basis by funds from 
participating member states of the Association and it re-
ceives the full cooperation and support of the Federal 
Highway Administration, United States Department of 
Transportation. 

The Highway Research Board of the National Academy 
of Sciences-National Research Council was requested by 
the Association to administer the research program because 
of the Board's recognized objectivity and understanding of 
modern research practices. The Board is uniquely suited 
for this purpose as: it maintains an extensive committee 
structure from which authorities on any highway transpor-
tation subject may be drawn; it possesses avenues of com-
munications and cooperation with federal, state, and local 
governmental agencies, universities, and industry; its rela-
tionship to its parent organization, the National Academy 
of Sciences, a private, nonprofit institution, is an insurance 
of objectivity; it maintains a full-time research correlation 
staff of specialists in highway transportation matters to 
bring the findings of research directly to those who are in 
a position to use them. 

The program is developed on the basis of research needs 
identified by chief administrators of the highway depart-
ments and by committees of AASHO. Each year, specific 
areas of research needs to be included in the program are 
proposed to the Academy and the Board by the American 
Association of State Highway Officials. Research projects 
to fulfill these needs are defined by the Board, and qualified 
research agencies are selected from those that have sub-
mitted proposals. Administration and surveillance of re-
search contracts are responsibilities of the Academy and 
its Highway Research Board. 

The needs for highway research are many, and the 
National Cooperative Highway Research Program can 
make significant contributions to the solution of highway 
transportation problems of mutual concern to many re-
sponsible groups. The program, however, is intended to 
complement rather than to substitute for or duplicate other 
highway research programs. 
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F ORE\IVORD 	This report and its companion, NCHRP Report 140, "Flexible Pavement Design 

and Management—Materials Characterization," will be of interest and practical 

	

By Stafi 	value to people of a number of disciplines in highway departments and other 

	

Highway Research Board 	agencies. Both reports are the result of research conducted under NCHRP Project 
1-10, "Translating AASHO Road Test Findings—Basic Properties of Pavement 
Components." From the highway administrator's standpoint, there should be con-
siderable interest in the systems engineering concept of pavement management 
described in this report as a method to provide the desired level of pavement service 
at the most economical over-all cost. The materials characterization investigation, 
covered in the companion report (NCHRP Report 140), is considered to be a 
phase of a longer-range endeavor aimed at more substantial changes in the structural 
facet of the pavement design process that will lead to more rational procedures for 
design of the pavement structural subsystem. Greatest interest in the results will be 
found among pavement designers, researchers, and engineers involved with materials 

and soils testing. 

The structural design of highway pavements involves empirical techniques 
based to a large extent on long-time experience of highway agencies and augmented 
by test programs, the most ambitious of which was the AASHO Road Test con-
ducted near Ottawa, Ill., and completed in the fall of 1960. Because a field test 
program involving the many variables known to affect pavement performance would 
become unfeasible, the sponsors of the Road Test chose to include only a limited 
number of variables in the project. As a result, it is generally recognized that the 
relationships between traffic loadings and pavement performance developed at the 
Road Test apply only to the conditions at the test site. Applications of these rela-
tionships in other areas of the United States must be based on experimental or other 
evidence of the effects of differences in subgrade soil, paving materials, construction 
practices, traffic, environment, and maintenance procedures. A number of early 
NCHRP projects dealt with extrapolation of Road Test findings to conditions other 

than those at the test site. 
NCHRP Project 1-10 was initiated by a research team from Materials 

Research and Development, Inc., with the objective of using basic properties of 
pavement component materials to translate AASHO Road Test findings to other 
conditions and thus ultimately develop more rational pavement design procedures. 

In the early stages of the study it was determined that measurement of basic prop-
erties of materials and components significant to pavement performance was a highly 
complex problem requiring (a) development of new testing equipment, and (b) 
considerable laboratory data collection, followed by (c) field experimentation. It 
was also recognized that the pavement design decision-making processes involve 
factors other than the, structural ability of a section to support predicted traffic 
loadings (e.g., maintenance strategies, user considerations, and long-term econom-
ics). The concept of considering management of a pavement system throughout its 
operational life during the initial design process was developing. Consequently, 
project efforts were divided into two separate but coordinated activities—materials 



characterization and systems formulation—with each activity under the direction 
of a separate research team. 

An operational pavement systems model (SAMP5), as described in this 
report, has been formulated that organizes the over-all influencing factors such as 
materials characteristics, construction techniques, maintenance requirements, and 
economics within a suitable framework for flexible pavement design and manage-
ment. A computer program has been prepared using 58 to 100 input variables and 
the AASHO Interim Guides for Design of Flexible Pavements as the structural 
subsystem. An earlier version of the system is currently being implemented by the 
Texas Highway Department. The procedure can be applied to flexible pavement 
design problems now by any agency having the proper input data and using AASHO 
design guides. However, for the method to be more easily implemented, detailed 
descriptions for users' guides, input forms, and data feedback and storage systems 
are needed. These are being prepared and the procedures are being subjected to a 
sensitivity analysis and pilot testing during an implementation phase of the study 
under NCHRP Project 1-1A. 

Intermediate and long-range prospects for improvements in pavement design 
within the systems concept may depend largely on the development of more rational 
approaches to the formulation of the structural subsystem based on properties of 
the subgrade and paving materials, rather than on the empirical relationships 
developed during the AASHO Road Test. A procedure, including the necessary 
laboratory equipment, has been developed for characterization of materials in 
terms of stress/strain relationships representative of loading and environmental 
conditions to which they are likely to be subjected as components of a pavement. 
The methodology is illustrated in NCHRP Report 140 by its application to the 
characterization of an asphaltic concrete, a granular base material, and a cohesive 
subgrade soil. The description of the testing equipment and accumulated materials 
characterization data should be of considerable interest to pavement design research-
ers. Research aimed at application of more rational approaches to solutions of 
structural subsystem problems is scheduled to be initiated within NCHRP in 1973. 

The essential findings of this study, aimed at both immediate and long-range 
improvements in the pavement design and management process, are further sum-
marized under "Systems Formulation" and "Materials Characterization," two 
separate but coordinated activities responsive to over-all project objectives. 

Systems Formulation 

Systems engineering in its broad sense is a codified procedure for attacking com-
plex problems in a coordinated fashion to permit realistic decisions that can be 
justified on the basis of selected decision criteria. A conceptual pavement systems 
diagram was prepared primarily to illustrate the interrelation of many inputs and 
subsystems involved in the pavement design and management process. The inputs 
to the system include a range of load, environmental, structural, construction, and 
maintenance variables, all of which are stochastic in nature and are interrelated. 
Although conceptualizing the over-all pavement system was essential to solving the 
problem, it was necessary from an application standpoint to develop an operational 



system. After a review of the efforts of other researchers in the area of applying 
systems engineering concepts to pavement design, it seemed desirable to modify 
and extend the efforts of Scrivner, McFarland, and Carey, * who had developed the 
first known computer-oriented operational system for the design of flexible pave-
ment, rather than expend time and effort on an entirely new system. Thus, the work-
ing method developed on this project, Systems Analysis Model for Pavements 
(SAMP), is an extension of the algorithms initially conceived by Scrivner et al. In 
the particular version (SAMP5) described in this report, there are seven classes 
of input variables, as follows: (1) material properties, (2) environment and ser-
viceability, (3) load and traffic; (4) constraints, (5) traffic delay, (6) maintenance, 

and (7) program control and miscellaneous. An example problem using the opera-
tional model is included. A limited sensitivity analysis and evaluation of the pro-
gram was conducted, and the feasibility of revising the structural subsystem to 
permit the use of more rational concepts—such as elastic layered theory—was 
demonstrated. 

The major conclusions and recommendations of this portion of the research 
are as follows: 

An uncoordinated attack on the structural design of pavements will not be 
successful in solving the problem. A systems engineering approach is required that 
can be used to describe the over-all behavior and performance of the pavement 
system, as well as the functions of its component parts, during its entire life as a 
portion of the highway transportation network. 

A conceptual pavement systems model has been formulated to show the 
relationships between the many groups of input variables that must be considered. 

An operational flexible pavement systems model (SAMP5) has been 
developed, including a computer program using 58 to 100 input variables. 

Possible improvements to SAMP5 are illustrated, including the use of 
elastic layered theory and the most recent materials characterization information to 
provide a more rational structural subsystem. 

Efforts should be made to: (a) implement the present operational system 
in several states, (b) modify and improve each of the subsystems, and (c) ultimately 
upgrade the model toward a true "pavement management system" capable of evalu-
ating the adequacy of the pavement, in terms of providing the intended service over 
its operational life. 

Materials Characterization 

Use of the systems approach to pavement design and management requires the 
description and solution of the various subsystems, one of which is the structural 
(primary response) subsystem. In the oretical or rational approaches to structural 
subsystem solutions it is assumed that the primary response of the pavement struc-
ture can be defined by its mechanical state. In conventional terms, determining the 
primary response involves the formulation and solution of appropriate boundary 
value problems to determine the stress/strain relationships (mechanical state) of 
each component in a pavement due to applied loads under a variety of environ-
mental conditions. The results obtained from solution of specific boundary value 
problems are then evaluated in the light of established performance criteria to deter-
mine the capability of the pavement system to sustain the input. It is important to 
recognize the complexity of this task and the iterative nature of the procedure. 

* Scrivner, F. H., McFarland, W. F., and Carey, G. R., "A Systems Approach to the Flexible Pavement 
Design Problem." Res. Rep. 32-11, Texas Transportation Institute (1968). 



For the purpose of determining the mechanical state through the formulation 
and solution of boundary value problems, materials are currently described by 
simplified mathematical models. To determine the likelihood of distress, it is 
necessary to establish performance criteria for the various materials comprising the 
pavement system. These performance criteria are related to limiting values of 
stress and strain that can be permitted to occur in the material, the numerical 
magnitude of the material, the environment, and the loading conditions. 

Characterization of materials, as defined for this project, is the selection of 
constitutive equations to adequately model the response of paving materials to the 
loading and environmental conditions to which they are likely to be subjected as 
components of a pavement. In the preliminary model selected for this study, no 
attempt was made to include environmental factors (e.g., temperature and mois-
ture). However, the effects of these factors on material behavior were taken into 
account by testing over a range of temperatures and moisture contents likely to 
exist in actual pavements systems. 

No equipment for characterizing materials was found to be capable of fulfill-
ing the desired project requirements, necessitating the design and fabrication of 
suitable laboratory testing equipment. Essentially, this consisted of modification of 
conventional triaxial testing apparatus to provide for independent control of axial 
and radial stresses. Using the modified triaxial equipment, repeated load tests were 
conducted on two paving materials—an asphaltic concrete and a cohesive subgrade 
sbil. Similar data for a granular base-  material were available from a previous study. 
The tests were conducted on the assumption that the materials were elastic, though 
not necessarily linear; and, hence, the resilient deformations were measured. The 
data were analyzed on the basis of an incremental formulation of a physically non-
linear elastic constitutive law. In recognition that solution techniques currently 
available are for linear and "ad hoc" nonlinear problems, the results are presented 
(in NCHRP Report 140) in terms of an approximate modulus of elasticity and 
Poisson's ratio. The variations of these parameters with temperature and stress level 
have been indicated. 

The following findings are considered significant with regard to the response 
of the particular material tested under the loading conditions of the investigation: 

A sphaltic Concrete 

1. The temperature is the most significant factor in determining the response of 
asphaltic concrete. This suggests that the characteristics of the asphalt cement are 
of major significance. 

At any particular temperature the stress level influences the response of the 
asphaltic concrete. The asphaltic concrete is less resistant to deformation at higher 
temperatures. For a constant stress level the deformation increased with increasing 
temperature. 

A nonlinear elastic model can provide a suitable representation of the 
response of asphaltic concrete below temperatures of 55F for the loading condi-
tions of the study—a repeated load of short duration applied to the material after 
an initial period of conditioning under repeated load. Above this temperature the 
time-dependent effects are too significant to neglect; hence, consideration should be 
given to a viscoelastic model. 

The data indicate that the asphaltic concrete might initially be isotropic and 
that anisotropy was induced as a function of the stress state and temperature. 



Granular Material 

1. The response of granular materials is, for all practical purposes, time-independent 

and completely recoverable. 
The influence of stress level on the resistance to deformation is consider-

able and is indicated by the dependence of the response under load on the first stress 
invariant. The resistance to deformation increases with an increase in the value of 

the first stress invariant. 
A nonlinear elastic constitutive law is a reasonable representation of the 

response of a granular material. 

Cohesive Soil 

I. Water content exerts a significant influence on the response of the subgrade soil. 
An increase in water content causes a decrease in resistance to deformation of the 

soil. 
There is a large influence of stress level on the response of the cohesive 

subgrade soil. In general, an increase in the axial stress or radial stress caused a 
decrease in the resistance to deformation. The effect is greatest at stress levels below 
3 psi, and appears important for stress levels up to 6 psi. These stress levels are typi-
cal of those that exist in the subgrade of a well-designed pavement. 

For this particular soil and within the range of water content at which it was 
tested, a nonlinear elastic constitutive law is a satisfactory representation. 

An evaluation of the data indicates that the effects of stress-induced 
anisotropy may be significant. However, the data are inadequate at this time to be 
definitive as to the importance of these effects. 
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FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT 

DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEMS FORMULATION 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH APPROACH 

Systems engineering is a broad concept with many defini-
tions. Basically, it is a codified procedure for attacking 
complex problems in a coordinated fashion to permit realis-
tic design developments that can be justified in the face of 
certain decision criteria. For background in systems engi-
neering and its application to pavement design, Appendix A 
provides a development of the pavement system, with a 
discussion of several aspects of the method. Appendix B 
gives the definitions used in this section. 

ANALYZING THE PROBLEM 

Figure 1 shows the steps involved in systems engineering. 
Other authors state the method in different ways, but 
basically the steps shown here are pertinent. 

Too often in the past the narrow view of the pavement 
design problem has produced unsatisfactory methods of 
constructing, designing, maintaining, and evaluating pave-
ments. The narrow concepts of design previously used will 
not suffice for high-speed, high-volume, modern pavement 
facilities. 

As Figure 1 shows, a good understanding of the problem 
is only the beginning. A concise statement of the objec-
tives of the system (i.e., recognizing the problem) is a 
necessary step toward a solution. With these objectives in 
mind, it is possible to establish systems requirements or 
define the problem. From these requirements, a well-
defined model of the problem can be developed and al-
ternate solutions can be generated. From the alternate solu-
tions, the engineer can select the best solution, based on 
some type of decision criteria, and this solution can be 
implemented by construction. The method, however, does 
not end here, because it is necessary to obtain feedback 
information and check the performance data that have been 
obtained from the constructed pavement. These feedback 
data make it possible to modify'designs and ultimately to 
modify the method, if necessary. There is no one, unique, 
over-all solution, but, in general, this approach can be 
helpful in solving the problem. 

Problem Recognition 

Understanding and recognition of the problems facing the 
pavement designer are essential, as summarized in Ap-
pendix A, for the development of solutions. 

The specific project objectives, as given in the Project 
Statement, are: 

Development of descriptions of significant basic prop-
erties of materials used in pavement structures. 

Development of procedures for measuring these prop-
erties in a manner applicable to pavement design evaluation. 

Development of procedures for pavement design, us-
ing the measured values of the basic properties, that would 
be applicable to all locations, environments, and traffic 
loadings. 

Summarized briefly, the objective of this project seemed 
to the researchers to be more nearly "to formulate the over-
all pavement problem in broad theoretical terms," which 
would enable the solution of numerous problems that have 
long plagued pavement designers. To achieve these objec-
tives, it has been necessary to broaden the base of the study 
to include a redefinition and broader understanding of the 
over-all pavement design process. Such a definition is not 
uncommon in the application of the systems engineering 
process. 

Problem Definition 

The first phase of this project was partially successful in 
establishing the requirements for pavement systems. A 
truly useful pavement management system not only must 
provide a method for understanding the basic properties of 
the materials, but also must contain a way of using these 
basic properties together with other pertinent input infor-
mation (including loads, environment, maintenance re-
quirements, and a wide range of economic factors) to 
establish a realistic basis for making rational pavement 
design decisions. It is equally important to keep in mind 
the constraints imposed on the system and the concomitant 



variables—such as air pollution and noise, in the case of 	Modeling the Problem 

the highway system. The system must have a system out- 	There are many ways of modeling the problem, including 
put function that can be used in the optimization process. 	physical, conceptual, and mathematical models. The con- 
The system also must provide the decision maker with a 	ceptual model of the pavement system is shown in Figure 2. 
series of possible designs arrayed in some priority order 	it includes not only a particular set of mathematical models 
based on the chosen criteria, 	 or graphs, but also decision criteria and a systems output 
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function. In addition, an implementation plan, equipment, 
and personnel necessary to implement the system are essen-
tial parts of the over-all systems model. Nevertheless, a 
vital part of the process, particularly in the developmental 
stage, is the mathematical models, which are in essence the 
descriptions of the physical problem. These can be in the 
form of graphs or tables, but more logically are presented 
as computer programs for rapid solution. These models 
include such things as the physical relationship relating the 
factors and materials characteristics, a performance equa-
tion relating the traffic factors to predict the load-carrying 
capacity, and some type of optimization model and eco-
nomic model, which are used to compare the decision 
criteria to the predicted performance. Collection and co-
ordination of a particular set of models into an organized 
package are vital to the systems analysis process. 

Generate Alternate Solutions 

A working systems analysis must, through the systems 
model, generate all possible feasible solutions to the par-
ticular problem at hand. For example, this might involve 
400 or 500 combinations of material strengths and thick-
nesses to carry a particular set of loads and environments 
to be considered. A computer program is essential in 
generating these alternate solutions. In the past, with hand 
methods, it has been common practice to generate no more 
than two or three solutions from which to select a design. 
The probability of obtaining the best design in such a way 
is remote. 

Solution Evaluation and Choice 

To select the best possible design criteria for judging, "best" 
must be established and organized in the computer pro-
gram. These necessary criteria are often complex and inter-
fere with each other. A series of trade-offs may be involved 
and must be accomplished in the computer. In any event, 
a series of designs ranked in some order, based on the de-
cision criteria, should be presented for the decision maker. 
Because of the complexity of the process, it is difficult to 
establish precise weighting functions in the decision process. 
Thus, the decision maker selects the final design for 
implementation. 

Implement Recommended Strategy 

After a particular design has been selected, the design must 
be implemented through preparation of plans, specifica-
tions, controls, schedules, etc. After the contract is let, 
construction must be effectively controlled to ensure that 
the pavement is constructed as designed. In reality, the 
final product will vary within normal ranges of reliable 
construction control; this range of values must be taken 
into account when evaluating the performance of the sys-
tem. An essential part of this implementation strategy is 
the storage of information related to the performance of 
the system. 

Performance Measurement and Evaluation. 

After a particular design is constructed, performance of the 
design must be checked and feedback information must be 
collected and retained throughout the life of the pavement. 

This vital phase in pavement design processing has often 
been neglected in previous design methods. Such feedback 
data not only make it possible to modify and improve the 
performance of a particular pavement, by providing main-
tenance and overlays at the proper time, but also provide 
data from several pavements to evaluate and update the 
design system. It is the cyclic updating of the working 
system and its subsystems that ultimately will lead to a 
solution of the problem at hand. 

CONCEPTUAL PAVEMENT SYSTEM 

In solving the problem, it is helpful to formulate a con-
ceptual pavement systems diagram, as shown in Figure 2. 
This figure is not intended to present an exhaustive devel-
opment of the details of the pavement system. Instead, 
it attempts to show the interrelation of many of the sub-
systems involved in the design of the pavement. 

The important aspects of the system description include 
its inputs, physical character, response, output, concomitant 
variables, system output function, decision criteria, and 
decision-making process. Other important aspects include 
feedback and interaction of information and variables in 
the system. 

The inputs to the system include a variety of load, 
environmental, construction, structural, and maintenance 
variables. These are not independent variables, but inter-
act with each other, as shown. All of these variables are 
stochastic in nature; they are difficult to specify and pre-
dict, although an attempt is made to specify them in a 
deterministic way herein. The effect of stochastic varia-
tion of parameters is presented in Chapter Two. 

The physical characteristics in the system (including 
geometric measurements such as thickness and arrangement 
of the layers) can best be represented by mathematical 
models that represent the structural behavior of the system. 
It is these mathematical transformations or transfer func-
tions that simulate the behavior of the physical pavement. 

The system responses, as shown in Figure 2, involve the 
behavior of the physical system. These factors usually are 
measurable and involve the mechanical state (i.e., deflec-
tion, stress, and strain). When these so-called primary 
responses reach some limiting value, distress usually occurs 
in the form of fracture, distortion, or disintegration. The 
true output of the system is measured by the goods and 
people (i.e., load application) actually transported. These 
factors in combination form a systems performance or 
output function that can be used as a measure of system 
adequacy, and which in fact is the objective function of the 
systems analysis. 

Concomitant variables are those factors, desired or not, 
that accompany the chosen course of action. For example, 
a typewriter gives prepared copy as desired, but also gives 
off noise and electrical heat and occupies space. In pave-
ments, for example, use of a chip seal to provide skid 
resistance might result in flying rocks, or use of crushed 
stone might deplete natural resources. 

Decision criteria are a complex set of factors, many of 
which involve economics and can thus receive a dollar 
value. Other factors, however, such as reliability, riding 



quality, and maintainability, are difficult to quantify in 
dollar terms and therefore require trade-off analysis or 
other systems analysis procedures. Through the use of 
weighting functions, these must be appropriately combined 
to select a proper level of acceptability for the system at 
hand. 

BACKGROUND OF OPERATIONAL PAVEMENT SYSTEMS 

Although conceptualizing the over-all pavement system is 
essential and helpful in solving the problem, it is not an 
adequate stopping place in research. Concepts similar to 
those previously described have been presented by a variety 
of authors, including Moavenzadeh (8) and Hutchinson 
and Haas (7, 9). The next important step in using systems 
engineering to design pavements is the development of a 
series of pavement models that can actually be solved to 
accomplish the steps previously outlined. This task was 
undertaken in 1962 by Scrivner at the Texas Transporta-
tion Institute (6). The Texas study, which terminated in 
1968, had as a principal objective the determination of 
coefficients for Texas materials similar to the coefficients 
used in the "AASHO Interim Guide for the Design of 
Flexible Pavement Structures" (10). The details of this 
research work and of the findings of the Texas project were 
published in 15 reports made during the life of the study. 
The findings of the study are presented in those reports 
(6, 11, 12, 13, 14). 

They can be summarized briefly by saying that Scrivner 
found it necessary to formulate a series of mathematical 
models describing his findings relative to pavement be-
havior. He then incorporated these mathematical models 
into what he called a computerized flexible pavement de-
sign method. It is important to reemphasize here, in sup-
port of using systems engineering to solve pavement prob-
lems, that after eight years of concerted effort and the 
expenditure of several hundred thousand dollars, the Texas 
research staff in cooperation with the Texas Highway De-
partment concluded that it was necessary to develop a 
coordinated computer approach to pavement analysis and 
design rather than a piecemeal approach such as had been 
anticipated at the beginning of the project. 

The TTI Computer-Based Pavement Design System 

In the opinion of many researchers, the work of Scrivner, 
Carey, and others at ITT is a major accomplishment in the 
field of pavement design because it represents the first 
realistic broad-based computer-oriented design method; i.e., 
the first known operational systems model. The objective 
of the computer design method is to provide, from several 
described materials input into the computer, a pavement 
that can be maintained above a certain minimum level of 
serviceability over the required design period at a minimum 
over-all cost. 

A set of three equations based on empirical data is used 
to predict the serviceability history of several possible de-
signs meeting the performance criteria; i.e., (1) a specified 
minimum allowable time from initial construction to over-
lay must be met, and (2) a minimum specified time be-
tween overlays must be accommodated. The costs asso- 

ciated with each design considered by the computer in the 
analysis include (1) initial cons iruction, (2) routine main-
tenance, (3) periodic application of seal coats, (4) over-
laying with asphaltic concrete to maintain serviceability, 
(5) traffic delays, and (6) salvage value. All these costs 
are discounted to present value to form the over-all cost 
figures for a pavement structure during the analysis period. 

From the possibilities considered, the computer selects 
a set of unique designs and overlay policies meeting the 
specified criteria and having minimum over-all cost. It 
prints out a description of each design, the overlay and 
seal coat policies, and a cost breakdown arrayed in order 
of least total cost. 

Mathematical Models 

Three empirical equations are used by Scrivner et al. to 
predict serviceability history. These are called the deflec-
tion model, the traffic equation, and the performance 
model. 

Deflection Equation 

From materials properties and thicknesses, the deflection 
equation predicts a surface curvature index that is assumed 
to be the characteristic of a deflection basin produced on 
the pavement by a Dynaflect [after Scrivner et al. (6) ]: 

in which 

S=W1 —W2 	 (1) 

n+1 
Wi = 2, k=1 	 (2) 

c0r 	1 	 1 
akCl  [ rj2 + c 2( 1  aD)2  r 2  + c 2( 0  aDj)2  

(3) 

Co  = 0.891; 
C1  = 4.503; 
C2  = 6.25; 
a0 = D0  =0; 
a1  = the strength coefficient of the ith layer of a pave-

ment (1=1,2,..., n+1); 
D1  = the thickness of the ith layer in inches (D,1  = 

OD); 

W, = the deflection sensed by the ith sensor of the 
Dynaflect; and 

Ti = distance in inches from the point of application of 
either Dynaflect load to the ith sensor (r12  = 100, 
r22  = 244). 

Traffic Equation 

A traffic equation (furnished by the Texas Highway De-
partment) is used by Scrivner to predict the equivalent 
number of 1 8-kip axles from certain traffic parameters 
during the life of the pavement: 

N0 
= C(r0  + r0 ) 	 C 

) t02] 	(4) 
N 

I 
2roto  + 

(_

r - ro 
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in which 

= time in years since initial construction; 
N = total number of equivalent applications of an 18- 

kip axle that will have been applied in one direc- 
tion during the time, t, in millions; 

C = length in years of the analysis period; 
N = N when t = C; 
Nk = N when t = 

r0 = ADT (one direction) when t = 0; 
r = ADT (one direction) when t = C; and 
tk = the value of t at the end of the kth performance 

period or the beginning of the next period (t0 = 0). 

Performance Equation 

To obtain a performance equation, Scrivner related his de-
flection data to the performance variables developed from 
the AASHO Road Test data and then modified the results 
to include two swelling clay parameters, bk and P2': 

-I-. Q9'( 1 - e-bJ(tk_tkl) ) 	(5) 

The second term was added to represent the effect of 
swelling clays. The equation applies to the kth performance 
period. The factor bk is a swelling clay parameter applying 
to the kth performance period. A value between zero and 
0.3 must be specified by b1, depending on the expected 
activity of foundation clays: 

b +1 = bke 	k1 	 (6) 

Q(the serviceability loss function) = '15 - P - '15 - P1 

(7) 

Q2 = Q when P = P2 
Q2'=V5—P2'—\'5—P1 	 (8) 

cL(a daily temperature constant) = 1/2 (maximum daily 
temperature + mini-
mum daily tempera-
ture) —32°F. 

= the effective value of a for a typical year in a given 
locality, defined by the formula for the harmonic 
mean 

(9) 

in which n is the number of days in a year and Gcj is the 
value of a for the ith day of the year. 

P = the serviceability index at time t; 
P1 = the expected maximum value of P, occurring only 

immediately after initial or overlay construction; 

P, := the specified value of P at which an overlay will be 
applied; and 

P2'(a swelling clay parameter) = the assumed value of P 
at t=O3, in the ab-
sence of traffic. In gen-
eral, 0 :!~ P2' :!~ P1. 

Economic Considerations 

The costs considered in the computer program are those of 
initial construction, routine maintenance, overlay construc-
tion, users' costs, seal coat, and salvage value. 

The initial construction costs are computed from a cost 
per compacted cubic yard. Routine maintenance costs are 
based on a first-year cost per lane-mile and an incremental 
increase each year. Seal coat costs are a direct cost per 
lane-mile for each application. The overlay costs are com-
puted based on the cost of asphaltic concrete, with an addi-
tional cost equal to 1 in. of asphaltic concrete as a level-up 
course. Users' costs are costs to the highway user incurred 
during overlay construction and are computed based on 
which one of five traffic handling models is chosen by the 
program user. The costs are due to delays caused by slow-
ing or stopping of traffic by overlay equipment and per-
sonnel, congestion because one or more lanes of traffic are 
closed, and additional distances traveled due to detours. 
The salvage value is computed as a percentage of the cost 
of the structure as it exists at the end of the analysis period. 

All costs are discounted to their value at the beginning 
of the analysis period and then are combined to form the 
over-all cost of the pavement. 

Program Constraints 

Constraints are variables provided by the program user and 
serve two purposes: (1) there may be some restraints that 
are necessary to make the design practical due to conditions 
not taken into account in this program; (2) constraints 
serve to control the operation of the computer program. 

The constraints in this program are (1) the maximum 
funds available for initial construction, (2) the minimum 
and maximum thicknesses of the materials, (3) the maxi-
mum total thickness of initial construction, and (4) the 
minimum overlay thickness. 

Computer Program 

A sophisticated computer program was written by Scrivner 
et al. (6) to solve the models indicated previously and to 
perform the necessary calculations. Figure 3 is a summary 
flow chart illustrating the mechanics of the computer 
program. 

Output from the computer program is an ordered list of 
possible pavement designs that satisfy the requirements 
specified by the user, based on minimum total cost. 

53.6(N, - Nk _l )S2 
a 
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Figure 3. Summary flow chart of the Scrivner program. Source (15). 



CHAPTER TWO 

FINDINGS 

In Chapter One an operational pavement systems model, 
or pavement analysis method, is examined. No other com-
parable method was found in the literature. A thorough 
evaluation of the method, comparing it to the conceptual 
model, shows that it contains most general factors con-
sidered in pavement design. In general, systems analysis 
is a process in which improvements are made with each 
succeeding cycle of the process. In actuality, most research 
improvement is a cyclic process, with each cycle adding 
some new factor or improving some portion of a particular 
problem. 

On this basis it seemed ideal to modify and extend the 
work developed by Scrivner, in order to fulfill the needs of 
this project, making any improvement possible within the 
scope of the funds available. Thus, the working analytical 
method developed on this project, Systems Analysis Model 
for Pavements (SAMP), is an extension of the algorithm 
conceived and developed by Scrivner, McFarland, and 
Carey (6). Although the algorithm is basically the same, 
many of the aspects of the SAMP program were developed 
on this project. SAMP is an operational systems model; 
i.e., a set of models with its pertinent computer program 
for making solutions. For easy identification, because im-
provements are constantly being added to the system, num-
bers are added to the acronym (i.e., SAMP1, SAMP2, 
SAMP3.....AMPn) to designate subsequent versions 
of the same basic program to which improvements have 
been made. 

PURPOSE OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS METHOD 
FOR PAVEMENTS 

The purpose of the SAMP systems analysis is to design 
from available input data a pavement that can be main-
tained above the specified minimum serviceability over the 
specified design period at a minimum over-all cost. The 
computer program provides the decision maker with a set 
of feasible pavement designs arranged in some priority 
order—in the present case, that of increasing total cost. 
Other pertinent information necessary for use in making 
rational design decisions is also provided. A variety of 
input data is necessary for the solution of the problem. 
Figure 4 is a typical input data sheet from the computer 
printout which illustrates an example set of input from the 
program. Figure 5 shows example output of the program. 
The information provided for each alternate design in-
cludes (1) initial construction configuration, (2) overlay 
schedule, and (3) a cost breakdown. The cost breakdown 
includes initial construction, overlays, routine maintenance, 
salvage value, and users' costs during overlay construction. 
All costs are discounted to present value using the interest 
rate selected by the program user. 

INPUTS FOR SAMP5 

The particular version of the Systems Analysis Model for 
Pavements described in this report is SAMP5, the fifth in 
the series. Seven classes of input variables are required by 
the program, as follows. Each class of variables is im-
portant in the solution of a problem by the computer. 
However, the typical pavement designer probably is 
familiar with only some of these categories. 

Material Properties. A great deal of information is 
required in the program concerning materials available for 
pavement construction; i.e., their cost, strength, depth con-
trol factors, and expected salvage value, as well as the soil 
support value of the material if it were used as a subgrade. 
These factors are shown in Figure 4. 

Program Control and Miscellaneous Parameters. Five 
input variables are shown in this category in Figure 4. 

Environmental and Serviceability Parameters. This 
program considers two types of environmental variables. 
The most important is involved with evaluating the effect 
of swelling clay on the performance of the pavement. This 
effect is calculated with two parameters. The first (called 
BONE in the program) is a function of the material prop-
erties and controls the rate of change of serviceability with 
time. The other, P2', is the level of serviceability that the 
pavement would reach due to the effect of swelling clay 
alone in the absence of traffic. The second category of 
environmental variables involves the general climactic and 
geologic effects of the region, as specified by the "AASHO 
Interim Guide" (10). This effect has not yet been well 
quantified, although some states use it in their design 
methods (16). 

Closely related to the environmental variables are the 
serviceability parameters. These include a serviceability 
index at initial construction, PSI, the serviceability index 
after overlay construction, P1, and the lower limit of the 
serviceability index or the level when overlay construction 
or failure occurs, P2, as shown in Figure 4. 

Load and Traffic Variables. The load variables used 
in this program include the total accumulation of the 
equivalent of 18-kip axle loads expected to be carried by 
the pavement during the analysis period, and the average 
daily traffic (ADT) at the beginning and at the end of the 
analysis. These variables are combined in the program to 
give a load-time function that distributes the total loads 
carried throughout the analysis period. The program then 
uses this information to calculate user cost due to traffic 
delay (as is discussed later) and uses the loads to be carried 
in the model to predict pavement life. Two other traffic 
load variables also are important: (1) the percent of ADT 
passing through the overlay zone per hour, and (2) the 
type of road under construction (rural or urban). 



PROGRAM SAMPS (SYSTEMS ANALYSIS MODEL FOR PAVEMENTS) REVISED 21 MAY 70 
RUN TO SOLVE THE AVERAGE VALUE PROBLEM 	 6 JUN 70 DLP 

PROB 4000 	ALL VARIABLES AT ENGINEERING AVERAGE 

THE CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS UNDER CONSIDERATION ARE 
MATERIALS 	 COST 	STR. 	MIN. 	MAX. 	SALVAGE 	SOIL 

LAYER CODE 	NAME 	PER CY 	COEFF. 	DEPTH 	DEPTH 	PCT. 	SUPPORT 
1 	A 	ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 10.00 	.44 	6.00 	8.00 	50.00 	0.00 

2 	B 	CRUSHED STONE 	5.00 	.14 	5.00 	800 	50.00 	9.20 

3 	C 	GRAVEL 	 2.00 	.11 	5.00 	10.00 	50.00 	6.90 
SUBGRADE 	 -0.00 	-0.00 	-0.00 	-0.00 	-0.00 	4.25 

PROGRAM CONTROL AND MISCELLANEOUS VARIABLES 
NMB - THE NUMBER OF OUTPUT PAGES FOR THE SUMMARY TABLE (10 DESIGNS/PAGE). 3 

NM - THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MATERIALS AVAILABLE. EXCLUDING SUBGRADE. 3 

CL - THE LENGTH OF THE ANALYSIS PERIOD (YEARS). 20 

ALW - THE WIDTH OF EACH LANE (FEET). 12 
RATE - THE INTEREST RATE OR TIME VALUE OF MONEY (PERCENT) 5.0 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SERVICEABILITY VARIABLES 
R - REGIONAL FACTOR. 1.7 

PSI - THE SERVICEABILITY INDEX OF THE INITIAL STRUCTURE. 4.2 

P1 - THE SERVICEABILITY INDEX OF AN OVERLAY. 4.2 
P2 - THE MINIMUM ALLOWED VALUE OF THE SERVICEABILITY INDEX. 	(POINT AT WHICH AN 2.5 

OVERLAY MUST BE APPLIED). 
P2P - THE LOWER BOUND ON THE SERVICEABILITY INDEX WHICH WOULD BE ACHIEVED IN 1.5 

INFINITE TIME WITH NO TRAFFIC 
NONE - THE RATE AT WHICH NON-TRAFFIC FACTORS REDUCE THE SERVICEABILITY INDEX. .120 

LOAD AND TRAFFIC VARIABLES 
RO - THE ONE-DIRECTION AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC AT THE BEGINNING OF THE ANALYSIS PERIOD 	10000 
RC - THE ONE-DIRECTION AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC AT THE END OF ANALYSIS PERIOD. 20000 

XNC - THE ONE-DIRECTION ACCUMULATED NUMBER OF EQUIVALENT 18-KIP AXLES DURING 5000000 
THE ANALYSIS PERIOD. 

PROP - THE PERCENT OF ADT WHICH WILL PASS THROUGH THE OVERLAY ZONE DURING 6.0 
EACH HOUR WHILE OVERLAYING IS TAKING PLACE 

ITYPE - THE TYPE OF ROAD UNDER CONSTRUCTION (1-RURAL, 2-URBAN). 1 

CONSTRAINT VARIABLES 
XTTU - THE MINIMUM ALLOWED TIME TO THE FIRST OVERLAY 2.0 

XTOU - THE MINIMUM ALLOWED TIME BETWEEN OVERLAYS. 3.0 
CMAA - THE MAXIMUM FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR INITIAL CONSTRUCTION 5.00 
ICMAX - THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TOTAL THICKNESS OF INITIAL CONSTRUCTION 32.0 
OVMIN - THE MINIMUM THICKNESS OF AN INDIVIDUAL OVERLAY. .50 
OVMAX - THE ACCUMULATED MAXIMUM THICKNESS OF ALL OVERLAYS 2.5 

TRAFFIC DELAY VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH OVERLAY AND ROAD GEOMETRICS 
ACPR - ASPHALTIC CONCRETE PRODUCTION RATE (TONS/HOUR). 75.0 
ACCO - ASPHALTIC CONCRETE COMPACTED DENSITY (TONS/COMPACTED CY). 1.80 
XLSO - THE DISTANCE IN WHICH TRAFFIC IS SLOWED IN THE OVERLAY DIRECTION .60 
XLSN - THE DISTANCE OVER WHICH TRAFFIC IS SLOWED IN THE NON-OVERLAY DIRECTION .60 
XLSD - THE DISTANCE AROUND THE OVERLAY ZONE (MILES) 0.00 
HPD - THE NUMBER OF HOURS/DAY OVERLAY CONSTRUCTION TAKES PLACE 8.0 

TRAFFIC DELAY VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH TRAFFIC SPEEDS AND DELAYS 
THE PERCENT OF VEHICLES THAT WILL BE STOPPED BECAUSE OF THE MOVEMENT OF 
PERSONNEL OR EQUIPMENT. 

PP02 - IN THE OVERLAY DIRECTION 5.00 
PPN2 - IN THE NON-OVERLAY DIRECTION. 5.00 

THE AVERAGE DELAY PER VEHICLE STOPPED BECAUSE OF THE MOVEMENT OF 
PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT. 

DD02 - IN THE OVERLAY DIRECTION (HOURS) .150 
DDN2 - IN THE NON-OVERLAY DIRECTION (HOURS) .150 
AAS - THE AVERAGE APPROACH SPEED TO THE OVERLAY AREA. 50 

THE AVERAGE SPEED THROUGH THE OVERLAY AREA 
ASO - IN THE OVERLAY DIRECTION (MPH). 30 
ASN - IN THE NON-OVERLAY DIRECTION (MPH). 50 
MODEL - THE TRAFFIC HANDLING MODEL USED. 3 

MAINTENANCE VARIABLES 
X2-THE NUMBER OF DAYS PER YEAR THAT THE TEMPERATURE REMAINS BELOW 32F. 60 
CLW - THE COMPOSITE LABOR WAGE 2.05 
CERR - THE COMPOSITE EQUIPMENT RENTAL RATE. 2.50 
CMAT - THE RELATIVE MATERIAL COST (1.00) IS AVERAGE). 1.00 

Figure 4. Typical computer listing of input data, SAMP5. 



PROB 000 	ALL VARIABLES AT ENGINEERING AVERAGE 

SUMMARY OF THE BEST DESIGN STATEGIES 
IN ORDER OF INCREASING TOTAL COST 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

MATERIAL ARRANGEMENT A A A A ABC ABC ABC ABC ABC AB 
INIT. CONST. COST 2.153 2.222 2.014 2.083 2.639 2.917 2.917 2.708 2.708 2.639 
OVERLAY CONST.COST 1.127 1.092 1.309 1.262 .825 .558 .570 .802 .802 .863 
USER COST .271 .252 .303 .297 .203 .130 .138 .201 .202 .208 
ROUTINE MAINT.COST .588 .633 .594 .592 .624 .710 .714 .631 .633 .627 
SALVAGE VALUE -. 510 -. 550 -. 510 -. 523 -. 576 - .602 - .602 -. 589 - . 589 -. 576 

TOTAL COST 3.628 3.650 3.710 3.710 3.715 3.719 3.737 3.753 3.756 3.761 

NUMBER OF LAYERS 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 2 

LAYER DEPTH (INCHES) 
7.75A 8.00A 7.25A 7.50A 6.00A 6.00A 6.25A 6.25A 6.00A 7.00A 

 6.00B 5.00B 5.00B 5.00B 5.00B 5.00B 
 6.00C 10.00C 8.75C 5.00C 8.25C 

NO.OF PERF. PERIODS 	5 4 5 5 4 3 3 4 4 4 

PERF. TIME (YEARS) 
1(1) 	 2.563 2.813 2.031 2.281 3.688 4.781 4.688 3.806 3.938 3.438 
1(2) 	 5.797 7.734 5.266 5.844 8.469 11.625 11.344 9.063 9.234 7.844 
1(3) 	 9.828 14.016 9.297 10.250 14.516 20.531 20.062 15.672 15.891 13.375 
1(4) 	 14.750 21.750 14.219 15.594 21.875 23.641 24.047 20.031 
1(5) 	 20.656 20.125 22.062 

OVERLAY POLICY(INCH) 
(INCLUDING LEVEL-UP) 

0(1) 	 1.5 2.5 2.0 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
0(2) 	 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
0(3) 	 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
0(4) 	 1.5 1.5 1.5 

Figure 5. Typical coin puter output of SAMP5. 

C 
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Constraint Variables. Figure 4 lists six variables as 
constraints on the operation of the program. They must be 
chosen by the pavement designer (program user) because 
they control certain decisions in the pavement system. 
These variables probably are new to the reader because 
they are implicit in other design methods, or are ignored 
completely. The minimum and maximum thicknesses of 
the construction materials listed under material properties 
also are constraints on the system and limit the range of 
feasible designs. 

Traffic Delay Variables. These are divided into two 
parts. The first contains those variables associated with the 
overlay procedure and the road geometrics. There are six 
such variables, as shown in Figure 4. 

The second category contains those associated with the 
traffic speed and delays. There are five such variables 
(Fig. 4). 

These variables are used to calculate user vehicle costs 
during the overlay of the various proposed pavement de-
signs. They are discussed further by Scrivner et al. (6). 

Maintenance Variables. Four maintenance variables 
are required to implement the NCHRP maintenance study 
that is used as the basis for calculating projected mainte-
nance costs in this program (17) (Fig. 4). The exact 
formulation of their use in this program is shown in 
Appendix C. 

PROGRAM OPERATION 

The SAMP5 computer program uses an algorithm similar 
to the system discussed in Chapter One. The main dif-
ferences involve the model used for calculating routine 
maintenance cost, the performance models, and the use of 
seal coats. 

The operation of the program, as shown in Figure 6, can 
be divided into four sections, as follows: 

1. Initial Construction. The variables used in this phase 
of the program are material strengths, thickness ranges, and 
initial serviceability level. The material strengths include 
the AASHO strength coefficients as well as soil support 
values as described in NCHRP Report 128 (16). The 
system takes the thickness ranges of the materials and 
increments through all possible layer and thickness com-
binations, calculating the structural number for each layer 
selection. The asphaltic concrete is incremented by 1/4  -in. 
steps; the increment of the other layers is in steps equiva-
lent in cost to ¼ in. of asphaltic concrete rounded off to 
the nearest ¼ in. (i.e., if the cost of asphaltic concrete is 
$10 per cubic yard and the cost of gravel is $2 per cubic 
yard, the increment for gravel is ¼ (10/2) = 11/4  in.) 
Each structural number then is combined with the loading 
and nontraffic deterioration parameters in the performance 
model to determine the first period of the performance 
history. 

Each initial construction design must first satisfy three 
constraints: it must (1) cost no more than the maximum 
funds available for initial construction, (2) be no thicker 
than the total thickness constraint, and (3) have a life 
(length of time until the serviceability index reaches the 
minimum allowed, P2) at least as long as the minimum time  

to the first overlay. For each design that meets these 
requirements the program continues to the overlay phase. 

Overlay Design. The variables used in the overlay 
calculations are (1) the lower bound on the serviceability 
index, (2) the length of the analysis period, and (3) mini-
mum and maximum overlay thickness constraints. If the 
serviceability of a pavement reaches a minimum value, P2, 
as determined by the performance model, an overlay must 
be applied. It is assumed that overlays will be constructed 
of asphaltic concrete in multiples of ½ in. starting the 
minimum overlay thickness constraint. All possible com-
binations of thicknesses (in ¼-in, increments) and num-
bers of overlays are then tried to determine which overlay 
policy is most economical for each initial construction de-
sign. This interaction with the cost computation is shown 
as optimization feedback in Figure 6. The number of 
possible overlay policies is controlled by the maximum 
overlay thickness constraint and by the length of the 
analysis period. 

Cost Computation. The computed costs in the SAMP 
programs are those of initial construction, overlay, main-
tenance, traffic delay, and salvage value. Initial construc-
tion, overlay, and traffic delay (users') costs are calculated 
as discussed in Chapter One. Salvage value in SAMP5 is 
based on a percentage of the structure existing at the end 
of the analysis period. A differert percentage may be used 
for each material. Maintenance cost is calculated by the 
road and shoulders model of NCHRP Report 42 (17). 
Each cost is then discounted to its present value using the 
interest rate input into the program. The sum of these 
discounted costs is called the total cost. 

Optimization. The main part of the optimization in 
the SAMP5 program is in the overlay procedure. The re-
mainder of the optimization is to sort each initial con-
struction design, together with its optimal overlay policy, 
in order of increasing total cost. Then the "ten best" de-
signs are printed out in a summary table (Fig. 5). The 
number of pages in the summary table (10 designs per 
page) is specified by the program user. 

PERFORMANCE MODEL 

The performance model used in SAMP5 consists of three 
equations and a set of inequality restraints, as follows: 

Traffic Equation. This is the same as the one shown 
in Chapter One. 

Structural Number Equation. This is from the 
AASHO Road Test (27): 

SN=A1D1 +A2D2 +. . .+ A,D,, 	(10) 

in which 

SN = structural number of the pavement; 
A j  = AASHO strength coefficient of the ith layer; 
Di  = thickness of the ith layer; and 
n = number of layers above subgrade. 

Performance Equation. This is from NCHRP Report 
128 (16) but is modified to take into account the effects 
of nontraffic-associated deterioration. 
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SN = [ 	
1.051(WR)01061 	 (11) 

1o003973(S3) 
. 101/$is(g—g') 

in which 

$N = structural number rquircd of a pavement struc-
ture; 

Wt = total equivalent 1 8-kip single-axle loads expected 
during the design life of the facility; 

SS = soil support term for the existing material; 
R = regional factor; 

0.081(19)323 	
(12) fiis= 0.4+ (SN*+ 1)519 

	

P1—P2 	 (13) g 
= 	- 1.5 

M2+2MV5_P1 	
(14) 

P1 —l.5 

	

M= ('/5—P2'--- \/5—P1)(1 _e_bkth) 	(15) 

in which 

P1 = initial serviceability index; 
P2' = nontraffic deterioration lower limit; 

= nontraffic deterioration rate at the beginning of the 
kth performance period; and 

- length of the kth performance period. 

4. Inequality Restraints. These also are from NCHRP 
Report 128 (16): 

(16) 
A1 

SN2 * = A1D1 ~: SN3 	 (17) 

D,.~ SN1A SNt , i=2.....n 	(18) 

	

SN1,1 = SN* + AD1 ~! SN1 + 1, i = 2, . . ., n 	(19) 

Solution of Performance Model 

The first step in the solution of the performance model is 
to determine which inequality restraint is limiting; i.e., 
which layer interface has the shortest life. This is done by 
solving Eq. 11 for W, assuming that Eq. 14, the term for 
nontraffic deterioration, is equal to zero. The interface 
with the smallest Wt is the one that will produce the short-
est life. This is true because traffic and nontraffic deteriora-
tion are assumed to be independent. 

When it has been determined which interface will pro-
duce the shortest life, the traffic and performance equations 
are solved simultaneously by an iterative process. 

DEMONSTRATION OF FEASIBILITY OF REVISING 

THE PAVEMENT SYSTEMS MODEL 

A prerequisite of any satisfactory systems model is that it 
can be readily revised as experience and research provide 
new input. The SAMP developed in this report is only a 
beginning in pavement systems design methods. As new 

tools and techniques are developed, they can be incorpo-
rated into the system. The feasibility is demonstrated here 
for using improved materials characterization studies, such 
as those described in NCHRP Report 140, to improve the 
structural subsystem of the model. 

It is desirable to discuss first the fundamentals of pave-
ment behavior and performance. The conceptual pave-
ment system diagram in Figure 2 shows the complex inter-
relationship that exists between: 

Material properties and the geometry (i.e., thickness) 
of the pavement layers. 

Manifestations of pavement behavior. 
Pavement performance and failure. 

Thus, it is necessary to understand the interrelationship 
of these factors in order to establish concepts and proce-
dures for improving components of the pavement system. 
Because material properties are discussed in NCHRP 
Report 140, they are not discussed here. Pavement behav-
ior and pavement performance are discussed briefly in the 
following sections. A more detailed discussion of these 
two factors appears in Appendix E. 

Pavement Behavior 

The factors affecting pavement structural behavior have 
been defined and characterized in different ways by various 
individuals and groups (18-26). Although reasons for 
these characterizations may vary, it appears that the basic 
purpose in most cases has been to provide guidelines for 
design or evaluation. Such descriptions of pavement struc-
tural behavior usually have been formulated by defining 
factors that affect either pavement performance or failure 
of the pavement structure. A survey of the literature, 
however, indicates that there are no clear-cut and gen-
erally accepted definitions of failure that relate to some 
level of serviceability or performance, and that there is no 
complete set of well-defined and generally accepted failure 
mechanisms for the pavement components. 

In this study an attempt is made to associate material 
properties with modes of failure or distress through con-
siderations of the various mechanisms and manifestations 
of distress. Limiting response (i.e., distress) modes have 
been divided into three categories: (1) fracture, (2) dis-
tortion, and (3) disintegration. These are shown in Figure 
7 and are defined in Appendix B. With the exception of 
pavement slipperiness associated with the surface coeffi-
cient of friction, all forms of pavement distress can be 
related individually or collectively to these modes. Figure 7 
also shows the manifestations of each mode of distress, 
and lists the mechanisms associated with each manifesta-
tion of failure. Although the next logical step would be 
to list the pertinent material properties for each failure 
mechanism noted, this has not been done because of a 
lack of (1) suitable constitutive equations for materials, 
and (2) adequate failure theories. The complexity of the 
former aspect is discussed in NCHRP Report 140. The 
first may be termed as the primary manifestation; those 
that occur progressively after it are termed secondary, 
tertiary, etc. The sequential order of these manifestations 
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Distress 	Distress 
Mode 	Manifestation 	Examples of Distress Mechanism 

Excessive, loading 
Repeated loading (i.e., fatigue) 

Cracking ___________ Thermal changes 
Moisture changes 

Fracturc 	
Slippage (horizontal forces) 
Shrinkage  

g 	 Repeated loading (i.e., fatigue) 

Excessive loading 

Spallin 
 Thermal changes 

[ Moisture changes 

Excessive loading 
Time-dependent deformation 

Permanent 	 (e.g., creep) 
Ideformation 	Densification (i.e., compaction) 
I 	 Consolidation 

Distortion-1 	 Swelling 

I rExcessive ioading 

LFaulting 

	

	jDensification (i.e., compaction) 

I Consolidation 
swe11ing 

fAdhesion (i.e., loss of bond) 
Stripping 	I Chemical reactivity 

LAbras ion by traffic 
Disinte- 
gration 	 Adhesion (i.e., loss of bond) 

Raveling 	 Chemical reactivity 
and 	 Abrasion by traffic 

scaling 	 Degradation of aggregate 
Durability of binder 

Figure 7. Categoriesof pavement distress. 

would vary depending on load, environmental conditions, 
etc. In most cases, a number of these may occur simul-
taneously. 

Comparison with SAMP Program 

Technically, if the SAMP program were all-encompassing, 
a mathematical model would be present for each of the 
distress mechanisms shown in Figure 7. Thus, a model 
would predict each of the distress modes of fracture dis-
tortion and disintegration, respectively, in a manner de-
scribed by conceptual Eq. E-1 (App. E) by inputting load, 
environment, construction, maintenance, and structural 
variables considering space and time. The models used in 
the SAMP program do not have this finesse, because the 
program uses a gross transformation from the input com-
ponents of a pavement structure (i.e., thickness and 
strength coefficients) to a present serviceability index. 
From prediction of present serviceability index, a per-
formance history can be obtained and failure of the sys-
tem can be evaluated in terms of a minimum serviceability 
level and total dollar cost to the system. A number of 

mathematical models are contained in the SAMP program, 
but the ones of primary interest here are the performance 
models developed at the AASHO Road Test (27). One 
model is the present serviceability equation, which indicates 
the ability of a specific section of pavement to serve high-
speed, high-volume, mixed (truck and auto) traffic in its 
existing condition (18). The performance of the pavement 
is a measure of the accumulated serviceability provided by 
the facility and may be expressed as a direct function of the 
present serviceability history for the pavement (18). A 
second model is a structural number model that also was 
developed at the Road Test (27) and subsequently was 
used by the AASHO Design Committee to formulate the 
"Interim Guides" (10, 16, 28). These models are: 

p = 5.03-1.91 log(1 + SV) - 0.01 VC + p - 1.38RTi2 

(20) 

in which 

p = present serviceability index; 
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SV = mean slope variance, a summary statistic of wheel 
path roughness; 

RD = average rut depth in the wheel path; 
C = area of detrimental cracking per 1,000 sq ft; and 
P = area of patching per 1,000 sq ft. 

0=t 

P(x,t) —F[p(,$)] 	 (21) 
0=0 

in which 

P(x, t) = performance as a function of space and time; 
t = time; and 
= position vector of a point referred to a co-

ordinate system. 

SN = A1D1  + A2 D, + A3 D3 	(22) 

in which 

SN = structural number of system; 
A0  = structural coefficient of the ith layer; and 
D0  = thickness of the ith layer. 

P = Pi - (W/p)fi 	 (23) 

in which 

Pi = initial PSI; 
W = number of equivalent wheel loads; and 

/3, p = parameters depending on layer thickness and 
strength coefficient, wheel load magnitude and 
configuration, etc. 

The SAMP program uses a structural number value 
(Eq. 22) to compute the present serviceability value (Eq. 
23) at the end of a stated time or traffic period. The com-
puted performance at the end of the traffic period does not 
indicate the relative magnitude of cracking, patching, slope 
variance, and rut depth (Eq. 20). Rather, some function 
of their combined values will be equal to the computed 
present serviceability index at time t. Because these mathe-
matical models are equations statistically derived from the 
AASHO Road Test, they may be applied successfully 
within the limits of material types and thicknesses and 
experiment at the AASHO Road Test. The use of any new 
materials may be an extrapolation of the equation beyond 
its boundary conditions; hence, the applicability is ques-
tionable and remains to be verified. Thus, one immediate 
improvement of the SAMP computer program would be to 
quantify Eqs. E-2, E-3, and E-4 for fracture distortion and 
disintegration and their combined value of distress index 
(Eq. E-1) on the basis of;  theory. With such a model, 
serviceability index could be predicted on the basis of the 
actual output information (i.e., fracture, disintegration, and 
distortion) rather than through a gross transformation be-
tween input variables and performance based on field ob-
servations. Such models would make it possible to design 
for any material and any conditions. 

Functional Models 

The complete quantification of Eqs. E-1 through E-4 to 
encompass all of the distress manifestations and mecha- 

nisms in Figure 7 is an extensive undertaking that is be-
yond the scope of this project. Therefore, the approach 
used here is to show a logical method for quantifying sev-
eral of the distress mechanisms and demonstrate their 
applicability in the systems model. 

The distress mechanism fatigue or repeated loading 
(Fig. 7) has been the subject of considerable research 
(29-37), with the result that much information is available 
for use; therefore, this distress mechanism has been se-
lected for quantification. The complex interaction of the 
various distress mechanisms and manifestations is discussed 
previously. Figure 8 shows the interrelation of several dis-
tress manifestations that may be related with that caused 
by load repetitions. In this example, the distress mecha-
nism of repeated loading leads to a primary manifestation 
of cracking, and the continued repeated load application 
leads to a secondary manifestation of spalling (fracture) 
and permanent deformation (distortion). The cracking of 
the pavement structure may also reduce the load-carrying 
capacity of the pavement structure, and for the same loads 
a secondary mechanism of excessive loading results and 
leads to a secondary distress manifestation of faulting (dis-
tortion) and spalling (fracture). In this manner, the initial 
distress mechanism of repeated loading has caused the dis-
tress modes of fracture and distortion to occur in the pave-
ment structure. Thus, it is easy to envision the complex 
interactions that would develop when several distress 
mechanisms are involved. 

The progressive increase of the distress index (Eq. E-1) 
from an initial effect of the repeated loading distress 
mechanism and subsequent secondary distress mechanisms 
is shown in Figures 9 through 12. In Figure 9, the de-
velopment of the cracking index is shown in terms of traffic 
application. For the first period of traffic applications, little 
or no cracking occurs. Then at a traffic value of N8, 
progressive cracking begins, and the cracking index in-
creases rapidly. If it is assumed that only the fracture 
mode occurs, the cracking index is used with Eq. E-1 to 
compute the distress index. Its history is shown in Figure 
10. There is no change in the index until cracking occurs 
at n0  traffic applications, at which time a progressive decay 
commences. 

The development of the secondary manifestations of 
faulting and permanent deformation is shown in Figure 11, 
in terms of the distortion mode of distress. The distortion 
index might begin at a traffic value na,  which is greater 
than n0  because distortion is a secondary manifestation in 
this case. The shape of the distress function changes with 
the addition of distortion (Fig. 12), and the decay or slope 
of the distress index will be greater when the secondary 
manifestations of distortion and fracture occur, due to their 
compounding effect. 

Failure of the system occurs when the distress index 
decreases below a minimum acceptable value. The pre-
ceding discussion illustrates the functional concepts in-
volved in quantifying the distress index. The next step is 
to use the necessary constitutive equations to solve the 
functional equations, 
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Figure 8. Interrelationship of distress mechanisms and manifestations. 

Figure 9. Progressive development of the cracking index with traffic. 
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Figure 10. Progressive development of the distress index, considering only cracking. 
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Figure 11. Progressive development of primary cracking and secondary distortion. 
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Figure 12. Progressive development of the distress index, considering both the cracking and 
the distortion indexes. 

Selection of Boundary Value Problems and 

Constitutive Equations 

In the materials characterization section of this project 
(5), detailed steps for characterizing materials and using 
the results in boundary value problems are discussed. At 
some time in the future it would be desirable to use this 
information in the SAMP computer program. As a pre-
cursor to such complex improvement, this example illus-
trates the application of the best developed constitutive 
equation and boundary value problems in the present state 
of the art. The constitutive equations for linear elastic 
theory (38) and layered theory (39, 40) probably repre-
sent the most advanced state of the art that is now avail-
able for use. 

Figure 13 is a typical pavement structure cross-section  

showing the elastic parameters (i.e., modulus of elasticity 
and Poisson's ratio) and the pavement geometry value (i.e., 
thickness) required in the layered system program. These 
values are used with the layered program to compute the 
mechanical state of stress and strain in the pavement struc-
ture. These computed values may then be compared with 
the corresponding limiting values to predict cracking. If 
the computed stress is greater than the strength, cracking 
is assumed to occur. 

The computed values of stress and strain are determinis-
tic in nature because the input values are considered to be 
exact quantities. Thus, a deterministic solution does not 
consider the possibility of variations in properties, as re-
quired by Eq. E-1. With the absence of stochastic concepts, 
a deterministic approach implies that when the stress is 
greater than the strength, failure will occur at every point 
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in the pavement where a wheel load causing the limiting 
stress passes over. Experience and studies show that crack-
ing does not occur in this manner, but rather on a pro-
gressive basis (27). Thus, to predict progressive cracking 
more accurately, it is necessary that the stochastic con-
cepts be injected into the approach. Appendix F describes 
a method for predicting cracking on a stochastic basis. The 
method assumes that if the stress is independent of strength, 
the probability of distress is: 

P{C) = P{stress> b} + P{strength < b} 	(24) 

in which 

P{ } = probability of an event occurring; and 
b = a value defining the point where stress and strain 

values overlap. 

An equation is developed in Appendix F to quantify the 
foregoing functional notation. The use of this equation 
allows the percentage of surface area of a roadway ex-
periencing cracking to be predicted for certain stress and 
strength variations around the mean value shown. 

In addition to these properties, the fatigue characteris-
tics of the materials are an input property required in pre- 
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dicting cracking due to the repeated load distress mecha-
nism. A typical fatigue curve for portland cement concrete 
and asphaltic concrete (Fig. 14) indicates that the greater 
the stress level the fewer the number of load repetitions 
required to failure. Although it is not stated by investi-
gators, the solid line is an average fatigue line for the data. 
Monismith and Kasianchuk (41) and others have shown 
that the stochastic variation in asphaltic concrete may be 
described by lines parallel to the average fatigue line, as 
shown in Figure 14. Each line indicates the probability that 
a pavement subjected to a given stress level will last a given 
number of applications. In essence, this principle implies 
that, for a given stress level, the less risk of cracking one 
is willing to take, the smaller allowable number of load 
repetitions. For example, the ith stress level will go Ni-  99 
applications with a probability of 99 percent; i.e., only 

1 percent chance of failure. However, if the user is willing 
to accept the probability of 20 percent failure, the material 
will last Ni-  80 load repetitions, which is greater than 
N-99 (42). 

Prediction of Cracking Index 

In this section, data are used to numerically predict a 
cracking index history that might be developed in a pave-
ment structure due to the repeated load distress mecha-
nism, assuming that only the primary distress mode occurs. 
The cracking index then is used to predict the distress index 
history of the pavement. For this example, a full-depth 
asphaltic concrete pavement that is divided into three 
layers (Fig. 15) is selected; the upper layer is a wearing 
course; the second layer, an asphaltic concrete base; and the 
third layer, a subgrade. 
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Figure 15. Geometry and material properties used in the example problem. 
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The first step in the analysis is to characterize the ma-
terial properties of the pavement structure. The stiffness 
of the asphaltic concrete may be obtained using the pave-
ment temperature and mixture properties with the pro-
cedure described by Finn in NCHRP Report 39 (43). 
Values of 100,000 psi and 600,000 psi are used to represent 
summer and winter conditions, respectively, for the wear-
ing course. These values are designated as the modulus of 
elasticity of the wearing course in the layered program. 
Because the base course temperatures will generally be 
lower than in the wearing course during the summer, a 
value of 500,000 psi is used for this illustrative problem. 
The modulus of elasticity for the subgrade layer may be 
characterized using the resilient modulus procedures de-
scribed by Seed et al. in NCHRP Report 35 (44). Values 
of 3,000 psi and 10,000 psi are selected for the resilient 
modulus to represent poor and medium support conditions, 
respectively. The values of Poisson's ratio shown in Fig-
ure 15 are based on previous experience. 

A wheel load of 12,000 lb, representing a medium heavy 
load, is used in the example. To simplify the presentation, 
only one load value is used. Mixed traffic such as that 
experienced on a highway may be readily taken into ac-
count by procedures advanced by Kasianchuk (41) and 
McCullough (42) and described in Appendix F. 

The fatigue properties of the asphaltic concrete may be 
characterized by the repeated fiexural test procedures de-
scribed by Deacon (30) and Epps (31). Figures 16 and 
17 show a typical asphaltic concrete that was characterized 
in fatigue by Epps (31). Figure 16 shows the distribution 
expected with good quality control; Figure 17 represents 
poor quality control. Note that in both cases the average 
line is identical, but the spread in Figure 17 is considerably 
greater than in Figure 16. These two variations are used 
to predict the variation in performance for asphaltic con-
crete with the same average values, but representing sub 
stantially different degrees of quality control. A conven-
tional deterministic procedure would predict that these two 
asphaltic concretes would have the same performance his-
tory, but it would be recognized immediately that a con-
siderable difference in performance could be expected. 

Material properties, wheel load, and layer thicknesses are 
used with the computer prOgram to predict stresses in the 
pavement structure. Figures 18 and 19 show for poor and 
good soil, respectively, the tensile stress in the asphaltic 
concrete at the interface of the subgrade with the asphaltic 
concrete layer that is directly beneath the wheel load, in 
terms of the base stiffness. This location was selected be-
cause it represents the maximum tensile stress in the pave-
ment structure, the area where a tensile failure may initiate. 
Observations of asphaltic concrete taken from in-service 
pavements by Monismith et al. (29) confirm the reason 
ableness of this hypothesis. Both figures show stress •is 
highly dependent on the stiffness of the base, although 
when a thickness of 12 in. is reached the effect becomes 
nil, and the tensile stress becomes nil. Furthermore, it may 
be noted that the tensile stress decreases with increased 
base thickness, as would be expected. Note also that the 
stresses are high for summer conditions, because the wear-
ing course loses some of its carrying capacity (i.e., stiff- 

ness) with increasing temperature. A comparison of Fig-
ures 18 and 19 shows that the stresses are substantially 
lower for good support condition, as would be expected. 

For this example, the stress is assumed to be determinis-
tic (i.e., zero variance) and the fatigue strength is assumed 
to vary around the mean value, as shown in Figures 16 and 
17. This simplifying assumption does not affect the logic 
or concepts being illustrated, but it will influence the shape 
of the performance history curve. Variations in both stress 
and strength may be taken into account, as described in 
Appendix F. To be compatible with the values for cracking 
used in Eq. 20, the cracking index equation (Eq. E-2) in 
Appendix E is quantified for use hereafter as follows: 

8=t 

	

CI(x, t) = P{C(x, s)}1,000 	(25) 
8=0 

in which 

P{ } = probability of an event occurring; and 
C(x, s) = cracking of space and time. 

The right side is defined as 

8=t 	 f e,.
P{C(x,$)}=P ~._L~ 1.0 	(26) 
80 	 N1 	j 

in which 

nj = the actii number of the jth stress repetitions 
experienced; and 

N = the allowable number of jth stress repetitions 
permissible. 

The limiting value of the cracking index is 1,000 for the 
boundary conditions of Eq. 26. This value in essence 
means that 100 percent wheel path area is experiencing 
cracking. To demonstrate the flexibility of the approach 
being developed, the cracking index history is shown in 
considering a number of parameters in Figures 20 through 
23. 

Effect of Structural Variables 

Figure 20 shows the possible effect of base thickness (struc-
tural variable) and season (environmental variables) on 
the cracking index. Note in all cases the cracking index 
starts at zero and, after a given number of applications, 
reaches the value of 1,000. In general, the cracking index 
rate increases as the base thickness decreases. Because the 
pavement structure has a lower load-carrying capacity in 
summer than in winter, the rate of increase is greater for 
summer conditions than for winter conditions. Note that 
for 100 percent of the wheel path area to experience crack-
ing, 600 applications would be required for the 4-in, base 
thickness and 120,000 applications would be required for 
the 12-in, thickness. 

Figure 21 shows possible effect of the subgrade stiffness 
on the cracking index. The poor subgrade condition is the 
same as a 4-in, thickness in Figure 20, and the good sub-
grade condition was computed for a subgrade stiffness of 
10,000 psi. Figure 21 shows the difference in performance 
with poor and good soils. The figure also can be used to 
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Figure 17. Fatigue diagram for an asphaltic concrete with poor quality cøntrol. 

illustrate the effect of environmental variables. For ex-
ample, the good curve could represent a condition where 
the subgrade is dry, and the poor support condition repre-
sents a condition where considerable moisture is present in 
the subgrade. Substantially greater rates of deterioration 
are experienced with the poor support conditions, as cx- 

pected. Most pavement structures cycle between poor and 
good subgrade conditions during the year, and a true per-
formance curve for a pavement would have to be the cul-
mination of these support conditions. if the designer is 
capable of expressing the degree of support as a function 
of time, the performance history may be predicted. 
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Effect of Environmental Variables 

Figure 22 shows the effect of the seasonal distribution of 
wheel loads (load variables) on the cracking index history. 
The two curves marked summer and winter are identical 
to the 6-in, base curve in Figure 20. Owing to the de-
creased stiffness of the asphaltic concrete, a greater rate of 
deterioration is experienced in summer than in winter. 
These conditions represent the extremes of pavement per-
formance. The three intermediate curves represent distri-
butions between these extremes. For example, if 75 per-
cent of the wheel loads occur during summer conditions 
and 25 percent occur during winter conditions, the rate of 
deterioration would be less than for summer but greater 

than for winter conditions. Carrying the example further, 
if only 25 percent of the wheel loads are experienced dur-
ing summer conditions and 75 percent are experienced dur-
ing winter conditions, the rate of deterioration would be 
less than the one previously described, but greater than for 
the winter condition. 

Effect of Construction Control Variables 

Figure 23 shows the effect of quality control (construction 
variables) on the distress index history of a pavement. The 
good and poor quality control curves are developed from 
Figures 16 and 17, respectively. In both cases, distresses 
for the 4-in, base course in Figure 15 were used. Note that 
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the cracking index increases rapidly for the condition of 
poor quality control, but both curves obtain a cracking 
index value of 500 at the same number of load applica-
tions. This is to be expected, because the mean value lines 
for the two distributions are identical. From 225 applica-
tions on, the good quality control curve increases relatively 
more rapidly than the poor quality control curve. Again, 
this is to be expected, because for poor quality control some 
high as well as low values would be expected. It is em-
phasized that under conventional design procedures the 
predicted curves for these two conditions would be identi-
cal because stochastic variations are not considered. This 
figure shows that a considerably different performance his-
tory would be expected. Furthermore, if the primary crack-
ing manifestation leads to other distress mechanisms, decay 

of the distress curve will be increased, and performance 
will be relatively poor. 

The cracking index histories shown in Figures 20 through 
23 may be used with Eq. 20 to compute the distress index 
history for the conditions prescribed. Assuming that only 
the primary distress mechanism of repeated loading is caus-
ing distress, Eq. 25 may be used with Eqs. 20 and 21 to 
define the distress index quantitatively, as follows: 

70 

DJ(x, t) = 1.0 - 0.0002
f J- , Nj 

> i.o} 1,000 	(27) 

in which terms are as defined previously. 
Figure 24 is the distress index history based on the 

cracking index history presented in Figure 20 for base 
thicknesses of 6, 8, and 12 in. for summer conditions. 
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Figure 23. Effect of construction quality control on cracking index history. 

Because the cracking index has only a small influence on 
the distress index, the change in magnitude in Figure 24 
is relatively small. However, this magnitude is irrelevant, 
because the important point here is that the distress index 
has been predicted using a distress mechanism. For ex-
ample, if these same cracking index values were used in the 
rigid equations, the relative effect would be much greater. 
The data in Figures 21 through 23 also could be used to 
predict the distress histories similar to Figure 24 if desired. 

Sum mary 

In the foregoing, the feasibility of using research findings 
and results to improve a systematic pavement design pro-
cedure is demonstrated—in this case with the SAMP com-
puter program. The specific improvement of the SAMP 
program selected was putting the gross transformation be-
tween input variables and distress history (i.e., pavement 
performance) on a sound, rational basis. This particular 
gross transformation is a limiting feature of the SAMP 
program design procedure and for most other existing 
design procedures in that the procedures cannot be ex-
trapolated beyond the limits in which they were derived. 
This has presented numerous problems in terms of per-
formance and design in the past. 

The conceptual sequence for modifying the gross trans- 

formation between input variables and performance was 
developed as follows: 

Predict a distress manifestation based on a primary 
distress mechanism (Fig. 7). 

The occurrence of a primary distress manifestation 
leads to the initiation of a secondary distress mechanism, 
which in turn leads to secondary distress manifestations. 
This process may occur for several additional levels; i.e., 
secondary, tertiary (Fig. 8). 

The effect of the primary, secondary, and higher 
order distress mechanisms must be defined and combined 
to predict a distress index history (i.e., performance) for 
the pavement (Fig. 12). 

Only the first step is accomplished in this chapter, but 
the feasibility of the approach was demonstrated by ac-
tually quantifying the cracking index history based on the 
repeated load distress mechanism. This index then was 
used to predict the distress index history. In the process, 
material, structural, load, and construction variables were 
used to quantify the distress index, defining the interrela-
tionship between these variables, as shown in the concep-
tual pavement design system (Fig. 2). In addition, the 
findings and results of a number of NCHRP research proj- 
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ects were used as state-of-the-art procedures to specifically 
improve the transformation. This demonstrates the feasi-
bility of using research results from various studies, but it 
also demonstrates that this work needs to be conducted in 
a coordinated fashion, based on priorities and the sensitivity 
of the parameters. 

Logically, the next step in using the information devel-
oped would be to incorporate the mathematical models for 
predicting distress index history into the SAMP program. 
No attempt was made in this study to actually incorporate 
the repeated load distress mechanism for predicting per-
formance into the model, because a number of other key 
distress mechanisms must be quantified first. When this is 
accomplished, these various distress mechanisms can be  

combined to rationally predict the distress index history or 
performance of a pavement structure. 

Dynamic Effects 

Another major area that is largely ignored in the present 
working model is the dynamics of the system. Existing 
pavement design methods largely treat the pavement design 
as a static problem. In reality, most of the loads applied 
to a pavement structure are moving. The effect of these 
moving loads in the dynamic sense has not been fully 
evaluated and is not considered in most pavement design 
methods. It is highly desirable that the study of these 
effects be continued. The probability of their importance 
is particularly high on heavily loaded vehicles, such as 
trucks, and on new jumbo jet aircraft for airfield pavement. 

CHAPTER THREE 

INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION OF FINDINGS 

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 

A so-called average problem was chosen to best illustrate 
the program. A complete output list of this example prob-
lem is shown in Appendix D. The core portion of the 
computer input and output is shown in Figures 4 and 5. 

Using the input data shown in Figure 4, the computer 
generated an array of possible pavement designs, the first 
ten of which are shown in Figure 5. Of these designs, four 
are one-layer designs, one is a two-layer design, and five 
are three-layer designs. The total predicted cost for these 
ten designs ranges from $3.63 to $3.76. The actual designs 
available to the administrator for choice range widely, as 
shown by the differences in Design 1 and Design 7 (Fig. 
25). The cost for Design 1 is $3.63, with a smaller amount 
of the investment going into initial construction and addi-
tional funds employed in four subsequent overlays. On the 
other hand, Design 7 involves a substantial initial con-
struction investment with a total thickness of 20 in. over-
all with only two overlays subsequently applied. Within the 
cost differential shown, the designer or administrator is free 
to select a design, because variability in costs probably will 
discount this possible cost differential, and, for practical 
purposes, the cost of the two designs could be considered 
equal. 

Figure 26 shows the predicted performance histories of 
these two designs. Many people would consider Design 7 
to be superior because only two periods of overlay are 
involved. However, this is a subjective weighting function 
not presently considered by the program. 

SUBSEQUENT PROGRAM USE 

SAMP5 is valuable not only as an initial design tool, but 
also for its use for pavement evaluation and maintenance 
programming. For example: the designer chooses a de-
sign—say, either Design 1 or Design 7. Based on the best 
information available, it is predicted that an overlay will 
be required after five years. At the end of four or five 
years, however, it will be possible for the maintenance 
engineer to take additional data on the section; reevaluate 
the conditions as they exist at that time; and, using the 
information as input to the program, update the predicted 
performance history of the section. In this way a more 
exact estimate of maintenance cost and predicted future 
cost can be made, and thus programming of maintenance 
funds can be more realistically applied. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF THE 

OPERATIONAL SYSTEM 

SAMP5, an operational pavement systems model, is pre-
sented and examined in Chapter Two. As indicated in the 
discussion of pavement systems analysis, the evaluation of 
the model is an important step in the solution of the prob-
lem. Therefore, a preliminary evaluation of SAMP5, both 
subjective and objective, is attempted here, to provide a 
better understanding of the model and its various sub-
systems. 

One effective method of evaluating the parameters in a 
complex model is to perform a sensitivity analysis, which 
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is basically an evaluation of the amount of response in 
a model due to a unit change in the parameters of the 
model. In simple linear models such as Newton's law, 
f = ma, it is easy to recognize that the output (force) is 
directly proportional to the input mass or the input ac-
celeration. In more complex models it is sometimes possi-
ble to differentiate the output with respect to each input 
separately to obtain the rate of change of the output with 
respect to the specific input; i.e., for y = x2, dy/dx = 2x. 
For a linear equation this represents the slope of the plot 
of one variable with respect to the other. 

Unfortunately, with a model or set of models as complex 
as SAMP5 it is impossible to evaluate the sensitivity of the 
parameters this simply. However, it is possible to evalu-
ate quickly the effect of the parameters by using a com-
puter. By writing a series of computer solutions, changing 
the level of one variable from one solution to the next, it 
is possible to compare the effect of a unit change in any 
given variable. By running combinations of solutions in the 
proper manner, it is possible to evaluate the interactions of 
the variables in the model. It is highly desirable to run 
a complete factorial analysis in this fashion, to examine 
the behavior of the model over its complete range. Such 
a large-scale undertaking was impractical for this project, 
and a small sensitivity analysis was undertaken. 

Analysis Conducted 

The problems for this analysis were chosen to study the 
effects of what are considered to be important variables in 
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several different models. These variables are (1) the non-
traffic deterioration parameter for the rate at which the 
pavement structure reaches equilibrium, (2) the accumu-
lated number of equivalent 1 8-kip axles during the analy-
sis period, (3) the number of days the temperature re-
mains below 32°F, (4) the strength coefficient of the 
asphaltic concrete layers, and (5) the soil support value 
of the subgrade. For each of these variables, engineering 
averages and extremes were chosen. The extremes were 
designated as either high or low, depending on whether they 
produced total costs above or below that of the basic 
average solution for the example problem previously 
described. 

In addition to the basic average solution (all variables 
at their engineering averages), ten additional problems are 
included in this phase of the study. With all other vari-
ables at their average level, a problem was run with each 
of the five variables to be studied varied individually to its 
low value and then to its high value. The values used for 
each of the five variables are given in Table 1. 

The effects of these variables in the projected design are 
analyzed by examining the optimal solution of each prob-
lem for differences in total cost and for any changes in the 
design strategy. Table 2 gives a summary of this informa-
tion for the 11 solutions. 

Plotting the total cost vs the variable level (Table 1) 
gives a set of curves showing the over-all effect of each 
variable in the region of the basic average solution. These 
curves are shown in Figure 27. 
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Figure 26. Predicted performance histories of Design Strategies 1 and 7. 

To get a numerical rating of the variables, the average 
slope of the curves of Figure 27, in cents for each change 
of 10 percent in the range of the variable, has been calcu-
lated for the low-to-average and average-to-high ranges as 
well as for the low-to-high range. These slopes and a per-
centile rating are given in Table 3; this shows that the soil 
support of the subgrade and strength coefficient of the 
asphaltic concrete are the most important of the variables 
evaluated, while the nontraffic deterioration parameter is 
least important as far as total cost is concerned. 

Table 2 indicates that all but one variable had an effect 
on the initial and overlay construction designs; variable 3 
(number of days maximum temperature remained below 
32°F) did not. For that variable, the only difference be-
tween these solutions and the basic average solution is the 
cost, from which it can be inferred that variable 3 is in-
dependent of the number or the length of the performance 
periods. This cannot be said of the other four variables. 

Detailed Sensitivity Analysis 

To accomplish an analysis similar to the one presented 
previously for all the variables in the SAMP program, 

about 500 solutions would be required. Several thousand 
solutions would be needed to study completely the inter-
actions among the variables. It is also possible to investi-
gate the parameters in factorial form over the range of 
interest and to use fractional factorial solutions. Several 
of the variables can be shown to be independent of some 
of the others; thus, partitioning of the solutions can be 
accomplished. 

It is also desirable to study each model in the system 
independently, evaluating each variable at two or three 
levels. 

Breaking the computer program down into its compo-
nent parts can greatly reduce the computer time required 
for the analysis of the individual variables. The time sub-
routine, for example (see program listing in Appendix C), 
solves the performance function for the length of each 
performance period. Included in this subroutine are ap-
proximately ten variables that appear at no other place in 
the program. To study the interactions of these ten vari-
ables would require 210  original solutions, or 1,024 solu-
tions. To solve a single design problem in the SAMP5 
program, the time subroutine must be called from 5,000 
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TABLE I 

VALUES OF VARIABLES USED 
IN SENSITIVITY STUDY 

VARIABLE 

VALUE 

LOW AVERAGE HIGH 

Nontraffic deterioration 
parameter 0.0 0.12 0.24 

Accumulated number of 
equivalent 18-kip axles 2 x 100  5 X 100 8 X 100 

Number of days the tempera- 
ture remains below 32°F 0 60 120 

Strength coefficient of the 
asphaltic concrete layer 0.33 0.44 0.77 

Soil support value of the 
subgrade 2.00 4.25 6.50 

to 10,000 times; thus, the computer time required to get 
1,000 solutions of the subroutine would be fairly small. 
These solutions can be analyzed by any of a number of 
statistical computer programs available to determine the 
significance of each variable and the interactions between 
them. Ultimately, some type of statistical analysis would 
be helpful here. 

There are many other types of objective analysis that  

can be run involving evaluation of one or more of the out-
put variables, including performance, initial thickness re-
quirements, number of overlays, and number of layers. 

Subjective Analysis 

The subjective analysis of the model by current individual 
users and potential users also is important. No user will 
be satisfied with the model until he truly understands more 
than the general facts about its working mechanisms and 
operation. For example, many users will object to the use 
of AASHO Road Test equations for structural information. 
Others will object to the way in which the swelling clay 
parameters have been formulated. All these are valid ob-
jections, because the various subsystems in the system are 
not perfect. In fact, many improvements and changes are 
needed now, and will be needed in the future, to make the 
model truly applicable to pavement design and evaluation. 

However, it is important that some type of working 
model be formulated and put to use. By using the model, 
observing its use in the field, and beginning to develop 
feedback information on the results on the performance 
of pavements designed with the method, it will be possible 
to update the model, change its various subsystems, and, 
thus, provide a method that uses the measured values of 
material properties and be applicable to all locations, 
environments, and traffic loadings. 

TABLE 2 

OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS FOR SENSITIVITY STUDY PROBLEMS 

LOW 
	

HIGH 

INITIAL NO. TOTAL INITIAL NO. 	TOTAL 
CONST. OF COST! CONST. OF 	COST! 
THICK- OVER- SQ YD THICK- OVER- SQ YD 

VARIABLE NESS °  LAYS ($) NESS °  LAYS 	($) 
1. 	Nontraffic deterioration 

parameter 8.00A 2 3.266 5.25A 3 	3.842 
5.00B 

10.00C 
2. Accumulated number of 

equivalent 18-kip axles 7.25A 3 3.220 6.00A 3 	3.860 
5.00B 
7.50C 

3. Number of days the tern- 
perature remains below 
32°F 7.75A 4 3.049 7.75A 4 	4.307 

4. 	Strength coefficient of the 
asphaltic concrete layer 6.00A 2 2.703 6.00A 2 	3.965 

7.00B 
lO.00C 

5. 	Soil support value of the 
subgrade 6.75A 2 2.857 8.00A 3 	4.438 

5.00B 
10.0OC 

INITIAL 
CONST. NO. OF TOTAL COST! 
THICKNESS OVERLAYS SQ YD ($) 

Average value solution 7.75A 4 3.628 

A, B, and C refer to material type in example problem. 
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TABLE 3 

NUMERICAL RATING OF VARIABLES 

LOW TO AVERAGE AVERAGE TO HIGH LOW TO HIGH 

PER- 
PERCEN- PERCEN- CEN- 

CENTS! TILE CENTS/ TILE CENTS! TILE 
10% RAT- 10% RAT- 10% RAT- 

VARIABLE CHANGE ING CHANGE ING CHANGE ING 

Nontraffic deterioration 
parameter 8.04 43.5 4.28 23.1 6.16 33.3 

One-direction accumulated 
number of equivalent 
18-kip axles 8.16 44.1 4.64 25.1 6.40 34.6 

Number of days the tem- 
perature remains below 
32°F 11.58 62.6 13.58 73.4 12.58 68.0 

Strength coefficient of the 
first material (asphaltic 
concrete) 18.50 100.0 6.74 36.4 12.62 68.2 

Soil support value of the 
subgrade 15.42 83.3 16.2 87.6 15.82 85.5 

Based on 100 percent for variable 4; low to average range 

CHAPTER FOUR 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The work presented herein, and that of Scrivner, Hutchin-
son, Haas, and others, shows that systems engineering must 
be applied to the pavement design problem if more rational 
realistic pavement design methods are to be developed. In 
this day of modern, heavy, high-speed traffic it is no longer 
satisfactory to use a three-variable nomograph for pave-
ment design. As new and more complex materials con-
tinue to be used, pavements must be designed much more 
precisely. 

This research revealed a considerable lack of coordina-
tion within the various national highway pavement and 
materials research programs and among the many agencies 
involved. It shows, however, that it is possible to develop 
a coordinated framework into which research from many 
sources can be entered. The findings also point out that the 
pre-planning of research to fulfill a specific priority need 
within the pavement system could result in greater over-all 
economy in the effort. 

The most significant result of this phase of Project 1-10 
is that an operational pavement systems model (SAMP5) 
was formulated and is presented for use and future 
development. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

In using SAMP5 it will be important to have good sources 
of input data. There is now a dearth of good information 
on highway maintenance costs, various categories of high-
way users' costs, and other factors. It is recommended 
that methods for improving this data base be initiated as 
rapidly as possible. 

It is recommended that SAMP5 be studied and used by 
others in an attempt to evaluate it thoroughly. Such use is 
essential for proper step-by-step improvement of the sys-
tem. In conjunction with such implementation, it will be 
necessary to collect and store for future analysis and use 
the feedback data from routine pavement design and per-
formance histories. Because no really good coordinated 
program for storing such data is presently available, one is 
urgently needed. 

Considering all aspects of the problem (literature 
searches, consultation with recognized authorities, findings 
within the project, and the factors listed previously) it 
appears essential that a long-term, well-coordinated pave-
ment management project be continued in the future to 
accomplish the goals of the project statement. Such 



research should result in over-all economies in the national 
highway construction and maintenance program. 

NEEDED RESEARCH 

Subsequent research in this area should attempt to finalize 
the basic working systems formulation as a design and 
pavement research management tool. This would include 
specification of various subsystem research needs based on 
a complete sensitivity analysis of SAMP5. 

A second major research need is to integrate the best 
available elastic theory into the working system as a 
structural subsystem. This would lead to implementation 
of the research accomplished in the materials characteriza-
tion portion of this project (5). 

A continuing effort should be made to implement the 
working system in several states. This effort requires 
national coordination, and can be accomplished best 
through the NCHRP. 
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A pavement is a complex structure that is subjected to 
many diverse combinations of loading and must perform 
under a variety of environments. Because the subjects of 
material characterization and pavement performance and 
their interrelationships are so complicated, a coordinated 
framework for solution of the over-all problem of pave-
ment design is needed. Examination of available tech-
niques for analyzing such complex relationships revealed 
that the concepts of systems engineering, which have 
evolved in recent years in the electronics, communications, 
and aerospace industries, would be appropriate to the 
evaluation of pavement structures. 

The use of systems engineering does not, per se, develop 
new and dramatic inputs to the solution of the pavement 
design problem, but it does provide a means of organizing 
the various segments of the total problem into an under-
standable framework. It proved necessary for this project, 
not only as an aid in the over-all definition of the problem, 
but also for pointing out related studies that might ulti-
mately provide needed input for the ultimate solution. To 
understand the systems engineering approach, it is probably 
better to talk about the "concepts of systems engineering" 
than systems engineering itself. 

Ellis and Ludwig (1) give a definition for a system that 
can be applied to highway and pavement structural systems: 

A system is something which accomplishes an op-
erational process; that is, something is operated on in 
some way to produce something. That which is op-
erated on is usually input; that which is produced is 
called output, and the operating entity is called the 
system. The system is a device, procedure, or scheme 
which behaves according to some description, its func-
tion being to operate on information and/or energy 
and/or matter in a time reference to yield information 
and/or energy and/or matter and/or service. 

Dommasch and Laudeman (2) use the term "systems 
engineering" to describe an integrated approach to the 
synthesis of entire systems designed to perform various 
tasks in what is expected to be the most efficient manner. 
Thus, the term "systems engineering" is used to describe 
an approach that views an entire system of components 
as an entity rather than simply as an assembly of individual 
parts; i.e., a system in which each component is designed 
to fit properly with the other components rather than to 
function by itself. 

The systems approach emphasizes the ideas and factors 
that are common to the successful operation of relatively 
independent parts in an integrated whole. Furthermore, 
the successful operation of the whole is the primary ob-
jective of the system. Individual parts and equipment may 
not be operating most efficiently at a particular time. How, 
ever, in the interest of the complete system, their action at  

the particular time must be compatible with over-all 
systems requirements for the entire period of interest. 

The design of a large-scale system is overwhelming if it 
is attacked all at once; but if the attack is made piecemeal 
it is unlikely to be successful. It is necessary to subdivide 
the problem in a number of ways, both conceptually and 
organizationally; but to do this it must be possible to 
formulate the problem as a whole. It is also important in 
systems engineering to divide the problem into subsystems 
for analysis and to develop appropriate models, mathemati-
cal or physical, for the over-all system. Such models are 
inevitably simplifications of the very complex natural 
world, but successive iterations in the solution of the model 
will make it possible to increase the complexity and the 
acceptability of the model and its solutions. 

Any system has a number of characteristics that can be 
related to the objectives of the individual subfunctions 
within the system or that may be objectives of the whole 
system. These characteristics may be such things as sim-
plicity, ease of maintenance, low cost, long life, and/or 
good performance, all of which may be required either 
simultaneously or at different times (e.g., asphaltic con-
crete must provide long life or durability at minimum cost). 
Under these conditions, some compromise is often required 
(e.g., an increase in asphalt content to increase durability 
may result in lower strength and lower skid resistance). 

In some systems, such as a typical city freeway, empha-
sis is placed on low-maintenance performance, while cost 
is considered less significant. Some other systems, such as 
farm-to-market roads, are extremely cost sensitive and are 
less responsive to reliability or other factors. Because of 
these differences in balance, each system must be con-
sidered on its own basis and the relative merits of the 
different objectives must be considered in order of im-
portance. Establishing this order is the highway engineer's 
function. 

APPLICATIONS OF THE SYSTEMS APPROACH 

The system can be considered as a "black box" (Fig. A-i) 
equipped with a set of accessible terminals and obeying 
some physical law or set of laws. It is often convenient to 
separate the quantities that characterize the system into 
three categories: 

Excitation variables—the external stimuli that influ-
ence the system behavior. 

Response variables—those aspects of systems behav-
ior that are of interest to the investigator. 

Intermediate variables—those that are neither excita-
tion nor response variables. 
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Figure A-i. Black box system. 

Rather than refer to the system a a "black box," one can 
describe it as a physical object that transforms the input 
variables or excitation variables to the response or output 
variables in some still undefined manner. 

If a designer could define a pavement system well enough 
to predict outputs from a given set of inputs with a mini-
mum of complexity, as shown in Figure A-i, he would be 
satisfied from an operational point of view. Unfortunately, 
most of the systems problems facing civil engineers, par-
ticularly in transportation engineering, will not yield to 
solution without some understanding of what is going on 
inside the system or black box. 

The scientific and engineering aspects of a systems prob-
lem usually span a broad spectrum of activities: 

The use of physical observations to determine the 
laws governing its behavior. 

The statement of mathematical models that approxi-
mate physical phenomena. 

The design of a system for prescribed behavior using 
mathematical models. 

The physical realization of a mathematical design. 

Thus, systems engineers must be able to formulate the 
system in terms. of a mathematical or physical model, or, 
failing this, the system must be simulated in some realistic 
way to observe the necessary outputs. 

Another important systems engineering precept is that a 
number of alternate methods or designs be considered, and 
that the method used be one that can be shown to meet 
most adequately the known needs of the system. 

SYSTEMS APPLIED TO PAVEMENTS 

Having discussed the generalities of systems analysis, one 
may now turn to the development of a description of the 
pavement system. It is often convenient to regard the 
pavement system as the black box in Figure A-i, the con-
tents of which are not completely discernible. The box 
accepts certain inputs in the form of traffic and environ-
mental variables and responds by developing within its 
structure a mechanical state which, in the case of a suc-
cessful design, sustains the input variables over a certain 
lifetime. The basic design process involves several distinct 
operations: 

1. Appropriate input and response variables must be 
identified and described quantitatively. 

Methods of selection of both construction materials 
and construction techniques must be adopted. 

Response of the system to all classes of input ex-
pected to occur in service must be measured, either directly 
in the system itself or on some type of simulated system. 

Quality of the response or measure of the perform-
ance of the system must be judged by an approximate 
criterion. 

Modification of the system must be permitted in order 
to attain as near an optimum condition as possible. 

To treat quantitatively the ideas described previously, it 
is necessary to define terms and operations more precisely. 
The input to the system includes traffic, environment, con-
struction, and maintenance. The effect of traffic is to im-
pose certain stresses on the pavement. The environmental 
input includes temperature and moisture in the system. In 
certain instances a chemical input may occur (e.g., the use 
of deicing salts). The response consists of the generation 
of a mechanical state identified by deformation and inter-
nal stress. For purposes here, the mechanical state is most 
readily described in terms of stress and strain. 

The pavement system is characterized by properties of 
the individual constituents, their arrangement, and, to some 
extent, the method by which the system is constructed. The 
system function is defined as the operator which describes 
the manner in which the pavement accepts an input and 
converts it to a response. The system's function is evidently 
an intrinsic property of the pavement system and may be 
affected by aging and by the input, particularly in the case 
of "overloading" input; the environmental input may in-
fluence strongly the response to traffic input. 

It is well to observe here that for a particular system, it 
is possible, although perhaps not practical, to look no 
further into the black box. The alternative would be to 
carry out a series of experiments in which expected traffic 
and environmental inputs are fed into the system and the 
response is measured. A number of alternative "boxes" 
could be used and their responses could be compared; and, 
based on evaluation of these responses, a measure of the 
performance of the system could be set up. Performance 
is in some sense a measure of the quality of the response; 
e.g., whether breakdown (i.e., distress) of the system re-
suits during the response, or whether excessive permanent 
deformation occurs, and, furthermore, whether good per-
formance is attained for reasonable cost, both initial and 
maintenance. Evidently, an objective measure of perform-
ance will involve concepts of mechanical and economic life 
of the system. To obtain an optimum system design, it is 
necessary to alter the structure of the system until a maxi-
mum mechanical-economic life is achieved for a given 
range of inputs. It appears that some "road tests" and 
"satellite studies" fail into this class of black box 
experiment. 

The principal disadvantage of the type of experiment 
described here is that it is not predictive; that is, changes 
of input variables or changes in the systems function fail-
ing outside of the range covered in the experiment must be 
examined by extrapolation rather than interpolation. Fur-
thermore, the large number of variables involved in the 
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system (input, response, and systems function) magnifies 
the experimental task enormously. Consequently, it is 
highly desirable to place as much as possible of the sys-
tem description on a rational basis so that simulation of 
the operation of the system can be effected, and design 
optimization studies can be carried out on these simulated 
systems prior to validation in the field. For this reason, 
system formulation is the next step. 

PHASE DEVELOPMENT IN A SYSTEM 

Any system develops in a series of phases, which repeat 
themselves as they succeed one another. In the first trial, 
the general outline of the system and one significant esti-
mate of its performance can be drawn up or developed by 
engineers skilled in the state of the art using rules of thumb 
for many of the input parameters and omitting many 
others. Figure A-2 shows a simple system diagram of early 
pavement design methods. 

The pavement engineer observes the performance of 
these pavements and repeats the construction of those that 
perform well. Those designs that perform poorly are either 
discontinued or modified for future use. In successive 
phases, the design is refined in greater detail, with the 
evaluation of performance and the design of interconnec-
tions in the system being carried on with greater specificity. 
Such has certainly been the case in the development of the 
design of pavement structural systems. 

Figure A-3 shows a block diagram of the evolution of 
many existing pavement design techniques. These have 
evolved primarily through observations of pavement be-
havior and their use to modify materials specifications and 
testing procedures, as shown in the figure. The resulting 
methods are primarily empirical, although the designs 
themselves may be expressed as equations and the ma-
terials test values are sometimes related to a mathematical 
theory (e.g., Young's modulus of elasticity). 

INPUT 	 SYSTEM 	 OUTPUT 

PAVEMENT 
MAXIMUM 	 STRUCTURE 

	

WHEEL LOAD 	"AS-CONSTRUCTED" 	SERVICE 

	

TO BE CARRIED 	 OF 	 LIFE 

Estimated ) 	 STANDARD 	 (Observed) 

MATERIALS 

Figure A-2. System diagram of early pavement design methods. 

FORMULATION OF THE PAVEMENT SYSTEM 

Much work remains to be done before a truly realistic 
description of the pavement system can be formulated. 
More must be known about the relationships and inter-
actions of various classes of input variables. It will be 
mandatory that some type of mathematical model or trans-
fer function be developed to describe the relationships in 
the system, and yet it is possible through observations of 
pavement behavior and knowledge of theory to begin more 
realistic formulations of the pavement system, as shown in 
Figure A-4. This figure is not intended to show an ex-
haustive development of the details of such a system; 
instead, it is an attempt to interrelate many of the factors 
involved in the design of a pavement system. 

The important aspects of the system description include 
its inputs, physical character, response, output, and decision 
criteria. 

The inputs to the system include a variety of load, 
environmental, construction, and maintenance variables. 
These are not independent variables, but affect each other, 
as indicated by the interactions shown. These variables are 
stochastic in nature and are difficult to specify and predict. 

Physical characteristics of the system include geometric 
measurements such as thickness and arrangement, and the 
basic properties that characterize the material behavior. 
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Figure P4-3. Block diagram of pavement design techniques. 
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Systems response involves the behavior of the physical 
system when subjected to inputs such as load or tempera-
ture. These are usually measurable and involve the me-
chanical state, such as deflection, stress, and strain. When 
these so-called primary responses reach some limiting 
value, some type of distress occurs in the form of rupture, 
distortion, or disintegration. The output of the system is 
measured by the goods and people (the load applications) 
actually transported. 

Decision criteria are essential in systems formulation, 
involving a variety of factors such as funding, cost, re-
liability, and riding quality. These must be combined in 
an appropriate way to select the proper level of accept-
ability for a particular purpose. This level of acceptability 
then provides a basis for comparing and optimizing the 
system output or pavement performance. 

Feedback and interaction are important parts of this and 
any system, but they are difficult to quantify and relate 
mathematically. Much remains to be done with these fac- 

tors, but the systems approach provides the necessary 
framework. Figure A-4 indicates, for example, that as the 
pavement deteriorates, it gets rough and generates increased 
maintenance costs and increased dynamic loads. 

It is useful to show the interrelationships of the system 
graphically, as in Figure A-4. If proper progress is to be 
made toward an adequate solution of the problem, how-
ever, it will be necessary to develop some type of mathe-
matical model or transfer function to describe the rela-
tionships in the system. This would allow electronic 
computers to be used in making the decisions involved with-
out bias. These models will be complex because they ulti-
mately must be stochastic to provide some adequate simula-
tion of the real pavement system. More specific decision 
criteria also must be developed for use in the process. 

The need for these improved methods of pavement 
systems evaluation will be intensified as traffic demands 
grow, as costs increase, and as the complexity and variety 
of materials used in pavement construction continue to 
multiply. 

i ']P:a:] 
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 

Performance: a measure of the accumulated service pro-
vided by a facility; i.e., the adequacy with which a pave-
ment fulfills its purpose. Performance is often specified 
with a performance index as suggested by Carey and 
Irick (18). As such, it is a direct function of the present 
serviceability history of the pavement. 

Present serviceability: ability of a specific section of pave-
ment to serve high-speed, high-volume, mixed (truck 
and automobile) traffic in its existing condition. Note 
that the definition applies to the existing condition, the 
one on the day of the rating, not to the assumed condi-
tion the next day or on any other day, future or past. 

Behavior: reaction or response of a pavement to load, 
environment, and other inputs. Such response is usually 
a function of the mechanical state (i.e., the stress, strain, 
or deflection) which occurs in response to the input. 

Distress mechanisms: those responses that can lead to some 
form of distress when carried to a limit; e.g., deflection 
under load is a mechanism that can lead to fracture. 
Some behavioral responses may not provide distress 
mechanisms. 

Distress manifestations: visible consequences of various 
mechanisms of distress that usually lead to a reduction 
in serviceability. 

Fracture: the state of being broken apart, a cleavage of 

the member or material, including all types of cracking, 
spalling, and slippage. 

Distortion: a change of the pavement or pavement com-
ponent from its original shape or condition. Such 
changes are permanent or semipermanent, as opposed 
to transient, such as deflections. 

Disintegration: the state of being decomposed or abraded 
into constitutive elements; i.e., stripping, raveling, scal-
ing7  etc. 

System: something that accomplishes an operational proc-
ess; i.e., something is operated on in some way to pro-
duce something. That which is operated on is usually 
input; that which is produced is called output; the op-
erating entity is called the system. The system is a 
device, procedure, or scheme that behaves according to 
some description, its function being to operate on in-
formation and/or energy and/or matter in a time refer-
ence to yield information and/or energy and/or matter 
and/or service (Ellis and Ludwig). 

Systems failure: may be expressed as a condition where 
the distress from the system output has exceeded an 
acceptable level based on the decision criteria. 

Hardware: in the design system, the physical equipment 
required, such as the computer and the Lane-Wells 
Dynaflect. 
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Software: the set of computer programs that are used for 
the solutions made in the design system. 

Model: a system of postulates, data, and inferences pre-

sented as a mathematical description of a conceptual 

reality. 

Feedback: reversion of the pavement distress or limiting 
response data to the data bank for use as new design 
input. 

Concomitant variables: variables that are not directly con-
sidered, but that accompany variables that are directly 
considered. 

APPENDIX C 

COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
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C 
** -- C R-T)-4E 	REGIONAL 	FACTOR. SAMP 560 

C 	 P R 0 0 R A H 	S A M p 5 	 **•* C SAMP 10 P51-THE SERVICEABILITY 	INDEX SF 	TEE 	iNITIAL STRUCTURE, SAMP 570 
C 	 REVISED 21MAY70 C SAMP 2L C P1-THE BEGINNING SERVICEA6ILITT 	INDEX OF 	THE PAVEMENT SAMP 580 
C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C DAMP NA) 

C AFTER AN OVERLAY. SAMP 590 
C 

PROGRAI') DAMPS 	IS 	THE FIFTH 	IN A SERIES OF 
C DAMP 
C SAMP 

60 
50 

C P2-THE MINIMUV ALLUWLU VALUE OF 	THE SERVICEABILITY 	INDEX SAMP 600 
COMPUTER (POINT AT WHICH AN OVERUAY MOST BE APPLIED). DAMP 

SAMP 
610 

C 	PROGRAMS CALLED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS MODEL FUR PAVEMENTS. C SAMP 60 
- P2P.NON TRAFFIC DETLRIGR#TIAN PAAAIICTERTHE LOWER BOUND ON THE 620 

C 	 THE SAMP SERIES IS BASED ON A PAVFMFNTSYYTEMD ANALYSIS C DAMP 70 
DERVICLAOILITY 	(6USD 	V)SCA WOULD BE ACHIEVED 	IN 	INFINITE DAMP 630 

C 	MODEL CONCEPT AND COMPUTER PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY F H SCRIVNER. C DAMP HO 
C TIME 	WITH NO 	TAYFFIC. SAMP 640 

C 	0 R CAREY, W F MCFARLAND, AND W H MOORE AS REPORTED IN TBXAS C DAMP 90 
C BONE-NUN-TR*FiIL 	A)L)L),AiiUT_i 	PARAMETER-THE CONSTANT WHICH SAMP 650 

C 	TRANSPORTATION IN0TITUTE RESEARCH REPORT 32-11. *A SYSTEMS C lAMP 100 
C ID DETERMINED BY 	THE 	RATE AT ,,ICH A PAVEMENT DETERIORATED DUE SAMP 660 

C 	APPROACH TO THE FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT DESIGN PROBLEM.* C SAMP 110 
C TO 	 FORCES NON-TRAFFIC SAMP 670 

C C SAMP 120 
C444.44.44 4"** 	 ........... 	 *4*SAMP 680 

C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C SAMP 130 
C READ 	IN THE 	LOAD ANU 	TRAFFIC 	VARIAA,ES. SAMP 690 

C C SAMP 140 
READ 	(5,601) 	AX, 	MC, 	ONE, 	PROP, 	hYPE SAMP 700 

C 	 P B 0 5 R  A M 	S A M P 5 
C 

C SAMP ISO 
C DAMP 710 

C 
C SAMP 
C SAMP 

160 
170 C 

RO-THE ONE -GIRECTIOS UY.3AUE GAILY TRAFFIC AT 	THE BEGINNING OF 	THE 

ANALYSIS PERIOD, SAMP 
SAMP  

720 

COMMON 	INDEX( 	, 	ITEST, 	ITYPE, 	LAMER, 	MATYPE.. MODEL, NM, SAMP lAX C RE-THE ONE-DIRECT (UN 000VASE DAILY 	TRAFFIC AT THE END OF THE 730 

1 	NPAGL, NPAOB, 	IAMB SAMP 190 C ANALYSIS PERIOD. SAMP 740 

CQMIIUN A)1l), 	651)20), 	652)19), 	COSTI11), 	DATAI11, 	14), 	DMAX(11),DSAMP 200 C XNC-THE F0NED1RCTION SCCUYUIATCU NUMBER OF EQUIVALENT 	18-KIP VOLES DAMP 
SAMP 

750 

1 	MIN)ll), 	DOVER)20). 	PDVGE)ilI, 	STNUM(DOI, 	00)20), 	XINC)lI), SAMP 210 C DURING THE ANALYSIS PLRIOU. 760 

2 	XJ)lli, 	0)1000, 	6), 	AAS, 	ACCO, 	ACPR, 	ADA, 	EDO, 	BONE, SAMP 220 C PROP-THE PERCLNT OF OUT WHICn WILL PASS THROUGH THE OVERLAY ZONE DAMP 770 

3 	CERR, 	CL, CLV, 	CHAT, CMXX, 	0552, 	0002. 	HPD, OVMAR, OVMIN, XAMP 230 C DURING EACH HOUR WHILE OVERLAYING TAKES PLACE)NORMALLY ABOUT DAMP 780 

4 	PPN2, 	PPO2, 	PROP, 	PSI, 	P1, 	P2, 	P2P, 	B, 	RATE, 	BC, 	RD. DAMP 240 C 6 PERCENT FUR RURAL AREAS AND 5.5 PERCENT FOR URBAN AREAS). DAMP 790 

5 	TCKMAX, 	0USD, 	XLSN, 	ALSO, 	XLV, 	ONE, 	XTBO, 	0000, 	02 SAMP 250 C ITYPE-1 	A COOL FOX THE TYPE OF ROAD UNDER CONSIDERATION. DAMP ADO 

DIMENSION UCOST)100), 	IPUSS(100), 	NPOSS)l00), 	POLICY)N0,30) SAMP 260 C ITYPE1 DESIGNATES A RURAL ROOD AND 	ITYPE2 DESIGNATED AN SAMP 810 

DIMENSION 	100IMY)30), 	NFEBMAT)6), 	NN)6) SAMP 270 C URBAN ROAD. 	 - 
*V****4**45AMP SAMP 

820 
830 

SAMP 280 
**,*******,*p* 

DIMENSION 	XNDLP)5,50), 	ILAYER)l1I, 	XXJ)1l) 
DIMENSION 	X8110), 	P821)5), 	FAD1I4I, 	P871)4) DAMP 290 C READ IN THE CONSTR0INTS. DAMP 840 

DATA ALANK/lH / SAMP 3U0 READ 	(5,611) 	VT)O. 	EYES, 	CiFAX, 	TCKMAX, 	OVMIN, OVMAX SAMP RSD 

DATA STAR/4H**** / SAMP 310 C XTTO-THE MINIMUM ALLUALA) TIME TO THE FIRST OVERLAY. DAMP 
SAMP  

860 

DATA 	X8)1I/4H.21X/,X8)21/4H,29X/,X8)3)/4H,37X/,X8)4)/4H,45X SAMP 320 XTBO-THE MINIMLV4 ALLOWED TIME bETWEEN OVERLAYS PERMITTED. 870 

1 	I. 	XBIN)/4M,D3X/,X8(A)/4H,A1X/,T8)7)/AH,69X/,XB)8)/4H,77X DAMP 330 C CMAX-MAXIMUM FUNDS AVAIL/SUE PDX 	INITIAL CONSTRUCTION. SAMP 880 

2 	I. 	X819)/AH,BSV/.X8)l0)/4H,93X/,F821)1)/6H)1M+/,FB21(3) SAMP 340 C TCKMAX-TF/E MAXiMUFE SLLCIWAOLL 	IOTAL 	THICKNESS OF 	INITIAL 	CONDTRUCTION.XAMP 

OVMIN-THE MINIMUM THICKNESS OF 	AN 	INDIVIDUAL OVERLAY. 
890 

3 	/4H,F7,/. 	F821)4)14H2,AI/,F821)SI/1H)/,FR51I1)/VH)1H+ DAMP 350 C SAMP 900 

4 	/,F8NO)3)/4H,FB./, 	F851)4)/2H3I/,F871(I)/4M(1H*,,F87I)3) SAMP 360 C OVMAX-Tl-FL ACCUMULATED MAXIMUM THICKNESS QF ALL OVERLATS. DAMP 910 

5 	/4H,F8./,F871)4)/2H1)/ DAMP 370 **********************************************************************4*0BHP 
920 

*******************************************************************DAMP 380 C READ IN THE 	TRAFFIC UELAY VARIABLES. DAMP 930 

C 	READ 15 RUN AND PRGBLEM IDENTIFICATIONS. DAMP 390 READ 	(5,621) 	ACPR, 	ACED, 	XLSO, 	XLSN, 	SLSD, 	HPD DAMP 
SAMP  

940 

READ 	5,571) 	AN1 DAMP 400 C ACPR -ADPHALIC CONCRETE PRODUCTION RATE)TONS PER HOUR) 
SAMP 

950 

NPAGE 	0 DAMP 410 C A000AAPHALTIC CONCRETE COMPACTED OEN3ITYITONS/COMPACTED CY) 960 

101 	READ 	)N,571) 	NPROB, 	852 SAMP 420 C XLSOTI-IE DIETANCE,EEEASURED ALONG 	THE 	C.L.,OVER WHICH TRAFFIC 	ID 
SAMP 

970 

IF 	IEOF, 	51 	561,111 SAMP 430 C SLOWED 	IN THE OVERLAY DIVECTION. 
SAMP 

980 

111 	CONTINUE SAMP 440 C ALAN-THE DISTANCE.I4EASURLD ALONG THE C.L.,OVER WHICH TRAFFIC 	IA 
SAMP 

990 

450 C SLOWED 	IN 	THE NUTI-oVEPCAV 	DIRECTION. DAMP1000 
********************************************************************DAMP 

C READ IN THE PROGRAM CONTROL AND MISCELLANEOUS VARIABLES. DAMP 460 C XLSD'THE DISTANCA 	,EIEA000EL) ALONG T)-IE 	DETOUR,ABOUND THE OVERLAY ZONE.DAMP1010 

READ 	5,581) 	NM6, 	NM, CL, XLW, 	RATE SAMP 470 C MPL)-THL 1AUEBER SF sOLING PEE GAY THAT OVERLAY CONSTRUCTION TAKES PLACESAMPSX20 

C 	NMB-THE NUMBER OF OUTPUT PAGES FOR THE SUMMARY TABLE)10 DESIOND/PAGE)DAMP 480 C THE PRODUCT OF PAOV*YAU Or1oLJLU NOT BE GREATER THAN 	1. 	IF 	THE STRIP DAMP1DNX 

C 	NM-THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MATERIALS AVAILABLE,ETCLUDINS DUBSRAOE. DAMP 490 C IS UNDER CONSTRUCTIOT 	FOR 24 VOUVS EACH DAT, PROP*HPO = 	1. DAMP1A4O 

C 	CL-THE LENGTH OF THE ANALYSIS PERIOD IN YEARS. SAMP 500 IF 	))PROP'HPU) 	.oT. 	lOG.) 	WRITE 	(6,631) SAMP105 
0 C 	XLWTHE WIDTH OF EACH LANE)FEET). DAMP 510 READ 	(5,641) 	FF02. 	1 ,02, 	D202, 	0052, 	AAS, 	AGO, 	ASN, 	MODEL DAMP1XAX 

SAMP 520 C 	RATE THE INTEREST RATE OR TIRE VALUE OF MONEYIPERCENT). 

 

C PPO2-THE PERCENT 	OF 	VAY)ELCS 	TI-FAT WILL 	RE 	STOPPED 	IN THE OVERLAY DAMPEO7O 
*** ************************************W 	*******************4*45BHP 530 C DIRECTION BECAUSE LII- 	MOVE'iENT OF 	PERSONNEL OR EQUIPMENT. DAMP1UBO 

C READ IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL AND SERVICEABILITY VARIABLES. SAMP 540 C PPN2-THE PERCENT 	OF 	VEHICLES 	TI-AT WILL BE 	STOPPED 	IN THE DAMP1A)90 

READ 	(5,591) 	R, 	PSI, 	PD, 	PU, 	P2P, 	BONE SAMP 550 C NON-OVERLAY DIHECT lINAC CAUSE OF PERSONNEL OR EQUIPMENT. SAMP1100 

C 0002-THE AVERAGE DEU/V 	EM VE-iCLE STOPPED 	IN RAE OVERLAY DIRECTION SAMP1110 

C 	BECAUSE OF MOVEMENT OF OVERLAY PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT IN THE 5AMP1I70 
C 	 MATERIALS UNDER CONSIDERATION. 
C 	KNTOL 15 A COUNTER THAT KEEPS TRACK 

SAMPlERS 
C 	RESTRICTED ZONA. DAMFI13C 

OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF FEASIBLE 
C 	 DESIGNS 

5AMP1E90 
C 	0052-THE AVERNIAL DELAY PER VEHICLE STOPPED IN THE NON-OVERLAY SAMFI140 

INCLUDED 	IN ALL COMBINATIONS OF MATERIALS. SAMP X700 

C 	DIRECTION BECAUSE OF MOVEMENT OF PERSONNEL OR EQUIPMENY. DAMP1100 
NMOGN 	0 
KNTOL = 0 

SAMP1710 

O 	BAD-THE AVERAGE. APPROACH SPEED TO THE OVERLAY AREA,AXSUMED TO BE SVMP1I6O DO 161 J 	1, 	NMP 
SAMP 1V2O 

C 	THE SAME FOR BOTH DIRECTIONS. SAMP1I7C SAMPI730 
0 	ADO-THE AVERAGE SPEED THROUGH THE OVERLAY AREA,IF( THE OVERLAY XBMP118T 

IF 	IDATA)J, 	14) 	.NE. 	0.01 	GO 	TO 	151 SAYP1740 
0 	DIRECTION. SAMP1I9 

XXJJI 	= 	0.0 SAMP1OSO 
C 	ASS-THE AVERAGE SPEED THROUGH THE OVERLAY AREA,IN THE SAMPI200 

GO TO 161 SAMP17ED 
C 	NON-OVERLAY DIRECTION. DAMP12IO 

151 	 XXJIJ) 	IX.44 )U.03973*(DATA)J, 	l4)-3.)) SAMPI77O 
C 	MODEL THE MODEL NUMBER WHICH DESCRIBES THE TRAFFIC SITUATION. SAMP1U2O 

161 	CONTINUE 
C 

SAMP1780 
0***********************************************************************SAMP123U 

C 	THE NEXT PURTION UP 	THIS SUIFRUUTINE)UOWN 
DA1P179O 

C REAU IN THE M*ANTENWNLE VARIABLES. SAMPIABU TO STATEMENT 231) 	IA SAMP I800 
READ 	15,621) 	X2. 	CLW, 	EERR, 	CMXI SAMP 

C 	A LAYER INDEXING SCHEME. 	THE SUUGRADE OF THE SITE 	IS THE ONLY SVMP1A1U 
C 	02-THE NUMBER OF DAYS PER YEAR THAT THE TEMPERATURE REMAINS BELOW 32FSAMP1D6A 

C 	CONSTANT. 	THERE AR,, I-IA) YPE GROUPS OF MATERIALS AVAILABLE. FOR SAMP1X2X 
C 	CLW-THE COMPOSITE LABOR WAGE. DAMPIZ7O 

C 	=1 LAYER DESIGNS,ALL COY1XINAT)ONS OF MATERIALS IN GROUPS 	1 SAMP AR2Q 
C 	EERR-THE COMPOSITE EWUIPIFEN) 	RENTAL RATE. DAMPO28X 

C 	THROUGH -U ARE UUED)GIILV 	I 	PLO IVOUP). GROUPS MAY NOT BE SKIPPED  SAMP 1VAT 
C 	CHAT -THE RELATIVE MATERIAL COST BASED ON A VALUE OF 1.00 FOR A ROAD SAMP129O 

C 	WITHIN THIS HIERARChY, 	THE ARRAY 	INDEX KEEPS TRACK OF THE SAMP1050 
C 	OF THE 	INTERSTATE TYPE. SAMP1300 

C 	MATERIAL TYPES UNDER CONUIDERATION. XAMP1X6O 
C 	**FOR INFORMATION ON THESE VARIABLES SEE )NCHRP REPORT 42.M SAHP131X DX'IP1R7X 
C DAMP132X 

171 	 NN)LAYERF 	5 	NN)LAYER)V1 SAMP 1080 . 
NK 	0 SAMPIN3O 

DO 201 	J 	= 	1, 	MATYPE 	 . SAMP1890 
((POD 	0 5AMP1340 

IF 	)NN)J) 	.00. 	0) 	GO 	TO 	211 SAMP 19OX 
LAYER 	1 SAMF135X INDEX)J) 	NN)JI SAMP I91X 
LF1 	• 	2, BAMS13AX 

IFlj 	.EQ. 	11 	DO 	TO 	I'll DAMP1920 
TAMP 	* NM+1 . DAMP1370 

DO 	181 	I 	2. 	0 SAMP 193O 
*** 1AMP1380 

181 	 INDEXIJ) 	INOER)J)+NMBMAT)I-l) XAMP194O 
C 	READ IN THE CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND THEIR PROPERTIED. SAMP 139U 

191 	 lOX 	= 	INDEB)J) SAMP19SX 
00 121 0 	1, NMP SAMP I400 COST)JI 	DATA)IDX, 	91 / 36. SAMP196X 

121 	READ 	(5,651) 	ILATER)J), 	)DATA)J, 	K), 	K 	= 	2. 	14) DAMP1410 AID) 	4 	DATA)IDX, 	10) DAMP1M7O 
C 	THE COLUMN DESCRIPTIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS-- DAMP1'.DX DMIN)JI 	• 	UATA(IDX, 	11) SA"IPD980 
C 	FIRST FIELD--S COLUMN-LAYER ID 	THE LAYER NUMBER IN WHICH 5AMP143X DM60),)) 	4 	DATAIIDX, 	12) SAMPO99T 
- 	 THE MATERIAL MAY BE USES.) DAMP144X PSVGE)J) 	= 	EATA)IOX, 	13) DAMP2000 
C 	SECOND FIELO-1 COLUMN-CODE LETTER OF THE MATERIAL. DAMP14RT 00)0) 	• 	XXI(IOX) 5AMP2OTO 
C 	THIRD FIELD-lA COLUMNS-THE NAME OF THE TYPE OF MATERIAL. SAMP146X 201 	CONTINUE SAMP2U2O 
C 	FOURTH FIELD-1UCOLEMNS-THE IN-PLACE COST PER COMPACTED CUBIC YARD. 0AMP147X 211 	 AILP1) 	= 	OATV)NMP, 	10) DAMP2I3X 
C 	FIFTH FIELD-SO COLUMNS-THE STRENGTH COCFICIENT OF THE MATERIAL. SAMP1660 C050(LPI I 	4 	UATA)NMP, 	9)/US, 5AMP240 
C 	SIXTH FIELD-SO COLUMNS-THE 	'IINIMUM LAYER THICKNESS ALLOWED. SAMP 169D DMIN)LV1) 	UATA)1AMP, 	(lb DAMP2GNX 
C 	SEVENTH FIELD-1OCOLUMNS-THE MAXIMUM LAYER THICKNESS ALLOWED. SAMP 1NOO DMAX)LP1) 	5 	UATA)NMP, 	12/ DAMP2ASO 
C 	EIGHT FIELD-lO COLUMNS-SALVAGE VALUE PERCENTAGE OF THE MATERIAL. DXMP1S1X PSVOE)LF1) 	OATA)NMP, 	13) SAMP2U7T 
C 	NINETH FIELD1D COLUMNS-THE SOIL SUPPORT VALUE OF THE MATERIAL. DAMP1S2X XJ)LP1) 	XXJ(NMPI SAMP2X8O 

********* DAMP1NNX INDEX)LP1) 	NMP SAMP2U9X 
******************************************************************** SAMP1 540 XINC)l) 	0.25 SAMP2100 

o DAMP1N5X IF 	)LAYER 	.EO. 	1) 	GO 	TO241 SAMP211X 
C 	NMBMAT)J)-CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF MATERIALS OF TYPE.J THAT ARE DRMPI56X DO 231 0 	2. 	LAYER SAHP212X 
C 	AVAILABLE. ONLY 1 OF EACH TYPE MAY BE USED AT A TIME TO GENERATE DAMP1S7X IF 	)COST)Jl 	.GT. 	0.) 	GO 	TO 221 SAMP213X 
C 	THE MATERIAL COMBINATIONS FOR THE ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS. SAMP1S8S XINCIJ) 	1.0 	 - SAHP214O 
C DAMPIN9O GO TO 201 SAMP215I 

DO 131 	I 	= 	1, 	6 SAMPIADO 221 	 ISO 	)COST)1IYCDST)J)),,O.5 SAMP2160 
59)11 	* 	0 DAMP161X XINC)J) 	= 	X)NC)1I4IND SRMP2I70 

131 	 NMBHAT)I) 	0 SAMPSAO* 231 	CONTINUE SAMP2180 
DO 141 J U 1. 	MM DAMP163X 241 	CALL SOLVED 	(15)1). 	COST, RUMOUR, 	SCOOT) SAMP/190 

K 	ILAYER)J) SAMP164X NMBEST 	NMX1O SAMP2200 
141 	 NMBMAT(K) 	= NMBMAT)K)A.1 DAMP1BSC - N14OGN 	= 	NE-IOSNA1 SAMP2210 

- 	 MATYPE = K SAMP1BAO CALL OUTPUT 	)BCO5T, NMD,N, 	KNTOL, KOUNT, POLICY, NMYEST, 	SKIP, SAMP2220 
C 	NMDGN 15 A COUNTER THAT KEEPS )RACK OF 	THE DESIGN NUMBER FOR THE SAMP 167O 1 	IC000, 	NUMBER, 	SCOOT, 	XNORP, 	lEAVER) SAMF2230 
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C NOW STORE THE TOTAL COST FOR A LATER SORT TO OBTAIN THE OVERALL 5AMP2240 SPADE = NPAGE1 SAMP2800 
C OPTIMAL DESIGN. SAMP22SO 

WRITE 	( 6,661) 	NPROB, AN2, NPAGE SAMP281O 
IF 	((COUNT 	.EO. 	0) 	GO TO 251 SAMP22AU 

WRITE 	(6,711) 	II, 	1 	• 
	
L. 	LI) SAMP282O 

C THE FOLLOWING DESIGNS ARE POSSIBLE. SAMP227O 
DO 351 	I 	• L. 	LL SAMP2830 

NE 	NP.,1 SAMP2?80 
351 IDUMMYII) 	POLICY(9, 	I) SAMP2B4O 

IPOSSINK) • NMOGN SAMP229U 
DO 361 	1 	1. 	5 SAMP2850 

OCOSTINK) 	BCOST SAMP2300 
NKOUNT = 0 SAMP2860 

GO TO 261 SAMP23(U 
DO 371 K 	L. IL 5AMP2870 

C THE FOLLOWING DESIONS ARE IMPOSSIbLE UNDER THE CRITERION. 5AMP2320 
IF 	(IOUMMY(E( 	1) 	00 TO 361 GE. SAMP28BO 

251 NPOS = ((P05+1 
NPOSS(NPOS) 	((MOON 

SAMP233O 
5AMP2340 POLICY)l+9, 	K) 	= v.0. SAMP2S9O 

261 IF 	(LAYER .EO. MATYPE) GO TO 271 5AMP2350 XNDKPII, El 	BLANK 5AMP2NOO 

LAYER 	LAYER+1 $AMP2360 GO TO 371 SAMP2910 

LP1 	• 	LAYER.-) 5AMP237-0 361 NEOUNT 	NKOUNT+1 5AMP2920 

GO TO 171 SAMP23RO 371 CONTINUE SAMP2930 

271 IF 	INNILAYEAI 	.NE, 	NMBMAT)LAYER)( 	GO TO 171 5AMP2390 IF (NKOUNT .EO. 0) GO TO 391 SAMP294O 

(F 	(LAYER 	.EO. 	1) 	GO TO 261 SAMF2400 NLINE 	I SAMP29SO 

NN(LAYR) 	0 SAMP2AIO 381 CONTINUE 	 . SAMP296O 

LAYER 	LAYER-i 5AMP2420 391 

	

WRITE 	(6.721) 	(STAR, 	I 	• 	1, 	NHBT) 

	

IF 	(NLINE 	.GE. 	41 
	

GO TO 421 
5AMP297.O 

LP1 	LATER+1 5AMP2430 SAMP29RO 

GO TO 271 SAMPU44O NLP 	NLINE+2 SAMP299O 

281 CONTINUE SAMP2450 00 411 	I 	• NLP, 5 SAMP3000 

C NOW THE SORT ROUTINE TO OBTAIN THE OVERALL OPTIMAL DESIGN. 	THERE 5AMP2460 DO 401 K 	L, LL SAMP3U1O 

C ARE NE POSSIBLE DESIGNS TO SELECT FROM. 5AMP2470 401 XNOKP(I, K) 	BLANK SAMP3'2O 

IF 	(NKII 	551,321,291 SAMP2ARO 411 CONTINUE SAMP3U3O 

291 NKM = NE-i 5AMP2490 421 WRITE 	16,731) 	((XNDKP(I. 	II), 	I 	• 	1. 	5), 	II 	• 	L, 	LL) SAMP3040 

DO 311 	II 	1, 	6KM SAMP2500 WRITE 	(6,741) 	(POLICY)2, 	II, 	I 	• 	L, 	IL) SA14P3050 

lIP 	11+1 SAMP2510 WRITE 	(6,751) 	(AOLICY(3, 	II, 	I 	• 	I, 	ILl SAMP3060 

DO 301 	.1.) 	= 	lIP, 	NE 5AMP2520 WRITE 	(6,761) 	(POLICY(4, 	I), 	I 	= 	L. 	LL ) SAMP3O7O 

IF 	(OCOST)II( 	.LT. 	OCOST)JJ)( 	GO TO. 301 5AMP2530 WRITE 	(6,771) 	(POLICY(6, 	I), 	I 	• L, 	LL) SAMP3O8O 

STORK 	OCOSTIII) SAVIPZS4O WRITE 	(6,781) 	(POLICY)?, 	I). 	I 	• 	I, 	LL I. SAMP3O9O 

OCOST)1I) 	OCOST(JJ) 5A14P2550 WRITE 	(6,121) 	BLANK SAMP3100 

OCOST)J.J) 	STORE SAMP2560 WRITE 	(6,791) 	(POLICY(B, 	I). 	I. • 	I, 	LL) SAMP311O 

IS 	IPOSS(II) SAMP257O WRITE 	(6,721) 	BLANK SAMP3(20 

IPOSS)II) 	= 	IPOSS(JJ( SAMP25RO WRITE 	(6,721) 	BLANK SAMP3I3O 

IPOSS)JJ) 	• 	IS SAMP2N9O WRITE 	(6,801) 	)IDUMMY)I(, 	1 	L. 	IL) SAMP314O 

301 CONTINUE 5AMP2670 WRITE 	(6,721) 	BLANK SAMP3150 

311 CONTINUE SAMP261O WRITE 	(6,811) SAMP3(60 

321 SPADE 	NPAGE-1 SAMPZ62O 00 431 	I 	' 	1, 	((LINE SAMP3.170 

WRITE 	(6,661) 	NPROB, AN2, NPAGE SAMP263O WRITE 	(6,821)) SAMP318O 

WRITE 	(6,671) SAMPO64O K0 SAMP3S9O 

WRITE 	(6,681) 	)IPOSS(KK(. 	O(OST)KK), 	(CE = 	1. 	NE) SAMP26SO DO 636 JL,LL SAMP3200 

IF 	(((PUS 	.EU. 	0) 	GO TO 331 SAMP266O KK+1 SAMP321O 

WRITE 	(6,691) 	(NPOSS(.I(, 	1. 	((P05) 5AMP2670 IF(POLICY(l+9,J).EQ.O.)GO TO 436 SAMP322O 

GO TO 341 SAMP26BO P821(21=18(K) SAMP323U 

335 WRITE 	(6,701) 5AMP2690 WRITE 	Ib,F821(POLICY)I+9,J(,XNDKP(I,J) SAMP32AO 

C SAMP2700 436 	CONTINUE SAMP325O 

C 	THE REMAINDER OF THIS SUBROUTINE WRITES OUT THE SUMMARY TABLE. SAMPZ7SO 431 	CONTINUE 5AMP3260 

C SAMP272O DO 441 	I 	L. 	LL 5AMP3270 

341 L • 	1 SAMP273O 441 IDUMMY)I( 	POLICY120. 	II SAIIP32RO 
LL • 10 $AMP2740 WRITE 	(6,721) 	BLANK 5AMP3290 

C SAMP27NO WRITE 	(6,721) 	BLANK SAMP3300 
DO 541.JJ • 	1. ((MB 5AMP2760 WRITE 	(6,8311 	(IDUMMY)l(, 	1 	= 	L, 	11) SAMP3310 
IF 	IL .GT. 	ENrOL) 	GO TO 541 SAMP2?70 WRITE 	(6,721) 	BLANK SAMP332O 
IF 	ILL 	.GT. 	KNTOL) 	LL • KNTUL SAMP2T8O WRITE 	(6,841) 5AMP3330 

((((BY 	• 	5 + 2(LL-L*1( 5AMP2790 DO 471 	1 	• 	1, 	10 5W4P3340 

NKOUN( • o 8AHP3350 

DO 461 K 	L. LL 5AMP3361 
IF 	)IDUMMT(K) 	.GE. 	I) 	00 TO 451 $AMP3375 621 FORMAT 	(RF1O.0) 5AMP.3920 

PULICY(I+20, 	K) 	0.0 SAMP3380 631 FORMAT 	)1HS,5X,13H"'WARNING"/IOX,47HA5 (NPUT,THE PRODUCT OF HPOSAMP3930 
GO TO 461 SAMP33YO 1 AND PROP IS GREATER/10X,39HTHAN 100.0 PEECENT -- PROORAM CONTINUESAMP3940 

451 NKOUNT = MKOUNT+1 SAMP3400 25) SAMF3950 
461 CONTINUE SAMP3VIv 641 FORMAT 	(UF1D,2,2F50,4,3F10.2,I55) SAMP396O 

IF 	)NKOUNT .EO. 0) GO TO 485 5AMP3420 651 
561 

FORMAT 	)I1,Ai,6A3,6F10.0) 5AMP3970 
WRITE 	(6,851(1 SAMP34TO FORMAT 	)1H1,S0,5HPROB 	,20A4,5H PAGE,151 5AMP3980 

K0 SAMP3000 671 FORMAT 	(/////,24X,38HA SUMMARY OF THE BEST DESIGN FOR EACH , SBMPI99O 
DO 466 2L,LL SAMP3ANO 1 	11MCOMBINATION,/,24X,33M0F MATERIALS, 	I)) ORDER OF 	INCREAS., SAMP4000 

K.K*1 SAMP34AO 2 	1SHING TOTAL COST. ,//,31X,13HDESIOR NUMBER.40,SOHTOTAL COST) SAMP4O1O 
IF)POLI(Y)I+20,J(.EQ.0.)OO TO 466 5AMP3470 681 FORMAT 	(36X,I2,SSX,F7.3) SAMP4O2O 
P851(2)=XR)K) SAMP3460 691 FORMAT 	)//.25X,42HTHE MATERIALS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH OF THE 	, 5AMP4030 

WRITE 	16,F851)POLICY(I+2D,J) SAMP3490 5 	1OHFOLLOWING ,/.25X,31HDESIGN NUMBERS DO NOT HAVE ANY 	• SAMP4U4O 
466 CONTINUE SAMP3500 2 	S7HFEASIBLE DESIGNS. ,//,)400,15)) SAMP4O5O 

471 CONTINUE SAMP35 50 701 FORMAT (//,250,48HALL MATERIAL COMBINATIONS HAVE FEASIBLE DESIGNS,SAMP4O6O 
481 WRITE 	(6,721) 	BLANK SAMF3D2O i) SAMP4070 

WRITE 	(6,861) SAMP3OIU 711 FORMAT 	(/.3DX,37HSUMMARY OF 	THE BEST UESIGN - STATEGIES,/,37X, SAMP4ORO 
DO 511 	I 	• 	1, 	9 SAMP3DAO 1 	33HIN ORDER OF 	INCREASING TOTAL COST.//,205,19I8) SAMP4OSO 

NKOUNT • 0 5AMP3550 721 FORMAT 	(2X,25A4) SAMP4100 
DO 501 K = L, LL 5AMP3560 731 FORMAT 	(2X,2OHMATERIAL ARRAN5EMENT,40,10)545,35)) $AMP411S 
IF 	)IDUMMY)K) 	.GE. 	(+1) 	GO TO 491 SAMP3S7O 741 FORMAT 	)20,1IHINIT. 	(0)157, 	COST,3X,1OFR.3) 5AMP4120 

POL(CY)I+30, 	K) 	• 0.0 SAMP358O 751 . FORMAT 	)ZX.S9HOVERLAY CONST. COST,SX,10F8.3) SAMP4(30 
GO TO 501 5AMP3590 76.1 FORMAT 	(2X,9HUSER COST,11X,10F8.3) 5AMP4140 

491 NKUUNT = SKOUNT-,-1 	. SAMPD600 .771 FORMAT 	2X,19HROUTINE MAINT. COST,1X,1OFR,3) SAMPA15O 
PULICY)I+30,K)POLICYU+30,K)*1.0 5AMP3610 781 FORMAT 	)2X,S3HSALVAGE VALUE.70,10F8.3) SAMP4160 

501 CONTINUE SAMP362Q 191 FORMAT 	)2X,1OHTOTAL COST,10X,10F8.3) SAMP4170 
IF 	(NKOUNT 	.E0. 0) 	GO TO 521 SAMP363O 801 FORMAT 	120,16HNUMRER OF LATERS,2X.1018) SAMP4S8O 

WRITE 	(6,871)1 5AMP3640 811 FORMAT 	I 	2X,2OHLATER DEPTH (INCHES) 	I SAMP4IRO 
K0 . 	5AMP3650 821 FORMAT 	)7X,2HO),I1,2H) 	I SAMP4200 

DO 506 2L,LL $AMP3660 831 FORMAT 	(2X,18HNO.0F PERF.PERIOOS,10)8( SAMP421O 
KK+1 SAMP367U 841 FORMAT 	I 	2X,I8HPERF. 	TIME 	(YEARS) 	I SAMP4220 
IF)POLICY(I+3D,J).EO.0.)GO TO 506 5AMP3680 851 FORMAT 	(7X,UHI),I1,2H) 	I SAMP423O 
F871(2(X8)K) SAMP36VO 861 FORMAT 	I 	2X,20HOVERLAY POLICY)INCH)/2X, 20H)INCLUOING LEVEL-UP) I SAMP4U4O 

WRITE 	)6,F871)PULICY(I+3D,J) SAMP3700 871 FORMAT 	(7X,UHO(,I5,ZH( 	I SAMP425O 
506 CONTINUE 5AMP3710 661 FORMAT 	)//1OX,51HIHE TOTAL NUMBER OF FEASIBLE DESIGNS CONSIDERED WSAMP42AO 

511 CONTINUE 5AMP3720 lAs, 	(10///fl 	 . SATPA27U 
521 DO 531 	1 	• L. 	LL SAMP373S 891 ORMAT 	(////1OX,6OHTHERE WERE NO FEASIBLE DESIGNS FOR THE CONDITIOSAMP428O 
531 IDUMMY)I) 	• 	POLICT)40, 	II 5AMP3740 

IF
NS $PECIFIED.////) 5AMP4290 

WRITE 	(6,721) 	(STAR, 	I 	= 	1. 	NMBT( 5AMP375S END SAMP4300 
L • L*10 SAMP376U 

C 
LL • LL*10 5AMP3770 

SUBROUT.INE SOLV2 	((SKIP, 	ICOST, NUMBER, SCOST) SOLV 	10 
541 CONTINUE SAMP378O 

COMMON INDEXISO), 	ITEST, 	ITYPE, LAYER, MATYPE, MODEL, NM, SOLV 	20 
WRITE 	(6,881) 	K)(TOL SAMP379O 

5 	NPAGE, NPROB, NMB SOLV 	3U 
GO TO 101 SAMP3800 

SAMP3810 
COMMON A)11(, 	AN1)2D), 	AN2)191, 	COSTIS1), 	DATA)11, 	14), 	DMAX)11),DSOLV 40 

551 ((PAGE = NPAGE • 1 
WRITE 	(6.661) 	((P806, 	AN2, NPASE 5AMP3820 1 	MINII1), 	DOVER(20), 	PSVGE(11), 	STNUM)1DI, 	TT)20), 	XINC(11), SOLV 	SD 

WRITE. 	(6,891) SAMP3R3O - 2 	XJ(11(, 	2)1000, 	6), AAS, 	ACCD, ACPR, 	ASN, 	ASO, 	BONE, SOLV 	60 

GO TO 101 SAMP3R4O 3 	(ERR, CL, (LW, CMAT, CHAR, DDN2, 0002, MPO, OVMAX, OVM)N, SOLV 	70 

561 STOP SAMP3856 4 	PPN2, FF02, PROP, PSI, PS, P2, P2P, R, RATE, RC, MO, SOLV 	RD 

SAMP3B6O 5 	ICEMASI, 	XLSU, XLSN, XLSO, 	XLW, .SçNC, 	XTBO, 	XTTO, 	X2 SOLV 	9D 
c 

571 

. 
FORMAT 	)SOA4( SAMP387S COHMON/ONE/SNI1S( 	 . SOLV SOD 

581 FORMAT 	)2)10,3F10.0) 5AMP3880 TK = 0. SOLV 112 

591 FORMAT 	)NF1O,2,F10.4) SAMP389O CT • 0. SOLV 120 

601 FORMAT 	)3F10.O,F1O.2,)1O) SAMP3900 
. • 	(PSI-P2(/(P$)-1,5( SOLV 130 

611 FORMAT 	)4F10.1,4F10.2) SAMP39SO 5(051 = 0. SOLV 140 
I5KIP • 0 SOLV 150 
.COST = 0 -SOLV 160 



SPADE 	NPAGE+1 	 OUTP 33E 
WRITE 	)6,52Y. 	NPROA, AN2. SF860 	 OUTP 340 
WRITE 	(6,6831 	XTTO, XTBO, CHAX 	 OUTP 350 
WRITE 	(6,693) 	TCKMAX, )3VMIN, OVMAX 	 OUTP 360 
WRITE 	(6,703) ACPR. ACCO 	 OUIP 370 
WRITE 	(6,713) 	XLSO, XLSN, XLSD, HPD 	 OUTP 380 
WRITE 	(6,723) 	PPOZ, PPN2 	 OUTP 390 
WRITE 	(6,733) 	0002, 0052. AAS 	 OUTP 400 
WRITE 	(6,743) 	ASO, ASS, MODEL 	 OUTP 410 
WRITE 	(6,633) 	02, CLW 	 OUTP 420 
WRITE 	16,643) 	CERR, CMAT 	 0019 43d 

RATE 	RATE/SOD. 	 OUTP 446 
LP1 	LAYER+1 	 OUTP 450 

OUTP 460 
E HEADING DESCRIBING THE MATERIALS UNDER CONSIDERATION. 

 
OUTP 470 
0019 480 

NPAGE = NPAGE 	
OUTP 
OUTP 490 
OUTP 500 
OUTP 510 
OUTP 520 
OUTP 530 
OUTP 540 
OUTP 550 
OUTP 560 

RLAT POLICIES MUST NOW BE EXAMINED FOR EACH OF THE INITIAL 	 OUTP 570 
STRUCTION ))LSIGNS. THIS IS DONE IN DO LOOP 69 BELOW 	 OUTP SMO 

GUTS 190 
KOUNT 	0 	 OUTP 600 
ROUST 	S0.*20 	 OUTP 650 

UNT IS A COUNTER THAT KEEPS TRACK OF THE NUMBER OF FEASIBLE 	OóTP 620 
S FOR THIS SET OF MATERIALS, 	 QUIP 630 
IF 	(ICOST 	.00. 	1) 	GO TO SOD 	 OUTP 640 
IF 	(15019 	.00. 	1) 	GO TO 5S3 	 OUTP 650 
IF 	NUMBER .EQ. 0) GO TO 493 	 OUTP 660 

15055 	1 	 OUTP 670 
DO 343 00 	1. NUMBER 	 OUTP 680 

CIC 	0, 	 OUTP 690 
00 133 KK 	1. LATER 	 OUTP 700 

CIC 	CIC+Z)OL, 	KK*2)*COST(KK) 
 

OUTP 710 
DOVER)KK) 	• fl.JL, KK*2) 	 OUTP 720 

Z)JL, 2) 	 OUTP 730 
CALL OVRLAY 	)IBT, 	1, BPTUC, BPOCCT-, BPRM, AMINCI, BIT, BOEXI. 	OUTP 740 

BSAL, MOE) 
 

OUTP 750 
IF 	(500 .EO. 	1) 	GO TO 343 

 
OUTP 760 

IMESS • 2 	 OUTP 770 
KUUNI 	KOUNTOS 	 OUTP 780 
KNIOL 	KNIOL+1 

 
OUTP 790 
OUTP 800 

CHECK TO SEE IF THE TOTAL COSI(AMINCI) OF THE CURRENT DESIGN 	OUTP 810 
KS AMONG lYE WEST NMBEST OLSIONS SO FAR. 	 OUTP 820 

OUTP 830 
OUTP 840 
OUTP 850 
OUTP 860 
0019 870 
OUTP 880 

11 
C 
C 
C 

123 

143 

FAG 

C NOW 
C RANI 

WRITE (6,523) 59808, 852, NPAGE 
WRITE (6.753) LAYER 

00 123 L • 1, LAYER 
0 = INDEX)L) 

-WRITE 16,363) ILAYER)0), (DATA).), K), K 	2, 
WRITE 6,573) (QATA)NMP, LK), LK 	3, 14) 

14) 

C OVE 
C CON 
C 

C."KO 
C DESIGN  

133 

1 

AMINCI • AMINCT+CI( 
IF (JCNTOL .NE. 5) GO 10 143 

NEW S 
GO TO 253 

INUM = NMBEST 

45 

CONST 	SORT)5.O.p2p)_SORT(5.0_pSI) SOLV 170 
XKONST 	0.08119."3.23 SOLV 180 
Il 	= 	1 SOLV 190 
TPRIM 	0. SOLV 200 
XNPRIM0. SOLV 210 
P 	PSI SOLV 220 

SOLV 230 
NUMBER 	0 SOLV 240 

DO 102 0 	S 	LAYER &OLV Z5U 
IF 	TE*OMIN)j) SOLV 260 
CT 	CT000ST)J)DM)N)J) SOLV 270 

102 D)VER(J)DMIN)J) SOLV 280 
IF (1K 	.LE. 	ICKMAX) 	GO 10 112 SOLV 290 

ISKIP = 	1 SOLV 300 
RETURN SOLV 310 

112 IF 1(1 	.LE. (MAX) 	GO TO 122 SOLV 320 
ICOST = 	1 SOLV 330 

RETURN 
SOLV 340 

022 I 	1 SOLV 350 
132 DO 142 K 	1. LAYER SOLV 360 

55(K) 	0. SOLV 370 
DO 142 KK 	1. 	K SOLV 380 

142 55(K) 	SN)K)+A(KK)DOVER(KK) SOLV 390 
TP.(RC**2RO.2),XNc SOLV 400 
TMIN1O,.*8 SOLV 410 

DO 162 KKS,LAYER SOLV 420 
8'D.4oXKONSI/)SN)KK).,.l.)*5.1R SOLV 430 
8159=5./B 500V 440 
W)0.62766*)GBINv)*) )SN(KK).1)*XJ)KK+l))9,3633) SOLV 450 

/R SOLV 460 
TlMCL(-RO,5ORT)RQ.2.W.Tp) I/)RC-R0) SOLV 470 
IF(IIM,LT,XTTO)GO TO 	192 SOLV 480 
IF)IIM.GE,TH)5)GO 10 	162 SOLV 490 
IMINTLM SOLV 500 
MT=KK SOLV 510 

162 CONTINUE SOLV 520 
00.4+XKONST/)$5)Mfl*l.)..5,19 
Y=) 1.05lR'0,lO68 )/XJ)MTO1) 

SOLV 530 
SOLV 540 

CALL 	TIME))) .T.SN ) MT).XN.TPRIM,XNPRIM,ISW,BONE,B)P,G,CONST,Y,B.P) SOLV 550 
IF (15W 	.EQ. 	5) 	50 TO 192 SOLV 560 

172 IF (NUMBER .05. 	1000) 	00 TO 232 IDLy 570 
NUMBER = NUMBER+1 SOLV 580 Z(NUMBER, 	1). 	SN)LAYER) 	 SOLV 090 Z)NU+IBER, 	21 	T 	 SOLV 600 DO 182 K = 1, 	LAYER 	 SO LO' 610 182 	Z)SUMBER, 0*21 	DOVEREK) 	 SOLV 620 192 	XNCOST = CT+CO5T(5)xlNC)1) 	 SOLV 630 IF 	(ONCOST .51. CHAX) GO 10 202 	 SOLV 640 IF (XNCOST .51. SCOOT) SCOOT • XNCOST 	 SOLV 650 IF 	))TKOXINC)1)( 	.GT. 	TCKMAX) 	GO TO 202 	 SOLV 660 IF 	I)DUVER)1)+x)5c)H) 	.GT. 	DM6015)) 	GO TO 202 	SOLV 670 DOVER(S)DOVLR)1HXINC)1( 	 SOLV 680 TK 	TEOXINC(S) 	 SOLV 690 CT = CTCOST)5)*xINC)l) 	 SOLV 700 00 ID 132 	 SOLV 710 202 	IF 	(I 	.00. 	LAYER) 	GO TO 222 	 SOLV 720 

DOVER(I) 	= DM15))) SOLV 730 
+0 I 
	

1 
SOLV 740 

TO 	0. SOLV 750 
CT 	0. SOLV 740 

DO 212 K = 1. LATER SOLV 770 
CT 	CT*CO5T(K)DOVER)K( SOLV 780 

212 - 	 1K 	TKODOVER)K) SO).V 790 
XNCOST 	CT,-COST)I)XINC(l) SOLV 800 

IF 	(ENCOST .01. CMAX( GO TO 262 SOLV 810 
IF (XNCOST .01. SCOOT) SCOSI 	XNCOS.T SOLV 820 
IF 	((T000INC)l)) 	.61. 	ICEMAX) 	GO TO 202 SOLV 830 
IF 	((DOVER)IHXINC)I)' 	.61. 	OMAX)I() 	GO TO 202 SOLV 840 

DOVER(1) 	DOVER)I)+XINC(I) 	 - SOLV 850 
TK 	TK,XINC)I) SOLV 860 
CT 	CT'.COS1(l)XIN()I) SOLV 870 

GO TO 122 SOLV 880 
222 RETURN SOLV 890 
232 WRITE 	16,242) SOLV 900 

RETURN SOLV 930 
C SOLV 920 

242 FORMAT 	)SHE,76KIHERE ARE MORE THAN 2000 FEASIBLE INITIAL DESIGNS FSOLV 930 
1DM THIS SET OF MATERIALS.' SOLV 940 

END SOLV 950 
C 

SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 	(800ST, SMOGN, KNTOL, KOLJNT, POLICY, NMBESI, OUTP 10 
5 	ISKLP, 	ICOST, NUMBER, SCOST, 	XNDKP. 	ILAYER) OUTP 20 
COMMON INDEX)jO), 	ITEST, 	ITYPE, 	LAYER, MATYPE, MODEL, NM, OUTP 30 

1 	NPAGE, NPROB, 5MB OUTP 40 
COMMON AI11), 	ANS(20I, 	AN2)19). 	COSIlIl), 	DATA(SS, 	54), 	DMAX(S1(,DOUTP 50. 

5 	NIN(11(, 	DOVER)20), 	PSVGE)11), 	STNUM)S0), 	11(20), 	XINCUS), OUTP 60 
2 	00(11), Z(5000, 	6), AAS, 	ACCO, ACPR, 	ASN, 	850, 	ROSE, -OUTP 70 
3 	CERR,CL, CLW, CHAT, CMAX, DDN2, 0002, HPD, OVMAX, OVMIN, OUTP 80 
4 	FF52. PPD2, PROP, PSI, PS, P2, P2P, R, RATE, RE, 80, OUTP 90 
S 	ICKMAX, XLSD. XLSN, XLSO, XLW, ONE, 0180, OTTO, 02 QUIP 100 
DIMENSION 811(20), BDEXI)20), POLICY(50,30(, 	XNDKP(5,50(, OUTP 110 

1 	'LAYER(ll), 	8811)20), 	BBDEXT(20(, BALL( OG) OUTP 120 
IF 	INMDGN .NE. 	11 	GO 10 113 OUTP 130 

C OUTP 140 
C 	LIST THE INPUT DATA OUTP 150 

OUTP 560 
WRITE 	16,533) 	851 QUIP 170 

NPAGE 	NPAGE-1 OUTP 180 
WRITE 	(6,543) 	)'IPROB, AN2, NPAGE OUTP 190 
WRITE 	16,053) OUTP 200 

NMP 	NMV1 QUIP 210. 
DO 103 10K 	1, NM QUIP 220 

103 WRITE 	(6,563) 	ILAYERIIOK), 	)DAIA(I0K, 	LK(, 	LK 	2, 	141 OUTP 290 
WRITE 	16,573) 	)L2ATA(NMP, 	LK(, 	LK 	3. .14) OUTP 240 
WRITE 	16,653) 	5MB, NM OUTP  250 WRITE 	)6,663( 	CL, XLW 	 OUIP 260 WRITE 	6,673) 	RATE 	 OUTP 270 WRITE 	6,583) 	8, 	PSI 	 OUTP 280 WRITE 	(6,593) 	P1, 	P2 	 OUTP 290 WRITE (6,603) 	P2P, BONE 	 OUTP 300 WRITE 	16.613) 	RO, 	RC 	 OUTP 310 WRITE 	(6,623) 	XNC, PROP, 	IIYPE 	 OUTP 320 

IF 	)KNTOL 	.01, 	INUM) 	GO TO 	153 -OUTP 890 
INUM = KNIOL-1 QUIP 900 

553 IF 	)AM)NCT 	.01. 	POLLCY)8, 	INUM)) 	1,0 	TO 	163 OUIP 916 
OUTP 920 

NEW = INUMO1 0)019 930 
GO TO 253 OUTP 940 

163 NEW 	1 00)19 950 
- 173 IF 	)AMINCI 	.LT. 	POLICY)8, 	NEW)) 	GO 10 183 OUTP 900 

NEW 	NEWO OUIP 970 
GO 10 173 OUTP 980 

183 IF 	(NEW 	.EO. 	NM8ESI) 	GO 10 253 QUIP 990 
Il' 	INUM-5E8OS OUTPS000 

it  

IF 	)INUM .00, 	NMXESI( 	II 	= 	INUM-NEW 0)0191010 
DO 243 	.1 	= 	1, 	II OUTP120 

IF 	IINUM .00. NMBEST) G

204 	

O TO 293 

0,.) 	INUM--JoS OUTPO)3O 
IF 	((SUM 	EQ, NMBESI 	00 = 	150)9-0 

C--THE COST OF THE CURRENT DESIGN UNDER CONSIDERATION IS AMONG THE 
OUTP1OAO 
OUIP1C5O 

C--WEST NMWEST SO FAR. 	THIS DESIGN GOES IN THE NEW TH COLUMN AND ALL 0100191060 
C- 

-
DESIGN S ARE S+IIFTEU DOWN ONE(FROM THE .1 TH TO THE 	(001) 	ST COLUMN). OUTPI07O 

DO 193 K = 	1. 	9 OUIP1080 
193 PULICY)K, 00+1) 	= POLICY)K, 	00) OUIP1O9O 

C POLICY 9.00) CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF LAYERS OF THE DESIGN IN COLUMN OUTP1)00 
C 	00 	(CANNOT BE MORE THAN 10LAYERS.1 OUTP1SOO 

NL 	= POLI(Y)9, 	00)09 00190120 
DO 003 	I 	10, 	ML OUTP1S3O 

XNDFP)I-9, 	00+1) 	= XNDKP)I-9, 	00) OUTP114O 
POLI(Y)I, 	00+1) 	POLICYII, 	00) OUIP5150 

C -POLICY I20,00)CONIAINS THE NUMBER OF PERFORMANCE PERIOD FOR THE DESIGNOUIPO16O 
C.çOLUMT OJ(CAN NUT BE MORE THAN SO). 00191170 

POLICY)OO, 	00+1) 	= POLICY)25, 	JO) OUIPO18O 
NP 	POLICY)20, 00)029 OUTPO190 

IF 	(NP 	.51. 	30) 	NP 	30 OUIPO200 
DO 213 	1 	= 21. 	NP OUTPSO1O 

213 POLICY)), 	00+1) 	• 	POLICY)!, 	JO) OUIP1220 
-KK • 	POLICY120, 	00+1)029 OU1P1230 

C 	IF 	(0=30, THERE WILL BE NO OVERLAYS IN THE DESIGN IN COLUMN JO. OUTP124O 
IF 	IKE .E1,, 	301 	GO TO 233 OUTP1250 
IF 	IKE 	.01. 	39) 	OK = 	39 00191260 
(00 	223 	I 	= 	35, 	OK 	 - OUTPI27O 

223 PULICYII, 	00011 	• 	POLICY)I, 	JO) OUIPS2-80 
233 CONTINUE OUTP1290 
243 CONTINUE 	 . OUIP1300 

CNOW INSERT THE CURRENT DESIGN IN COLUMN NEW OF THE ARRAY POLICY. OUIP1310 
253 POLICY)1, NEW) 	= NMDGN OUTP 1320 

POLICY)2, 	NEW) 	(IC OUIP1330 
POLICY)3, NEW) 	= BPOCCT OUIP1340 

- 	POLICT)4, NEW) 	= BPTUC OUTP 1350 
POLICY)6, NEW) 	• BeRM 0U1P1360 
POLICY)7, 	SEW) 	BSAL 00191370 
POLICY)B, NEW) 	= AMISCI OUTP1380 
POLICY)M, 	NEW) 	LAYER 	- 

IOU 263 	1 	1, 	LAYER 
OUTP O3YO 
OUTP O400 

LO 	= 	INOEX)1) OUTP O4S0 

- 	- - 	XNDKP)I, 	NEW) 	• 	DA-IA)LO, 	21 OUIP1420 
263 POLICY)I*9, 	NEW) 	= 	Z)OL, 	1+2) )3IJTPSA3O 

POLICY430, NEW) 	181 OUTP E44O 
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KK 	18T OUTP1450 
IF 	(((K 	•GT. 	10) 	KK 	50 OLJTP14AO 
1)0 	273 	I 	= 	1, 	((K 0uTP1470 513 WRITE 	6,903) OU1P2USS 

119 POLILYII,21, 	NEW) 	BIT))) OUTPD48L) RETURN OUTP2U20 
IF 	((AT 	.LQ. 	11 	GO 	TO 293 OUTPS49U C OUTP2031 

IBTM 	I8T-5 OUTP15OG 523 FORMAT 	I1HE,5X.5HPROB 	,20A4,5H PAGE,151 OUTP2040 
DO 	I 	I, 	IBTM OUTP1S1O 533 FORMATI1HE,5X,42HPROGRA(4 SAMP5 (SYSTEMS ANALYSIS MODEL FOR 	• OUTP2050 

283 PULICY(I+30, 	NEW) 	= 	ADEXT(1H1( OUTP1S2O 1 26HPAVEMENTS( 	REVISED 2DMAV70,/,6X,20A4,/I OUTP2060 
-293 CONTINUE OUTP1530 543 FORMAT 	(OH 	.5X0HPROA 	,20A4,5H PAGE,I5) OUTP2U70 

IF 	(AMINCT 	.SE. 	000ST 	GO TO 343 OUTPIS4Q 553 FORMAT 	IDHO,21X,4DHTHE CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS UNDER CONSIDER. OUTP2A8X 
C--BCOST IS THE TOTAL COST OF 	THE BEST DESIGN 50 FAR FOR THE SET OF OL(TPISSO 1 	DONATION ARE 	,/,21X,9HHATERIALS,12X,4HCOST,4X,4HSTR.,4X. OUTP2D9O 
C--MATERIALS UNDER CONSIDERATION. 	IF AMINCT 	IS LESS THAN BCOST 	THIS BESTOUTPISRO 2 	4HHIN.,4X,4HHAX. .2X.RHSALVAIE 	,2X,4HSOIL,/,I2B,5HLAYER, OUTP2100 
C--IS REPLACED BY 	THE CURRENT DESIGN UNDER CONSIDERATION. OUTP1S7C 3 	5H CODE.7X.4HNAME.BX.6HPLR CY,2X,6(-ICOLFP.,UX,SHDEPTH,3X. OUTP21DD 

BCOST 	AMINCT OUTPDSBO ' 	5MUEPTH,4X,4CT.DX,7HS00RTI OUTP2X2O 
61CC 	= CIC OUTPDS9O 563 FORMAT 	(OH 	,13D,I1,4X,A1,2X,6A3,F6.2,5F8.2) OUTP2S3O 
BAPOCC 	BP-OCCT OUTP16UG 573 FORMAT 	(DH 	,21X,6A3,F6.2.5F8.2I 	- 0UTP2140 
BBPTUC 	BPTUC OUTP1A1O 583 FORMAT(1HO,SX.42HENVIRONMENTAL AND SERVICEABILITY VARIABLES./,1TX.OUTP2INX 

- 	BBPRM 	BPRM OUTPD62S 1 	1898-REGIONAL FACTOR. ,62X,FSO.I./,51X, OUTP2S6X 
BBSAL = BSAL OL(TPDA3O 2 	559P5I-THE SERVICEABILITY 	INDEX OF THE INITIAL STRUCTURE. 	, OUTP2D7O 
(BAT 	= 	187 OUTPO64O 3 	25X.FSD.1I 	 . OUTP21BO 

DO 303 EN 	1. 	IBBT OUTPI650 593 FORMAT 	)DDX,451-)P1-THE 	SERVICEABILITY 	INDEX OF AN OVERLAY. 	• OUTP2190 
303 BBTTIKN( 	BTTIKN( OUTP166O 1 	35X,F1O.1,I,11X,36HP2-THE MINIMUM ALLOWED VALUE OF 	THE 	, OUTP2200 

CIBBT WILL BE THE OPTIMAL NUMBER OF PERFORMANCE PERIODS. OUTPD67S 39HSERVICEABILITY 	)NDEB.(POINT 	AT WHICH AR,5X,FlO.1./,16X, OUTP221O 
IF 	(IBBT 	.EO. 	1) 	GO 	TO 323 DUTP16BA 3 	2SHOVERLAY MUST GE APPLAED.I(  0UTP2220 
DO 313 KR 	2. 	IBRT OUTPD69G 603 FORMAT 	IDOX,42HP2P-THE LOWER BOUND ON THE SERVICEABILITY 	• OUTP2230 

313 BBDEXT(KN) 	BDEXT(KN( OUTPS700 1 	33HINDEX WHICH WOULD BE ACHIEVED- IN 	,5X.F1D.1,/,16X, 00TP2240 
CTHE ARRAY BALL CONTAINS THt OPTIMAL INITIAL DESIGN. OUTP171O 2 	29HINFINITE 	TIME WITH NO TRAFFIC,/,1DX. OUTP22ND 

323 DO 333 EN 	1. LAYER OUTP172Q 3 	SOHBONE-THE RATE AT WHICH NON-TRAFFIC FACTORS REDUCE • 0UTP2260 
333 BALL(KN( 	Z(JL, 	((8+2) DU1P1730 . 4 	2SHTHE 	SERVICEABILITY 	INI)ED.,5B,FiO.3( 0UTP2270 
343 CONTINUE OUTPS74O 613 FORMATIDHO,5X,26HLOAD AND TRAFFIC VARIABLES./,DSX. OUTP22BD 

IF 	((MESS 	.EQ. 	1) 	GO TO 483 0UTP1756 1 	•50980-THE ONE-DIRECTION AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC AT THE • OUTP2290 
C 

PRINT THE OPTIMAL DESIGN FOR 
OUTP176+ 2 	25HBEGINNING OF THE ANALYSIS.NX.FDO,iY,/,16X, OUTP2300 

THE SET OF MATERIALS OUTP1770 3 	7HPERIOD. ,/.11X.35HRCTHE ONE-DIRECTiON AVERAGE DAILY • OUTP2310 
C 	UNDER CONSIDERATION. OUTP17B -  .4 	3B)-)TRAFFIC AT 	THE END OF ANALYSIS PERIOD.,7X,FOO.AI 000P2320. 
C 

OUTP1790 623 FORMAT 	I1LB,44HXNC-THE GRE-DIRECTION- ACCUMULATED NUMBER OF 	• OUTP2330 
WRITE 	16,3631 	NMDGN OUTP1BO+ 1 	3OHEOUIVALENT lB-ElF AXLES OURING.6X,F1D.D,/.DEX. 0U1P2340 

DO 353 	K 	- 	1, 	LAYER OUTPIB1O 2 	20HTHE ANALYSIS PERIOD.,/,D1X, . OITP2350 
I 	INQEXIK( OUTFIBOD 3 	52HPRUP-IHE PERCENT OF AliT WHICH WILL PASS THROUGH THE 	• OUTP2360 

353 WRITE 	(6,7731 	(DATAII, 	UI, 	U 	= 	3, 	81, 	BALLIKI OUTP1B3X 4 	2OHOVERLAY ZONE DURING 	,BX,FDO.1,/.16X,15HEACH HOUR WHILE, 0UTP2370 
WRITE 	(6,783) 	BATT(1( OUTP1B4O 5 	281-I OVERLAYING 	IS TAKING PLACE.,/,1SX.D5HITYPE-THE 	TYPE 	• OUTPZ3BO 

	

IF 	hEAT 	.10. 	1) 	GO TO 373 

	

WRITE 	(6,7931 
OUTPDBSO 6 	4NHOF ROAD UNDER CONSTRUCTION.Il-RURAL,2-URBANI,26X,I1DI OUTP2390 

DO 363 	1 	2, 	1880 
OUTP1R6S 633 FORMAT 	I1HO.5X,2DHMAINTENANCE VARIABLES./,ISX.14HB2-THE NUMBER 	, OUTP2400 

IM 	I-i 
OUTP1B7U S 	56HOF. DAYS PER YEAR THAT THE TEMPERATURE REMAINS BELOW 32F.,100.OUTP2410 

TOVER 	BBDEXT(I)*1.l 
OUTP1BBG 2 	F1O.O,/,1SX,3OHCLW-THE COMPOSITE LABOR WAGE. 	.SDB,FDX.2I OUTP2420 

363 WRITE 	16,AO3I 	TOVER, 	BBTTIIM( 
OUTP18VO 643 FORMAT 	I)1X,N1HCERR-TME COMPOSITE EQUIPMENT RENTAL RATE.,39X,FIO.200TP2430 

373 WRITE 	(6,9631A6TT(IBBT( 
OUTP1900 

5. 	/.SDX,49HCMAT-THE RELATIVE MATERIAL COST)1.O0 	IS AVERAGEI., OUTP244O 

(IRITE 	(6,B13( 	81CC, 	BAPRM, 	BBPOCC. 	8BPTUC, BB5AL, BCOST 
OUTP1OIO 
OUTP19ZD 653 

2 	33X,F1O.2) 
FORMATI1HO,5X,43HPROGRAR CONTROL AND MISCELLANEOUS VARIABLES/.1DX.OUTP246O 

OUTP2NN0 

WRITE 	(6,B23( 	KOUNT 
RETURN 

OOTP193D 1 	52HNMBTHE NUMBER OF OUTPUT PAGES FOR THE SUMMARY TABLE, 0UTP2470 

483 WRITE 	16,9231 
OUTP194O 

2 	189(10 DESIGNS/PAGE). ,100,110,/,S1X, 0UTP2480 

RETURN 
OUTP195X 

3 	53HNM-THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MATERIALS AVAILABLE,EBCLUDING 	, OUTP249D 

493 WRITE 	16,9331 
OUTP196G 

4 	9HSUBORADE.,18X,I1O( 	- OUTP2500 

RETURN 
OUTP1N7D 

663 FORMAT 	IB1X.45H1L-THE LENGTH OF THE ANALYSIS PER(OOIYEARSI. 	• OUTP25SD 

503 WRITE 	(6,943) 
OUTPI9RO 

1 	35X.F10.O,/.D1X,35HXLWTHE WIDTH OF EACH LANE)FEET). 	,45X,F10.000TP2N2O 

RETURN 
OUTP199U 

2) 	 - 0UTP2530 
OUTP2OA 673 FORMAT .IODB.45HRATE-THE INTEREST RATE OR TIME VALUE OF MONEY, OUTP2540 

1 	10H(PERCENT ) • ,25X,F1l.1 ) 0UTP2550 

683 FORMAT 	(SHD.5X,2OHCONSTRAINT VARIABLES 	.1,118. 0UTP2560 

1 	51HXTTO-THE MINIMUM ALLOWED TIME 	TO THE FIRST OVERLAY., OUTP2570 
2 	2SX,F1D.1,/,BSX,3AHXTAO-THE MINIMUM ALLOWED TIME BETWEEN 	• OUTP2580 5 	SRHTOTAL OVERALL COST,15X,F.3( OUTP3140 
3 	9HOVERLAYS. ,33X,F10.1,/,11X,231(CMAX-THE MAXIMUM FUNDS 	, OUTP2590 823 FORMAT 	)//WX.51I)NUMBER OF FEASIBLE DESIGNS EXAMINED FOR THIS SET OUTP3150 
4 	35MAVAILABLE FOR 	INITIAL CONSTRUCT)ON.,22X,F1A.2( ODTP2600 1-,IB) OUTP316G 

693 FORMAT 	)DSX,45HTCKMAX-THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TOTAL THICKNESS • OUTP2610 923 FORMAT 	(1/40, 	S21-ITHE MINIMUM TIME BETWEEN OVERLAYS IS 	TOO LONG ANDOUTP317O 
1 	24H0F 	INITIAL CONSTRGCTION.,1DX,F1O.1,,,llB.1DHOVMIN-THE 	, 0UTP2620 1/08/ 4X,52NTHE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE 	TOTAL OVERLAY THICKNESS IS TOO/ OUTP3IWO 
2 	43HMINIMUM THICKNESS OF AN INDIVIDUAL OVERLAY.,27X,F10.2, OUTP2630 2 	4E,52MSMALL TO OUTAIN A FEASIALE OVERLAY POLICY FOR ANY OF/ 4X,00TP319D 
3 	/,1IX,47HOVMAX-THE ACCUMULRTED MAXIMUM THICKNESS OF ALL 	• OUTP2640 3. 	20HTHE 	INITIAL 	DESIGNS.( OUTP3DDG 
4 	9)-IOVERLAYS.,24X,F1O.1) OUTP26SO 933 FORMAT 	1/140, 67HTHE CONSTRUCTION RESTRICTIONS ARE TOO BINDING TO OUTP3210 

703 FORHAT)1HO,SX,47HTRAFFIC DELAY VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH OVERLAY, OUTP26AO 1OBTAIN A STRUCTURE/ 4X,65HTHAT WILL MEET 	THE MINIMUM TIME TO THE FOUTP322O 
1 	219 AND ROAD GEOMETMICS.,/,1DX,D4HACPR-ASPHALTIC CONCRETE 	, 0UTP2670 2IRST OVERLAY RESTRICTION.) 	, 0UTP3230 
2 	27HPR000CTION RATE(TON5/HOUAI.,29X,FDD.1,/,11X,5HACCD-, OUTP26BD 943 FORMAT 	(6IHDFOR THE DESIGN UNDER CONSIDERATION THE FUNDS AVAILABLEOUTP324O 
3 	5SHASPHALTIC LONCRETE COMPACTED DERSITTITONS/COMPACTED CVI, OUTP2690 1 	TO BE/SON SPENT PER SO. YD. ARE NOT ENOUGH TO COVER THE DESIGN WIOLITP3250 
4 	20X,FSO.2) OUTP2700 2TH/3911 ALL MATERIALS AT 	THEIR MINIMUM DEPTHS.) OUTP32AX 

713 FORMAT 	ID1X,47HXLS)-UTHE DISTANCE OVER WHICH TRAFFIC 	IS SLOWED , 0UTP2710 9S3 FORMAT 	(//4X, 	S2HEACH OF 	THE MATERIALS AT 	THEIR MINIMUM DEPTH BESUOUTP3270 
1 	25918 	THE OVERLAY DIRECTION.,BX,F50.2,/,DDX,9HXLSN-THE 	, OUTP272O 1LTS/ 4D,49HIN A TOTAL DEPTH THAT 	IS GREATER THAN THE MAXIMUH/ 4X, OUTP32BX 
2 	56HDISTANCE OVER WHICH TRAFFIC 	IS SLOWED IN THE NONOVERLAY. 0UTP2730 .2 	24HALLURED TOTAL T)-)ICKNSSS.( OUTP329O 
3 	uN DIRECTION.,4X,F1D.2,/,llB,25H0LSD-THE DISTANCE 	AROUND 	, 0UTP2740 963 	FORMAT)8X,I7HTHE 	TOTAL 	LIFE 	= 	•F6.2,7H YEARS.) OUTP3300 
4 	24HTHE OVERLAY 	ZUNE)fr.ILE5(.,31X,F1D.2,/,I.)R,BHHPEI-T)-)E 	, OUTP2750 END OUTP3310 
5 	S3HNUMBER OF HOURS/DAY OVERLAY CONSTRUCT ION TAKES PLACE. • OOTP2760 C 
6 	59X,Fl0.1( OUTP2770 SUBROUTINE OVALAY 	IIBT, 	I. 	APTUC, 	BPOCCT, 	BPRM, 	AMINCT, BTT, OVRL 	10 

723 FORMAT)SHO,SX,47HTRAFFIC DELAV VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH TRAFFIC, OUTP2780 5 	BDEXT, BSAL. NOKI OVRL 	20 
1 	199 SPEEDS AND DELAYS. ,/,16X,24HTHE PERCENT OF VEHICLES 	, OUTP2790 COMMON 	INDEX)ID), 	(TEST, 	ITYPE, 	LAYER, 	MATYPE, MODEL, 	NM, OVRL 	30 
2 47HTHAT WILL BA STOPPED BECAUSE OF THE MOVEMENT OF./,17X, OUTP2800 1 	NPAGE, 	NPI1OB. NMA OVRL 	40 
3 	23HPERSoNNEL OR EUUIPIIENT../,1DX,2DHPPO2-IN THE OVERLAY 	, OUTP2820 COMMON A)11). 	AN1(2DI, 	AN2(19(, 	COSTI1D(, 	SATA)l1. 	141, 	DMAX)11(.XOVRL SD 
4 	1090) RECT lOIN., SXX ,F 15.2,/.Dll ,24HPPN2-I N THE NON-OVERLAY 	, OUTP2830 5 	MINI 11) • 	OOVER( DD) . 	P$VGEI11), 	STRUM) (DI, 	17(21), 	XINC (11 ( , OVRL 	60 
N 	OOHUIRECTION.,46X,F1O.2) OUTF2840 2 	BJID1I. 	Z)1000, 	6), 	GAS, 	ACCD, 	ACPR, 	ASN, 	AGO, 	BONE. OVRL 	70 

733 FORMAT 	(SAX,4SHTHE AVERAGE DELAV PER VEHICLE STOPPED BECAUSE, OUTP2B5G 3 	(ERR. 	CL, CLW, 	CHAT, 	CHAX, 	DDN2, 	DDO2, HPD, OVMAX, OVMIN, OVRL 	80 
1 	59H OF THE MOVEMENT OF./,17X,24HPERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT., OUTP2A6D 4 	PPN2, 	PPUU, 	PROP, 	PSI, P1, 	P2, 	P2P, 	R, RATE. 	RC, 	RU, OVRL 	90 
2 	/.SSB,37HD002-IN THE 	OVERLAY DIRECTIDN)HOURS(.,43X,FDA.3,/, OUTP2870 5 	TCKMAX, 	XLSD, 	XLSN, 	XLSO. 	XL6, 	XNC, 	XTRO, 	XTTO, 	X2 OVRL 100 
3 	1DB.41HD0N2-IN THE NON-OVERLRY DIRECTION(HOUR5I.,39X,F1A.3, OUTP2BBD COMMOU/ONE/SN)ll( OVRL 	110 
4 	/,D1X,45HAASTHE AVERAGE APPROACH SPEED TO THE OVERLAY, OUTP2890 DIMENSION OAOD(20(, 	TN(20(, 	081)21), 	UEXTI20I, 	UXERCT(20), OVRL 120 
5 	69 AREA.,29B.F1D.OI OUTP2900 1 	- 	RMI2O). 	OCCTIDO), 	BTT(2UI, 	BDEXT)2DI OVAL 130 

743 FORMAT 	h)6X.42HTHE AVERAGE SPEED THROUGH THE OVERLAY AREA,/, OUTP29I0 TPRIM = 	0. OVRL 140 
5 	1SE,34HASO-IN THE OVERLAY DIRECTIONIMPH(.,46X,F1A.0,/,O1X, OUTP2920 XN 	= 	IXNC/)CL.)MCMRO()I.)2..RXWT+)IRC-RDI/CL)HTM OVRL 150 
2 	38HASN-19 THE NON-OVERLAY DIRECT)ON(MPH).,420.Flo.0,/,11X, OUTPUMU0 1 	 •2( OVRL 160 
3 	3BHMODEL-TIIE TRAFFIC HANDLING MODEL USED. ,42X,I1A( OUTP2940 NOK 	5 OVRL 	170 

753 FORMAT 	(DHO,12X,7HFOR THE,I2,33H LAYER DESIGN WITH THE FOLLOWING .OUTP2950 LPS 	EAYERY1 OVRL 180 
1 	SDHMATER1ALS.,/,21X,9HMATEBIALS,12X,4HCOST,4X,4HSTR..4B,4HMIN. OUTP2960 52 	• 	IP1-F2(/)P1-l.5) 	 . OVRL 190 
2 	4X,4HMAX.,2X.AHSALVAGE 	,6H 	GOIL,/,G2X.SMLAYER.5H COOE,7X, OUTP2970 02 	= 	5IIRTI5,-P2P)-SAMT)N,-P1( OVRL ODD 
3 	4HNAME,RX, OUTP2980 C OVRL 210 
4 	6HPER CY,2X,6HCOEFF-.,2X,SHDEPTH,3X,SHDEPTH,4X,4HPCT., OUTP2990 BIP 	BONEEXP(-WONEWT( OVRL 220 
5 	3E,7HSUPPORT( OOTP3000 - AMINCT • 	1D.0B OVRL 230 

763 FORMAT 	I 	/2X,I2.3X.GBHTHE OPTIMAL DESIGN FOR THE MATERIALG UNDER COL(TP3010 USERCTI1( 	• 	0.0 OVRL 240 
DONSIIIERATION-/ BX,45HFOR INITIAL CONSTRUCTION THE DEPTHS SHOULD BOUTP3A20 OCETID) OVRL 250 
2E1 OUTP330 DRODID) 	= 	0.0 OVRL 260 

773 FORMAT 	I 	150,6A3,FR.2, 	7(1 	INCHES) 0UTP304G I 	1 OVRL 270 
783 FORMAT 	I 	WX,3SHTHE LIFE OF 	THE 	INITIAL 	STRUCTURE 	. 	F6.2.AH YEARS(OUTP3OSO C OVRL 280 
793 FORMAT 	I 	AX,23HTHL OVERLAY SCHEUULE 151 	' OUTP3I6O c . OVRL 290 
803 FORMAT 	)l5X.FG.2,43H 	INCHIESI 	(INCLUDING 1 	INCH LEVEL-UP) 	AFTER, OUTP3U7O C 	DETERMINE THE COST OF ROUTINE MAINTENANCE DURING THE FIRST OVRL 300 

1 	F6.2, 	7(1 	YEARS.) OUTP3080 C 	PERFORMAMCE PERIOD. OVRL 310 
813 FORMAT 	( 	/8X,S6HTHE TOTAL COSTS PER 512. YD. 	FOR THESE CONSIOERATIOOUTP3O9O CALL 	MAINT 	(TPRIH, 	T, 	RH)))) OVRL 320 

iNS AI(E/ 	15X,25HINITIAL CONSTRUCTION COST, 	9R,F6.3/150, 	30HTOTAL R000TP3DOD C - OVRL 330 
2OTINE MAINTENANCE COST, 4X,F6.3/15X, 	31HTOTAL OVERLAY CON5TRUCTIONOUTP3O)0 TTIII 	I OVRL 340 
3 COST, 	3X.F6.3/15X,22HTOTAL USER COST DURING/25B, 	20HOVEMLAY CONSTOUTP312C TRIll 	= 	ON OVRL 350 
4RUCTION 	,30,F7.3,/,)SB,13H5ALVAGE 	VALOE,20X,F7.3,/,15B, OUTP3130  XBI)Il 	= 	BIP OVRL 36A 

IF 	IT 	.GE. 	CLI 	GO 	TO 	144 OVRL 370 
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C 	THE REMAINDE R 	
J 
r 	THE OVERLAY OPTIMIZATION RESEMBLES 	•TRCE

T
. 	IT OVRL 380 

O 	IS 	ECESSARYTO L
A 

THE OVERLAY POLCY WIT) THE 	EASTCOS 
D

SELECT 
ABD• 0.0 

 
OVRL 390 
OVRL 400 

C ABDO 	IS THE ACCLJ1IULATED DEPTH OF ALL PREVIOUS OVERLAYS. OVRL '.10 C THE PREVIO)JS OVERLAY ((AS NOT SUFFICIENT TO LAST THROUGH THE ANALYSIS OVRL 940 

DSAV 	DOVER(1) OVRL 420 C 	PERIOD IF 	T 	15 LESS THAN CL. OVRL 950' 

TPRIM = T OVRL 430 IF 	CT 	.GE. 	CL) 	GO TO 144 OVRL 960 

XNPRIM 
	

XN OVRL 440 IF 	)(ABDD'-DELO) 	.GE. OVMAX) 	GO TO 194 
1 	= 	1+1 

OVRL 970 

B) 	= BIP OVRL 450 OVRL 980 

I 	1+1 OVRL 460 TPRIM = 	T OVRL 990 

104 	 DEED • OVMIN OVRL 470 XNPRIM = SN OVRL1'O0 

C THE DEPTH OF LAYER 1 	IS • ORIGINAL 0)1) • SUM OF PREVIOUS OVERLAYS 4 OVRL 480 RI 	RIP OVRL 	10 

C 	CURRENT OVERLAY DEPTH. OVRL 490 AVUII = AVUU+DAOA)l-l) OVRL1500 

114 	 DOVER)1) 	DSAV+ABDD*DELD OVRL 500 GO TO 104 OVALOU3O 

IF 	)IA800'-DELDI 	.61. 	OVMAX) 	GO TO 	194 OVAL SEQ 144 	CONTINUE OVRL1V4O 

DO 119 01.LAYER OVRL 520 C DETERMINE THE PRESENT WORTH OF THE SALVAGE VALUE OF THE PAVEMENT. TJ-)ISOVRL1050 

SN)J)0. OVRL 530 C WILL BE THE CoST OF REBUILDING THE PAVEMENT AT THE END OF THE OVRL1O6O 

DO 119 0J1,J OVRL 540 C ANALYSIS PERIOD. OVRL1S7O 

019 	 SN)J)GN)J)*A(JJ)*DOVER)JJ) OVRL 550 5ALVGE = 0. OVRL1UBO 

TP=)RC**2-RO**2)/XNC OVRL 560 DO 154 .1 	1. 	LAYER OVRLOO9O 

TMIN1U.B OVRL 576 154 	 5ALVGE = SALVGE-009ER)J)*005T1J)*P$vGE)J)/100. OVRL1100 

00 124 J 	1, 	LAYER OVRL 580 SALVGE = SALVGE/01.O+RATE)"CL OVRLS11O 

BO.4+)0.08i*19.**3.23)/)SN)J)+i.I5.19 OVRL 590 PUCCT = 0. OVRL1S2O 

BINV=1./B OVRL 600 
P 

R  M0.0 OVRL1130 
W).62766*)G2**BINV)*HSN)J))1.)WXJ)J*lO)**9.3633) OVRL 610 PTUC 	0.0 OVRLE14O 

1 	 /R*XNPRIM OVRL 620 00 164 .1 	1. OVRL115O 

TIM=EL)R0+SORT)R0..2+W.TPfl/ORCR0) OVAL 630 POCCT 	POCCT*UCCT)J) OVRLE16I 

IFO)TIM-TPRIM).LT.XTBO)GO TO 129 OVRL 640 PAM = PRMRM).J) OVRL1S7O 

IF)TIM.GE.TMIN.)GO 	TO 	124 OVAL 650 164 	 PTUC 	PTUCWUSERCT)J) OVRL ESBO 

TMINTIM OVRL 660 C. EVALUATE THE COST OF THE ALTERNATIVE OVERLAY PROCEDURE AND COMPARE OVRL119O 

MT=J OVRL 676 C TO THE CHEAPEST COST SO FAR. OVRL1200 

124 	CONTINUE OVAL 600 C• IC-THE SUM OF ALL PRESENT WORTHS OF OVERLAY COSTS. OVRLE21O 

B0.4*OO.0A119.'.*3.23)/)SN)MT),1.)**S.19 OVRL 690 TC 	POCCTYPTUC#PRMWSALVOE OVRL1220 

YC1.0S1*A*0.106d)/XJ)MT+l) OVRL 700 IF 	IAMLNCT •LE. TCI 	GO TO 194 OVRL1230 

CALL 	TIMEII,T,SN)MT),XN,TPRIM,XNPRIM,ISW,BI,BIP,G2,02,Y,B,P1) OVRL 710 '.0K 	2 OVRL1D4O 

IF)ISA.EU.1)GO 	TO 	129 OVRL 720 AMINOT 	TC 0VAL1250 OVRL 

GO TO 134 OVAL 730 BPOCCT = POOCT 

129 	 DELDOLLO*0.5 OVRL 74'. BPTUC = PTUC OVRL127O 

GO TO 114 OVRL 750 8PRM 	PAM OVRL12BO 

134 	 DEXT(I) 	= 	UELD OVRL 766 BSAL 	SALVGE 0VRL1290 

ADO 	RO+))RC-RD)/CL)TPRIM OVRL 770 IBT 	= 	I OVRL1305 

C DETERMINE THE PRESENT WORTH OF USER COST DURING THE 	I 	TM PERFORMANCE OVRL 780 00 	174 	.1K 	1. 	1 OvRL1310 

OVRL 790 174 	 BTT(JK) 	T  TT)JK) OVRL132O 
C 	PERIOD 	)U'.RING 	THE 	(1 	1) 	OVERLAY). 

	

CALL USER IADT, 	T 	IPRIE, PATSY, 	ITIME, 	GELD) OVRL 000 IF 	II 	.EO. 	1) 	GO TO 194 OVRLO3SO 

USERCT)I) 	PWTSY OVAL All DO 184 .0K 	2. 	1 OVRL134O 

C DETERMINE THE PRESLAT WORTH OF OVERLAY CONSTRUCTION COST DURING THE 	I OVRL 820 18'. 	 8DE500.1K) 	DEXTO.1K) 0VAL1350 

C PERFORMANCE PERIOD. OVRL 830 C SELECT A DIFFERENT OVERLAY POLICY)ANOTHER BRANCH OF THE TREE) 	AND OVRL1360 

)JCCT)1) 	)DEXT)l)COST)l)WCOST)j))/)l.+RATE)"ITIME OVRL 840 C GO BACK TI.) STATEMENT 114 TO DETERMINE THE OVERLAY COSTS. OVRL1370 

C OVRL 850 194 	IF 	(I 	.LE. 2) 	GO TO 214 OVRL13BO 

C DETERMINE THE PRESENT WORTH OF ROUTINE MAINTENANCE DURING THE OVRL 860 I 	= 	1-1 OVRLO39O 

C 	I 	TM PER)'. 	PERIUO. OVRL 870 GELD 	0800)11)0.5 OVRLE4GO 

CALL 	MAINT 	I TPRIM, 	0, 	RH) I)) OVRL 880 IM 	I-i 0VRL1410 

C OVRL R90 ABDD 	0.0 0VRL1420 

0600)1) 	DELO OVRL 900 DO 204 K 	1, 	IM 0VRL1430 
TTOI) 	I OVRL 910 204 	 ABDD 	ABDD+DA000KI OVRL 440 

TN)I) 	XN OVRL 920 TPRIM 	TT(IM) OVRL14NO 

081)1' 	RIP OVRL 930 XNPRIM 	TNOIM) OVRL 460 
RI 	XBI)IM) OVRL 470 

GO TO 114 OVRL14AO 
214 	RETURN OVRL S49O 

END OVVL15OE IF 	DELI 	.LT.' TEST) 	GO 	TO 	165 TIME 	550 
C I 	TAOT'.DELT TIME 	540 

SUBROUTINE 	TIME 	II, 	T. 	514. 	XNPRIM. 	TPRIM, 	XN, 	158, 	81. 	RIP, TIME 10 GO TO 135 TIME 	570 
1 	0, 	O,Y. 	B. 	P0 TIME 20 160 	 ISW=0 TIME 	500 

COMMON INDEX)10), 	ITEST, 	ITYPE. LAYER, MATYPE, MODEL. NM, TIME 30 165 	 61)' 	= 	VIEXP)614)T"TPRIM)) TIME 	590 
1 	NPAGE, NPROB, NiB TIME 40' RETURN TIME 606 
COMMON Mill, 	4141)200, 	AN2)190, 	COST)1E), 	DATAI1O, 	14), 	DTTAE)11),DT!ME SO END TIME 	41)) 

1 	MINOE1), 	DOVER)20), 	PSVGE)11), 	STNUMO1O), 	TT(20), 	XINC)1l), TIME 60 C 
2 	XJI1O), 	Z(1001, 	6). 	685, 	ACCD, 	ACPR, 	ASN, 	AGO, 	BONE, TIME 70 SUBROUTINE USER 	)AOT, 	0, 	TPAIM, 	PWTSY, 	ITIME, 	GELD) USER 	10 
3 	CERR, CL, CLW, 	CMATO CMAX, DDN2, 0002, MPD, OVMAX, OVMIN, TIME VS COMMON 	IN0EX(1O), 	ITEST, 	ITYPE, 	LAYER, 	MATYPE, 	MODEL, 	NM, USER 	20 
4 	PPN2, 	PPO2, 	PROP, 	PSI, P1, 	P2, 	P2P, 	B, 	RATE,. AC, 	RU, TIME 90 1 	NPAGE, NPWOV, NOB USER 	30 
5 	TCKMAX, 	ALSO, 	ELSA, 	ALSO, 	XL'.. 	INC. 	XTEO, 	SIlO, 	X2 TIME 100 COMMON 8)110, 	AN1)20), 	AN2)19), 	COST)ll), 	0008(11, 	141, 	DMAXI1I),005ER 40 

c TIME 116 1 	MIN)11), 	DOVER)20), 	PSVOE)11), 	STNOM('lO), 	TT)20), 	XINC)11I, USER 	50 
C 	AN ITERATIVE PROCEDURE TO DETERMINE HO'. LONG THE OVERLAID TIME 120 2 	b(lE), 	Z)1000, 	6), 	AAS, 	ACED, 	ACPRI 	ASN, 	450, 	BONE, USER 	60 
C 	PAVEMENT 	OWITH STRUCTURAL NUMBER • SN) WILL LAST. THE RESULTING TIME 100 3 	CERR, 	CL, CLV, 	CMAT, 	EMAX, 	DDN2, 	0002, 	)IPD, OVMAX, OVMIN, USER 	70 
C 	PERFORMANCE PERIOD WILL END AT TIME T. 	IF ISV 	1.THE PERFORMANCE TIME 14)) 4 	PPN2, 	PPO2. 	PROP, 	P51, 	P1, 	P2, 	P2P, 	A 	RATE, 	RE, 	A'., USER 	00 
C 	PERIOD IS SHORTER THAN THE MINIMUM TIME BETWEEN OVERLAYS. TIME 160 5 	TCKMAX, 	ALSO, 	XLSN. 0050, 	XL'., 	ONE, 	0080, 	XTTO, 	02 USER 	90 
C TIME 160 DIMENSION 0054)6,7), 	CESU)5,7), 	EORS)6,2), 	000)1,2), 	TAAFIO)4,3) USER 100 

lOW 	1 TIME 170 C 	THE FOLLOWING ARE TABLES CONTAINING THE USER CoSTS, USFR 	110 
TEST.0.OS TIME 080 4 	COST OF SLOWING DOWN IN A RSVAL AREA USER 	120 
TROT 	TPRIM TIME 190 DATA CCSR/ 8 .47 3,18.2,31.55,50.36,77.93D,l20.S4A,o.,T,'.13,21.491, USER 	130 
DELT 	XTBO TIME 200 1 	39.&09,'.6.233,1T6.979,20.,Il.354,2B.422,53.9I7,92.4B2,3 USER 	140 

IF 	II 	.EL0. 	1) 	DELT 	OTTO TIME 210 2 	•0., 	lS.79S,39.941,76.022,4*0.,22,612,S6.40N,5O.,32.4R5.6 USER 150 
GO TO 115 TIME 220 3 	*0.1 USER 	160, 

105. 	 flouT 	• 	T TIME 230 C 	COST OF GLOVING 001,5 	IN AN URBAN AREA USER 170 
158 = U TOME 240 DATA CCSU/G.849, 	11,769, 	19.5, 	00.00. 	49,01.2, 	67.868, 	6. • USER 100 

115 	II 	WELl 	.LO. 	065)0 	GO 	10 	lAN TIME 250 1 	5,602, 	12.837, 	22.933, 	37.338, 	58.992, 	2°'... 	6.561, USER 190 
TTUOT')UELT TIME 260 2 	15.976, 	08.61, 	49,114, 	30., 	8.6o7, 	21.448. 	46.242, 'USER 200 
XN 	= 	(XNO/)CL°(RCFRO)))°12.°R0°T+((RC-R0)/CL)*T° TIME 270 3 	4°O., 	11.856, 	29.36, 	5=0., 	16.432.6*0.1 	' USER 210 

1 	 •2) TIME 280 C' 	COST OF OPERATING AT A REDUCED SPEED USER 225 
ION = XN-XNPRIM TOME 200 DATA EURS/393.47, 	214.53, 	156.95, 	129.03, 	115.51,110.16,362.43, USER 230 
OP 	= O°O1.-EEP)-BO°)T-TPRIM) I ) TIME 300 1 	197.06, 	142.57, 	116.84, 	103.24, 	96.73/ USER 240 
OP • 	IUP°°2*2.°OP*SQRT)5.-P)O/)P-1.5) TIME 310 C 	CO 	OF DELAY USER 256 

IF 	ID .GT, 	DP) 	GO TO 125 TIME 320 DATA 000/3499.76,3263.11/ USER 260 
IF 	(15W 	,EO. '1) 	GO 	TO 165 TIME 330 ' 	DATA 	TRAFIO/I3AD. ,3000. ,1400.,3000. .2700. .4500. ,2000.,4700. , USER '270 

DELT = OELT/2.0 TIME 340 1 	4330. ,6200. ,4500. ,6400./ USER 280 
0,0 TO 115 TIME 350 C 	HPSY-PRODUOTILOS RATE 	IN HOURS PER 500. YARD OF OVERLAY. USER 290 

125 	 ERROR 	-SN-l.Y010XXN.W.106B)/)G-GP)..O.IA6B/BO TIME 360 HPST 	AECD)DFL0+l.)/(34.'ACPR) USER 300 
IF(ASSOERROR).LT.U.001) 	GO TO 160 TIME 370 LO 	)A5O/I0.U)M0.5 USER 310 
IFIERRORO 	105,160,145 TIME 300 ON 	= 	)ASN/lO.0)+O.5 USER 320 

135 	 AN 	= 	)XNC/)CL*)RC)R0)))°O2.*R0*T+)0RCR0)/CL)°T° TIME 390 K 	= 	)AAS/l0.0O+0.G USER 330 
1 	 *20 TIME 406 IF 	(LU 	.GT. 	6) 	LO 	6 	 ' USER 340 

IAN 	IN-INPRIM TIME 410 IF 	OLN 	.GT. 	61 	LN 	= 	6 USER 350 
OP 	Q*)._EXPI_BjI(T_TPRT4))) TIME 420 IF 	(K 	,GT. 	6) 	K 	= 	6 USER 360 
'OP 	• 	OUP°2)2.*OP°SURT)S.P))/)P1.NO TIME 430 11PM = ADT'PROP/lOO. USER 370 
ERROR = 	-SN-l.4)Y*SXN*,1066)/)'G-GPI**).OA6B/B) TIME 440 ' 	 NLRO 	1 USER 380 

IF 	ARSOERROR) 	.LT. 	G.GAO) 	GO TO 165 TIME 430 NLRN = 1 USER 390 
IF 	(ERRUR) 	155,165,145 TIME 460 C 	 ' USER 400 

145 	IF 	(lOW 	.EO. 	1) 	GO TO 165 TIME '.70 C 	MODEL 1 USER 410 
TIOP = T TIME 480 C USER 420 
PELT • GELT/2.0 TIME 490 POE 	= 0. USER 430 

TTOP-DELT TIME 505 PN1 	= I. USER 440 
IF0DELT.LT.TE5T(GO TO 	165 TIME 510 001 	= 0, USER 450 

GO 10 135 TIME 52 ONE 	= 0 . USER 460 
155 	 TBOT 	T : T 

I
ME 535 P02 = PP02/100. USER 470 

PELT 	DELT/2.O TIME 540 PN2 	= PPN2/IDO. USER 480 



48 

002 0002 
052 = 00)12 
O 	1.112. 

GO TO (156.1O6,1 
C 	

16,126,146), MODEL 

C MODEL 2 
C 

106 	 AU XL50TIPH/ASO 
P01 0 .5(1.-EXP(-AQ()•2 
P51 P01 
001(1.REXP)2.AQ) ((EXP(Ao(-AQ-1.(n2..T(pH.pOl 

1 

	

	 'IEXP(2.*AOl-EXP(AQ(,1.(( 
DN1 • 001 

GO TO 156 
C 
C MODEL 3 
C 

116 	 OUTRAT 	TRAFIO)2*(T9pE_1, NLRO( 
RECUVI 	TRAFIC.)2.I1ypE, NLRO( 

IF (TIPH I.E.. 	OUTRAT) 1)0 TO 156 
P01 	IIPD•(TIPH-OUTRAT (I )2.1IPI1D) 

IF (P01 .01. 1,) P01 	1. 
001 	HPD) TI PH-OIJTRAT ) (RECOVY-OUTRAT I / I 2.TiPH 

1 

	

	 •P01(REcOvy-TIPH)) 
GO TO 156 

C 
12 

136 

C MODEL 5 
C 

146 	 OUTRAT • TRAFIO(2*ITYPE-1, NLRU( 
RECOVY 	TRAFIU(2•ITYPE, NLRO( 

if (11PM I.E.. 	OUTRAT) GO TO 156 
P01 	HPD( TI PH-OUTRAT (I) 2.1lPH*D( 

IF (P01 .GT. 1.) P01 - 1. 
001HPO( TIPH-OUTRAT ( (RECOVY-OUTRAT )/( 2.TIPH 

1 	 •P01*(RECUVT-TIPH(( 
156 	CONTINUE 

C NOW COLLECT ALL PERTINENT INFORMATION SO THAI THE USER COST 
C FOR THE OVERLAY CAN BE COMPUTOD. 

USER 490 
USER 530 
USER 510 
USER 520 
USER 530 
USER540 
USER 550 
USER 560 
USER 570 
USER 580 
USER 590 
USER 600 
USER 610 
USER 620 
USER 630 
USER 640 
USER650 
USER 660 
USER 670 
USER 680 
USER 690 
USER 700 
USER 110 
USER120 
USER 730 
USER 140 
USER 750 
USER 160 
USER 710 
USER780 
USER 790 - 
USER 800 
USER810 
USER 820 
USER830 
USER 840 
USER850 
USER 860 
USER870 
USER 880 
USER 890 
USER 900 
USER 910 
USER 920 
USER 930 
USER 940 
USER 950 
USER 960 
USER 970 
USER 980 
USER 990 
USER 1UOO 
USER1.50 
USFR 0020 
USER1U3O 
-USERi'40 - 

USER1OGO 
GO TO (166,176), (TYPE 

	
USER 1060 

C COST OF STOPPING FROM APPROACH SPEED IN A RURAL AREA. 	 USER1U7O 
166 	 001 	C(SR)K, 1)15500. 	 U SE N 50 8 0 

CNS = 001 
	

USER1N9O 
C COST OF SLOWING TO THRU SPEED IN A RURAL AREA. 	 USER1 100 

C04 • CCSR)K. L0+1)/1000. 	 USER1 110 
C94 S  CCSR(K, iN-,1)/1000. 	 USER 1 120 

GO TO 186 
	

USER1 130 
CCOST OF STOPPING FROM APPROACH SPEED IN AN URBAN AREA. 	 USER S 140 

176 	 001 • CCSU(K, 1(/1000. 	 USER 1 150 
CN1 • COS 
	

USERS 5 60 
C COST OF SLOWING TO THRU SPEED IN AN URBAN AREA. 	 USER1 110 

C04 • CCSU(K, LORS)/1000. 	 USER 1 180 
CN4 	CCSU(K, LN+1(/1000, 	 USE RS 190 

C COST OF DELAY DUE TO CONGESTION OUTSIDE THE RESTRICTED AREA. 	 UXER1 200 
186 	 CO2 = DO1*CODU, ITYPE)/S000. 	 .USER12 10 

CN2 • DN1COO)1, ITYPE(/1000. 	 USER 122O 
C COST OF DRIVING AT A RE000ED SPEED. 	 USE R1230 

IF 	(MODEL .60. 5) GO TO 196 
	

USER 1240 
CO3 • (CURS(L0, ITYPE)-CURS)K, (TYPE(1*XLSO/I000. 	USERS25O 
0)13 	(CURS(LN, ITYPE)-CURS)K, ITYPEXL5N/140U. 	USE RS26O 

GO TO 206 
	

USERS 270 
196 CO3 = (CURS)L0. lTTPE)XLSD-CURS(K. ITYPE(*XLSO) 

	
USERS28G 

/1000. 	 USE Ri 2 90 
CN3 S.  (CURS)LN, ITTPE(-CURS)K, ITTPE))*XLSN/1000. 	USERS 300 

C EXCESS COST OF STOPPING FROM THRU SPEED N COST OF IDLE TIME,ALL 	USERS31O 
C WITHIN THE RESTRICTED AREA. 	 USE RS 320 

206 	GO TO (216,226), (TYPE 
	

USERS33G 
216 	 CU5 • CCSR(LO, 1)/1000.-'DO2COD(S, ITYPE(/1000. 	 USER1 340 

CNS 	CCSR(LN, 1)/E000.,DN2*CUD)1, ITYPE)F100G. 	 USERE 350 
GO TO 236 
	

USER1360 
226 	 COG 	CCSU(LO, 1'/1060.*D02C0O)S, ITYPE)/1000. 	 USER137O 

C55 = CCSU)LN, 1>/EOOG.*DN2*COD(S, ITYPE(/1000. 	 USER 138O 
236 	 lOCH • T.IPM*(PO1(CO1NCO2+CO3(+(S.-PO1)(CO3*CO4( 

	
USERS 390 

5 	 •PO2*CO5)+TIPHS(PN1)CN1-,.CN2+CN3)*( 1.-PN1)(CN3 
	

USERS 400 
2 	 +CN4(*PN2*CN5) 

	
U SE 8 14 10 

TUCSY I  HPSYTUCH 
	

USER 142O 
ITIME • TPRIMNO.5 

	
USER143O 

C DETERMINE THE PRESENT WORTH OF THE USER COSTS. 	 USER 1440 
PWTSY ,. TUCSY/(1.*RATE)**(TIME 

	
USE R145X 

RETURN 
	

USER1 460 
END 
	

USE 81470 

SUBROUTINE MAINT 	(TPRIM, 	I. MTOT) MAIN 50 
COMMON INI)EXUO), 	ITEST. 	(TYPE, LAYER, MATYPE, MODEL, NM, MAIN 20 

1 	NPAGE, NPROB, NMB MAIN 30 
COMMON AIlS), AN1)20(, AN2)19(, COST(15(, DATA)i1, 	14), DMAX(15(,OMAIN 40 

1 	MIN(51(, 	DOVER)2D(, 	PSVGE)1S(, 	TTNUM(50(,TT(20). 	XINCCSS), MAIN 50 
2 	00(111, 	2(1000, 61, AAS, ACCD, ACPR, A5N, ASO, BONE, MAIN 60 
3 	CERR, CL, CLW, CMAT, CMAR, DDNZ, 0002, HPO, OVMAX, OVMIN, MAIN 70 
4 	PPN2, PP02, 	PROP, PSI. P1, P2, P2P, R, RATE, RC, NO, MAIN 80 

TCEMAX, XLSO, XL5N, XLSO, XLW, XNC, 0180, OTTO, X2 MAIN 90 
MAIN 500 

REAL LAB, MAT, MTOT MAIN 110 
/ MA(N 120 

MODEL 4 

OUTRAT = TRAFIO(2*ITTPE-1, NLRO( 
- 	RECOVY • TRAFIO)2*ITYPE, NLRO). 

if (11PM .16, OUTRAT) 0010 136 
P01 	HPI)•( TIPH-OUTRAT (I (2.T IP(1D( 

IF (P01 •GT. 1.) P01 	1. 
001 HPU•(TIPH-OUTRAI)•(RECOVY_OUTRAT)/12..TIPH 

PO1(RECOvY-T(pK)) 
OUTRAT • TRAFIO)2*ITYPE-1, NLRN) 

IF (TIPH .LE. OUTRAT) GO TO 156 
PSi 	HPD( TIPH-0UTRAT(/(2.TIpH*o) 

IF (P51 .01. 1.1 PN1 	1. 
051HPD*(TIPH-OUTRAT)*(RECOV.Y_OUIRAT)/12..TIPH 

PN1*( RECO VT-I I PH I 
GO TO 156 

107 

111 
C 
C 

127 
C 

137 

DATA ARRAY FOR PERCENTAGE OF MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS 
DATA PLW,PERR,PMAT/O.6O,O.S9,021/ 
DATA DLW,DERR,DMAT/O.75,0.25,0.04, 
DATA PLWR.PERRR,PMATR/O,44,0,21,0,35, 
DATA DLWR,DERRR,DMATR/O.59,O.37,O.OA/ 

I - YEARS OF MAiNTENANCE 

IF ((TYPE .60. 21 GO TO 101 
XLWX PLWR 
XERR PERRR 
XMAT PMATR 

WDLDLWR 
YERR DERRR 
YMAT DMATR 

GO TO 117 
XLW6 POW 
XERR PERR 
XMAT • PMAT 
YLW DLW 
TERR• DERR 
YMAT • DMAT 

CONTINUE 

MTOT 0.0 
TF - T-TPRIM*1.0 

IF IT 	T. CL) IF • CL7TPRIM+S,0 
NT • IF 

00 127 1 	1, NT 

TOT • 0.0 
Xli S (1-il 
VP • 19.72*(XI1)*2.+13.72*X2-183. 

IF (VP .LE.. 0.01 GO TO 121 
LAB • YP*XLWXCLW 
EQUIP • YPXERR*CERR 
MAT • TPXMAT•CMAT 
TOT • (LAB+EOUIP+MAT(/( 1+RATEI'•(XI 1+TPRIM( 

IF (I •E0. NT) GO TO 137 
BlOT • MTOT+TOT 

CONTINUE 

71 NT  
. TOT(T1-TF+1.0( 

TOT • TOT-FbI 
MTOT • MTOT+TOT 
MTOT • MTOT/(1760.*16.( 

MTOT IS THE TOTAL MAINTENANCE COST FOR (T-TPRIM( YEARS. 

RETURN 
END 

MAIN 130 
MAIN 140 
MAIN 150 
MAIN 160 
MAIN 170 
MAIN 180 
MAIN 190 
MAIN 200 
MAIN 210 
MAIN 220 
MAIN 230 
MAIN 240 
MAIN 250 
MAIN 260 
MAIN 270 
MAIN 280 
MAIN 290 
MAIN 300 
MAIN 310 
MAIN 320 
MAIN 330 
MAIN 340 
MAIN 350 
MAIN 360 
MAIN 370 
MAIN 380 
MAIN 390 
MAIN 400 
MAIN 410 
MAIN420 
MAIN 430 
MAIN440 
MAIN450 
MAIN 460 
MAIN 470 
MAIN 480 
MAIN490 
MAIN 500 
MAIN 510 
MAIN 520 
MAIN 530 
MAIN540 
MAIN 550 
MAIN560 
MAIN 570 
MAIN 580 
MAIN 590 
MAIN 600 
MAIN 610 
MAIN 620 
MAIN630 
MAIN643 
MAIN 650 
MAIN 660 
MAIN 670 



APPENDIX D 

COMPLETE OUTPUT LIST OF EXAMPLE PROBLEM 

PROGRAM SPS (SYSIEMS 4NALYSIS MrnEL FCA PFTS' REVySE) 	AY70 
RUF TO bOLVE Tp't A'AGE ValUE WRO41EP0. 	 6JJN70 Ull' 

PROB aOOU 	ALL IA,UAiLtS AT ENr1NHING 4VERAfE 

IPiE CONSL'CT1ON MATEWIALS U'flFP rON'1DERAHUN AL 

MAFERIALb CUST SIP. MLN. M4. SALVAGE SOIL 

LAYL' CE PEM C" COFFr. EPT4 UEP1' PCI. Sup'i)UMT 

A A 	MPp4ALUC CUNCNETF 1U.)U .44 6000 8,0v SO.OU 
CISMEU STONE 5.0 0 1A 5.00 B.Ou so o no 9.20 

J C 	GWAVEL 2.t,0 Oil 5.911 10.00 50.00 6.91l 
ScHAU -0.00 on -0.00 0.Ot -0.00 4.25 

PROGRAM CONTROL AND M5LELLANEOUS IAR1ABLES 
r4md-INE toAjmbLR OF jUTFuT PAbFS FJP( THf qUMmsqY TARLF00 (S1(,NS/PAGE. 
p,iMIME TDIAL Nllm"tm Of MATEy4LS 4VAflA4LF,cgCiL)I 	SUBC,HMOE. 
CLME 	IiT!1 OF 	MP'.ALVSIc PEHIOO(yEARS. 
LW1PiE wiuTH OF tACH-LANE(FrET). 
RATE'TME 1"lTEST MAlE OR TIMF VALUt. OF M0Fyf't.RCEFT). 

ENVIPONMElTAL AND SERVILC.AdILITY ypI.u4Lt 
M-Ht6IONM1. FACTU. 
PSI1HE S VICEAPULItY INDEX OF (HE INITIAl. STUCTUøE. 
P..IIE SLNVICEAdIL1 1 Y 1s.UEX nF AN OVML.AY. , 
PIM( M1Nr4u' ALLUwEU V*LUE OF IPIE FPVICaRI LIV TNrX.(UIN1 AT WHLLH AN  

OVE'tMY 4I1S) (It APPLLt.U.) 
P2P(PiE L(EM (4UL'U ON DlL SRVIçEab1LITY TflE MIr 4  wOIlLU HF ACHIEVt.t) IN 

IHFI"AIL tIwt w1Ti NO TQAFFIC 
,4ONETIIE PlATE Al w,ICll NOrFTPAFFLC FACTORS REOC THE SE',VLCEa.ILITY ANu)E. 

LOAD AND TRAHLC VAMIALLS 

Ro-TnE Omt-DIRECTION AVERA('E DAILY IRAFFIC AT rHE lGI!N!NI, OF THE ANALYSiS 
PER LOU.. 

RCTPII ONEmojqECljUi4 AVERAGE DAILY TIJAFFIC AT TmE.EhQ OF A4ALVSIS PERIOD. 
*NCTPIE O-UIRLCTLU1 A(CUMUIATEU NUwBER OF FOolVALOT IA-AIP AXLES fluMj4( 

THE AMM.YSIS MtHIUU. 
PROP-THE iEHCENT OF 401 WHICH WILL. P455 THovlJG THE OVERlAY ZONE OURIN, 

EACH MOOR IHILt UVEWLAYTNC, IS TAIP.G P(.AC. 
ITY'L-1,lr. IyPF OF MU U'ft),I4 fONTRUrTjON.f1-R 

.121) 

LOU 00 

20000 
o00 UU I) 

0.0 
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P4ji A0U) 	-LL /'1 A>L-.. 	AT t ;JN c.If'i AV(E 

Co,ST01.I Mji'LS 
*1.iIrit 	1NLu( 	LL)AtU 1IMF TO 14t. FIST V'LAY. 
IIdkJ1.jL 	rJ .LLtu TIMF HLPAEEN 0VEiAYS. 
rA-1 l 	l.MX1.4IIt' 	JI) 	AVldL4LE 	CR fNtTT 	tt'iSTRiiCT1O. 
TCKMAA-T-iL IIjMIJM MLLUWAEL€ TOTAL 1 HTCNEcs 0 1'4Ii1.L CU1RUCTI0N. 
()VMIN-Jh %1141MUk 1pl1ClNESS r)F AN INOIVIQIPAL O'.RLAv. 
oVMAA-rHt ACC,JMULAftI) MAXIMUM TMLCESS OF ALL 0VE1AYS. 

rAFFlc UtLAY V4NIAI5LE$ ASSOCIATEr) 41111 0 VERLAY &NO ROAi) (EOMETCS. 
ACPIASprtLTIC CONCRtIE PROD',CTIor. k4TE(Toq,ktU). 
UCCUASPLTLC CO LP(E1E COMPACT€L) CNSITY(T(NS,COMPACTE0 CV) 
ALSUTIIE UISTANCE OVEN 4PIICII TRAFFIC IS SLflWEt) IN THE OVtNLAY OIPECTIUN. 

Sc-THE IJLSIAPJCE UVR WHiCH TRAFFIC IS SLOWEr)  IN THE NO-UVEPLAY 0IR.CVTON. 
*LSUTHE ULStANCE MROUNL) THE 'VEHLAY ZO,%E('ATLFS). 
4P0TPE NUMBER OFHOUHS/O*Y OVERLAY CONST 	T1N TA,<S PLACL, 

TRAFFIC UELAY VARLARLES ASSUCIATEr) wIlm 1AFFTC•pEDS AU DElAYS. 

THE PJERCENI OF  VEHICLES ThgI WILL RE tTOPPED WCAUSF U1 THE MOEM1T (iF 
PWS0NNEL OR EQUIPMENT. 

PPO-. IriE. UVLAT 01RECTIOt. 
PPN2IN IME 1 4ON-UVERLAY CIRECTI0i. 

TrE AE$46E uLL AY PW  VEHICLE STOPPEr) PECUSE 	l 	VEENT OF 
pEMS.JNIlEL AIU E&kJIPMNT. 

o002I THE JENLMV 1)L*CTI0I.(PI0UNS). 
l)0I1 ImE NON-CVsLAY UIRECTLOe(P4OUPS). 
AASTIIE AVtkAIE APPROACH SPEFl) lv THE OVEQI Y 

THE UVtHAGE SIIjLJ IPlt0U(rl THE OVER..Y QF 
ASOIN Tpi. OVEPLA'Y UIRtCT1ON(M'N. 
ASN-IN THL NUiq.OvL 0lLAY uIkECTtOMPr1) 
MoOt.L-Ial. FRUFFIC HANULIN6 MpL JSJ. 

NAINlN4,4CE VArIALES 
X21ME Ntj 	)a )'i I•t 	 1i1 THE Tr.pFq•TU 	ig3.4a .WLOW 32F. 
CLWIri tUMP)j1r. _.-U( ciE. 
CETNE 	JMlS1 ft 	 'i ML 'A 
CMAITrIE rLAYIr 	MIC.I'I\L C^51(i.JU IS 

PRU6 aOOi.. 	ALL A1'6 	AT ENTIRIl(3 aVFRv 

FU04  tr1 I 	• t'1' 	IT.a 1 	FULLO'4INr, sIATER!4L5. 
AlFW1lLS 	 COST STR. PuN. MAX. SALVAG( SlL 

LAILk Cu(it 	 PEK CY  COEFF. 	EPTl 	iThPf" 	PCI. 	SjueU 
A A r1ALlL CUMC1TF 10.00 	.44. 	6000 	8.00 	50.00 	ii.(jU 

-0.00 	-0.00 	-0.00 	-0.0') 	-0.00 	4.?S 

ThE jIPTIMAL US1Ii' F(. 1-st NATE, TaLS VNUEQ CON,0ATIO 
Fjp INHIAL LulS1,UCU,j THE DEoTIIS SP'OULO I 

ASI'r4ALIIC co'c'r, 	1.75 luCHES 
THE LLPt OF la'E tr.LTtsL ShUCFUDE z 	YEAP 
THE UVLWLMY SLPIL'LE IS 

t.bv 	C-I(t) (I1'sCLUOINC 1  INCN  LEVELl)P) AFTEp 2.56 YEARS. 
1,bu 11ICH(ES) (INCLUIANle  1 INCH LEVEL-tip) AFTER 5.90 YEARS. 
I.bu INC-l(ES) (INCLUUXN3 1  LNC1  L!VEL...aJP) AFTEQ 9• 3 YEARS. 
j.Sc Lrc(t 	(INt-LUUINC, I LNC1 LEVEL-UP) AFTEP 14-TS YEARS. 

THE TOTAL LIJE z 	 YEARS. 

THE TOTAL CS1S PER  S'. ft). FuH TPIESE CQNSIOFRATTeNS  4uL 
A.I11ML (..)SIPlUCILON COST 	 2.11  
TOTAL ROUtiNE .IAINIENAruCF COST 	•cq 
IOTAL IJVt'LAY LONSTP4tJCTIr)I COST 	I.17 
tO1a.. USt CCSI t'UNING 

').WLAV LONSliIaCTIUN 
SALVa't IALil 
IDEAL jVt-4ALL LUST 

NUP04ER UF FC.MII1Lf 0t1'iaS EAMTLO FOR THIS SF1 - 	 4 

P 

3.0 
S • U 
3.0 
.5,' 

7.0 
A • 8') 
.60 

(I 
0.00 
6.0 

Os 
2050 
1.00 
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PRUM 0Ju 	ALL VAHIA'JL0 AT ENiNEING avEqAE 

0E51(iN wiTH THE FOLLOWTNM wEdaiS. 
coST 	STR, IIN. MaA. 	SALVAGE SilL 

LAytW 	C'L. 	iNAML 	 PEH CY 	COEFF. EPTH )Fø1" 	PCT. SJ'I')RT 

j 	M 	A-'LiIC CUNCkET 	10.00 	.44 H.00 8.0I) 	.50.00  ).'C 

le 	 CHuSrEU STONE 	5.00 	•10 5.00 $.Ou 	50.00 9.2 

-0.00 	-0.nc -0.00 -O.U.j 	-0.00 

2 

	

THE Pliwt. 	utsl,7r, Fcm 	rrE 	MATEHIALS UNDER 	CONSTflF..ATIO -- 

FOR I\I)IHL LvtvbpTRUClIUN 	THE DEpTHS SHOULD 4E 
MSrH..LIIC 	COrC'ET. 	1.00 	1.CP4ES 
tUSrij STONE 	 5.09 	IHCHLS 

T'ir LIFt 	of 	IHE 	INITIAL STWtJC1UPE 	a 	3.44 	YEAPC 
THE UVHLY bCHEOULE IS 

j.b. 	LNCH(ES) 	(INCLUDINA 	I 	INCH LEVELIP) AFTED 3.44 	YEHS. 
' 	LNC1(ES) 	(INCLUDING 1 	INCH LEVEL-UP) AFtED /,. 	YwS. 

LNCHES) 	(IhCL`UUINq ) 	INCH LEVFL('P) AFTEP 13.17 	TEARS. 

TilE TOIAL L1t X 	20.i YtAS. 

INF TOTAL (0S15 PER S%. 	YU. FOR THESE CONSj0E0 TTiS APF 

INITIAL C1)NSWUCTION COST 	 2.610 
IOIAL rWJIINE MAINTENANCE COST 	.62P 
TOTAL UvElLAY CONSIkUCTION COST 	•i 
IOIML USEW COST DURING 

OVERLAY CONSIr4IICTIUN 	•2n 
SLVM't VALUE 	 -0579 
IOTAL 	iVEALL COST 	 3.7'i 

NU,-4Ei( 	OF 	IHLE 	CcSItffiS EAMTNEt) FOR 	THIS SFT -- 63 

PROB *ji) 	ALL vH1uLES Al ENjN€t.NING AV(RA(F 

FOR Tht ' LAYER LJESI 3N wITH THE FULLOWTNA MA'ERTA! S. 

	

MATERiAL) 	 COST SIP. MIN. HA. SALVAGE S:UL 

LA!E COL. 	'lAME 	 REM CV CCEFF. 	EPTH 	OEPT' 	PCT, 	SUPPURT 

I 	14 A5?.,MLTIC CUrICHETF 10.u0 	.44 	6.00 	8.uu 	50000 	0.00 

2 	0 CH'SMEV STONE 	S.uQ 	914 	s.o 	,00 	50.00 	9.20 

3 c GHVEL 	 2.140 	.11 	5,00 10,00 50,00 b.9v 

	

SUGHAU. 	 -0.00 -0,00 ..o.00 -o.Ou -0.00 4,25 

3 	THE OPTIMAL 'iI 	C' hit MAIEMTILS UNDER C0NST0F:ATIOJ 

FOP LHIIIAL CUNsrRucilu -4 	THE 	j)EpT,'lS 	SHOULD Rf 
ASPriMIIC CONPETt 	6.00 	IiCpit5 

CHIJS?itU SM4E 	 3.0 	1CHtS 
(,wAVtL 	 5.0') 	jICHtS 

THE LIFE OF 	1lE 	INITIAL STkUCTVQE 	3.6 	YFAP 

THE OVENLAY SCMEOUL€1 IS 
i.Su 	INCiI(ES) 	(INCLUI)INr, 	j 	INCH LEVEL-UP) 	AFI€Q 3.09 YFAPS. 

1.51 	1,C"(ES) 	(INCLUuINr, 	1 	IlCM LEVEL-UP) 	AFTEP d.47 	'EANS. 

1.50 	INCH(ES) 	(INCLUOIN6 	1- INCH LEVEL-I!P) 	AFTEo 14.52 YEARS. 

THE TOTAL LIFE a 	21.dd YEARS. 

THE TOTAL CIJSJS PER S. 	VU. FOR TtiEE CONSTOEPATT'NS ARE 

INITIAL COrJSTRJCTL0N COST 
TOTAL MOUTINE 	iAINIENANCF COST 	•66 
TOTAL OVERLAY eONSTRuCTIo 	CjST 
tOTAL USLH CCST 'JURING 

OVEMLAY CONSTRICTION 	•21 
5ALVA6E VALUE 
TOTAL OVERALL COST 

NUMMER OF FtaSIW..E LESINS EXAMINED FCR THIS SET -- 315 
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Pt0b af)ju 	ALL 	tuiLES At ENfEtNIC, AVERarE 	 PAGE 	6 

5jMlA 	(jF 11W P31 UESIGN vrP c*CH rOM81N*F1Ow 
m1tq1ALSq lfookuER OF INCQFASVNG InTAL COST. 

1IN 	 TOTAL rOT 
1 	 3.,R 
4 	 3.7S 

3.7*1 

Ll. 	It'1AL Cn-',1'euT1O?S liV F*SIBL( DESIrIS. 

Pq08 *000 	ALL VARIAdLES AT E.rr,rEE,ING AVE*eE 	 PAiE 	7 

SUMMAWY OF IPIE eEST o;1GN TUEe1ts, 
JIM 'D€k UF I Rr6STG T)TAI CoSi 

£ 	2 	3 	4 	5. 	 7 	 A 	10 

MATERIAL A8ANGEMEt'.t 	A 	A 	A 	A 	AdC 	ARC 	A8C 	A4C 	A$. 	4$ 
lIMIT. CONST. COST 	?.tb 	2.222 	2.014 	2.o8 	2.639 	2.911 	2.17 	2.7ob 	2.70d 	2.639 
OVERLAY CONS1. cosi 	1.12 7 	1.092 	1.309 	1.267 	.825 	.55w 	.570 	•402 	•$t12 	.IM3 
USES COST 	 .271 	.252 	.303 	.297 	.203 	.130 	.133 	•201 	.202 	0208 
ROUTINE MAIIMI. COST 	•58d 	.633 	.94 	. 92 	.624 	•71u 	.714 	0IM31 	.633 	.627 
SALVAGE VALUE 	 -.SLJ 	-.$50 	.10 	.52 	.57" 	.602 	-.602 	.jM9 	-.589 	-9576 

TOTAL COST 	 3.b 	3.60 	3.110 	3.71' 	10 71S 	3.719 	3.737 	3.753 	3•76 	3.761 

PAUM8ER OF LAY.I15 	1 	1 	1 	1 	3 	1 	3 	3 	3 	2 

LAYER UEPTPI (J,IC$ES) 
0(1) 	 7.756 d.UOA 7.25* 7.50* '.004 6.004  6.25* 6.254 6.00A 7.u0 
0(2) 	 .oUU 5.008 b.00d 5•00$ b.Oftb 
0(3) 	 .00C JU.oOC 8.75C S.00C 6.2C 

NO,OF PERF,PtHjjO3 	5 	4 	 5 	4 	 3 	4 	4 

PERF. tIMe (YtA.5) 
I(l) 	 2.5b 2.813 2.01 2.2R1 :.6$8 4.784 '6.688 3,'06 39jd 3•43 
1(2) 	 5.79/ 7.734 5.266 S.444 .469 ll.A2b 11.344 9.063 9.234 7.844 
1(3) 	 9.828 140016 9.297 10.25o 1,516 20.531 7.02 159672 j891 13.375 
1(4) 	 14.750 21.750 14.19 15.596 2.875 	 23.641 24.047 20.031 
1(5) 	 20,bbt? 	 20.125 22.062 

OVE(LAY POLICY I 18Cr) 
(IIMCLUD1IM LEVEL.Uo) 

0(1) 	 1. 	2.5 	2.0 	P o n 	1.5 	lob 	1.5 	1.5 	1.5 	1.5 
0(2) 	 1. 	1.5 	1.5 	t.c 	1.5 	i. 	1.5 	1.5 	1.5 	1.5 
013 	 1.5 	1.5 	£.S 	i.c 	1.5 	 1.5 	1. 	1.5 

	

1.5 	1.' 



PRt)4 .ijJv 	-LL /1M'LP 	At 1N1Erk1'4( AVERME 	 .'AUE 	U 

',t . MMy jf I 	IFcT r-1(j 	514 IFr,lc.S, 
IN r1 kf itik UF P.CPFST'C TTMI 

Ii 12 14 14 15 1'. 17 Im 19 

M.Tt14L 	.4kA*9" 4.3 .4( 4C AeZlC AUC 4C At3(- MiIC 

P1T. 	Cui'ST. '.7.' 2.10 2.HA 98 2.986 2.986 2.98tp 2.98b 
OVERLAY CONS). 	Ci . -- .65I dieS 550 55$ ,ç .56 .b 558 55b 
USER COST .di .23 .137 ,(3, .13 .136 .j3b jJb .13b 
WCiJ1IiL 	• 	CtThi • .uc4 mi .707 u/ .708 .70b 709 .71u 
SMLVAI31: 	vut 49 -.'i _.61', -,'j -.65 -.615 -,615 .615 

TCTL. 	Cosi 1 3.184 3.IIj 3 •773 1•773 3,774 3.774 3,774 3• 775 3.77 

8t,.441E4 oF LATtS 

LAYER UEPTm U'.C'i-_S) 
I) (I) 
I) (2) 
0(3) 

.3 	e 	3 	3 	3 	3 	3 	3 	3 

	

.viA 	7.5A 	8.01)8. 	,504 	b.25M 	.075A 	6.25* 	1,00* 	7.25* 

	

3.1 	 •SOL 	•.004 	b.riUd 	5.008 	5.SOb 	5.0U 	5.0ob 
3. U 'd 	do 7nc 	 0.On 	..i5C 10.0U 	7.SOC 	8.75C 	b.2bc 	5..)uI. 

NC,OF PRI.P.N1:)tTh 	4 	3 	4 	 3 . 	3 	3 	3 	3 	3 	3 

PERF. TIMP (Yt'MS) 

	

1(1) 	 4.,Lj 	40141 	3,ui8 	 .9Ub 	4,9303 	40813 	4 s 4313 	4,781 	497UA 

	

TI?) 	 AU.'J2 4.469 12.1)0" 1'.07 12.151 ((.844 11.197 )1766 11.b25 

	

((3) 	 15.344  V.t,'i 14.'16 21.47 7.547 719760  21.125 21.31 20,859 20.531 

	

(14) 	 23.1 15 

OVERLAY PClL1CY(LIiLr) 
(1NCLUO1N( LtVL-uP) 

I. 	 i.c 	1. 5 	1.2 	1.5 	1.5 	1.5 
2.) 	1.5 	l,' 	loi 	1.5 	1.5. 	1.5 	1.5 

	

0(3) 	 I.. 	 1.5 

	

P)O8 8 00u 	ALL • '4I 4 _3 4r tiI. 	4VEJF 	 . P'1 

	

SU.1MA'.' ji ii* 	5T ')F,ttI SI4TELC., 

	

IN 	UF 1C'ST r, Toiml. Cr451 

	

2) 	2. 	24 	74 	 2A 	27 	24 	9 	Jo 

MATERIAL aRRANMtl,F 	Ar3L 	Mdc 	Ad 	4R 	A'IC 	AMC 	ARC 	A3L 	M3C 	Mi3C 
1811. COST. LOST 	 . tud 	2.70° 	 2.uth, 	2.986 	2.718 	2,778 	2.778 
OVERLAY CflNST. CO'I 	•5' 	.50 	.335 	•A1 	.51') 	..1J 	.570 	.780 	• 780 	.712 

	

USER COST 	 .13' 	.130 	.203 	.?0' 	.134 	.13 	.138 	.j98 	• j98 	.190  
ROUTINE MAIP)t. Ctj31 	.71i, 	.11) 	.o25 	•62' 	.713 	.71.' 	.714 	.641 	•644 	.65.3 
SALVAGE VALU 	 -.8i..' 	.bj 	-.''9 	-.sR 	-.615 	 -065 	-.02 	-.6u2 

TOTAL COST 	 .71' 	j.175 	3.183 	3.7*3 	 3,79 	3•793 	•.795 	3,798 	3.$41 

NIjM8ER OF L*Y.WS 	 3 	3 	e 	p 	3 	1 	3 	3 	3 	3 

LAYER OPTP4 (INCIILS) 

	

Oil) 	 6.'" 	000(JA 	b• 1A 	7.fl0 	'.154 	0.73' 	7.004, 	6.25* 	6,00* 	6.00* 

	

0(2) 	 5.5.'1 	4 .O&J'4 	6.u013 	5.5no 	050'4 	8.n0. 	.S08 	5.508 	5,508 	5.008 

	

013) 	 7.501. d.TSC 	 ".25C 7.50(. S.ODC .00C 6,25C 7.50C 

NO.OF PEP.Pi1IUu 	.3 	 4 	4 	3 	 3 	6 

PERF. TIMF (Yt4'S) 

	

111) 	 , 4.7.11 4081 3.331 3.561 •685 4.6801  49688 4.063 4.156 40281 

	

1(2) 	 I1.' 2 ' £L.b3 8.J78 8.297 11.484 11,431 )).344 9 0 47 9,688 100141 

	

1(3) 	 2('.61 	U.5cb 13.150 14.15.. P .391 ?0,7I 2).o62 16.531 16.719 17.547 

	

1(4 ) 	 2u.994 21.321 	 ' 25,4)16 25.250 26059, 

OVERLAY POL1CY(1CP) 
(INCLUUIPJC, LEVEL-'J)I 

	

0(1) 	 l. ' 1.5 1.5 1.; 1.5 job 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 

	

0(2) 	 1.5 	1.', 	i95 	1.9; 	1.5 	1.' 	1.5 	1.5 	(.5 	1.5 

	

1.5 	1.' 	1.5 

THE rUT*L M)M8€W ('Ii FEAS18LE nF51,"S C0Wc1I)FRFfl WAS 
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APPENDIX E 

PAVEMENT BEHAVIOR AND PERFORMANCE 

The pavement system in Figure 2 shows the complex inter-
relationships that necessarily exist between (1) materials 
comprising the system, (2) manifestations of pavement 
behavior, and (3) pavement performance. 

This appendix defines terms and establishes procedures 
and concepts for relating these factors for use in the 
evaluation and design of pavement systems. 

Pavement behavior is first considered in terms of pave-
ment performance and failure. Failure is discussed in 
detail to conceptually quantify the factors included in the 
block diagram of the pavement system of Figure 2. The 
top part of the figure is quantified in terms of a "distress 
index," and the lower part is quantified by a "decision 
criteria index." 

Because the output function is defined in terms of per-
formance (and performance, as well as distress mechanisms 
associated with it, has a variety of connotations), the defini-
tions in Appendix B should be reviewed to ensure a uni-
form basis for the ensuing discussion. The definitions were 
selected for clarity in this presentation and generally are 
based on concepts developed by Carey and Irick (18) for 
evaluating the performance of the various pavements in the 
AASHO Road Test. Inherent in the definitions and the 
development of the equations for the system is the purpose 
of the highway designer to provide a safe, comfortable, and 
economical method of transporting goods and people. 

PAVEMENT BEHAVIOR 

It would be desirable to define or list the various manifesta-
tions of pavement distress that typically occur and to relate 
these manifestations through behavior to material proper-
ties. The rationale to such an approach would be, for 
instance, to relate specific values of measurable material 
properties to the specific distress symptoms observed in 
such a way as to be able to predict the potential for distress 
occurring. By design and specification, therefore, the 
distress can be minimized. 

In Chapter Two, factors affecting pavement structure 
behavior are discussed. Figure 7 shows three different dis-
tress modes (fracture, distortion, and disintegration); these 
are divided into distress manifestations and distress mecha-
nisms. Early in the project, a preliminary study was made 
to provide background information and orientation. The 
review concentrated primarily on previous NCHRP pave-
ment studies. Each study was evaluated and considered in 
an attempt to correlate and relate the previous work. 
Studies from other areas of NCHRP and other publications 
were included in this review. 

A standard form was developed for all reviewers; the 
reviews were compiled to serve as background material for 
each of the investigators. The format for the literature  

review codification form is related to the outline on pave-
ment distress shown in Figure 7. The material in the next 
sections follows this general format, and is considered in 
terms of the three distress modes: fracture, distortion, and 
disintegration. A particular study is categorized into one 
or more of the distress modes and then discussed in terms 
of five classes of variables related to pavement perform-
ance: (1) load, (2) environment, (3) structure, (4) con-
struction, and (5) maintenance variables, which were listed 
by Irick and Hudson (22). 

Fracture 

Of the three distress modes, the fracture mode has been 
examined in more detail in the NCHRP pavement studies 
than any of the other factors; the majority of the reports 
issued thus far are in this area. 

Several of the studies use static wheel loads or wheel 
loads at creep speed to predict maximum deflection and the 
deflection basin (23, 44, 56). Each approach assumes the 
pavement material may be characterized as a linear elastic 
material. The Burmister and Boussinesq equations are 
used to solve for deflections and stresses. In these analy-
ses, it was found that, generally, the Boussinesq solution 
gives a better prediction of the measured deflections. This 
observation is of limited application because most of these 
analyses consider only the pavement sections using granu-
lar materials. If the sections using stabilized materials 
were considered in the analyses, then layered theories prob-
ably would give a much better prediction of stresses and 
deflection. 

A number of reports consider the fatigue effect of 
repetitive loadings (29-37). Seed et al. (44) consider re-
peated triaxial load tests applied at 20 repetitions per min-
ute. In this study, a resilient modulus obtained from the 
repeated loading of a triaxial specimen is used to determine 
a modulus of resilient deformation which is then used as 
a modulus of elasticity value in the Burmister solution. 
The modulus of resilient deformation is a measure of the 
recoverable deformation in repeated loading; it is not in-
stantaneous, nor is it invariant with repetitions. The re-
peated load apparatus was also applied to test sections 
constructed of granular materials on a cohesive subgrade. 
These test sections involved the structural variable, thick-
ness (8 in. and 12 in. of gravel base), and the environ-
mental variable, moisture. The test pits were tested in a 
dry condition and after saturation of the base and subbase. 
The measured properties obtained with triaxial tests were 
then used to predict the deflections of the pit. Only de-
flections were considered, and no attempt was made to 
predict distress or rupture. 

Deacon and Monismith (30) used repetitive flexural 
tests in uniaxial loading to predict the fatigue life of an 



asphaltic concrete. In these studies, the environmental fac-
tor temperature also is considered. Results indicate that 
the fatigue life decreases as the applied stress increases. 
Fquations are presented that can be used to prcdict the 
mean fracture life of the asphaltic concrete for mixed 
discrete loadings. 

Scrivner and Moore (12) use elastic principles to pre-
dict deflection obtained with vibratory loads. In the analy-
ses, a point load is assumed to simulate the loading condi-
tions of the Lane-Wells Dynaflect. In this study, 27 test 
sections are used to obtain a variation in the structural 
variables. There are three levels of surface, base, and 
subbase thicknesses. The subgrade ranges from a plastic 
clay to a sandy gravel. In this analysis a modified Bous-
sinesq equation is used, which introduces a value for the 
modulus of elasticity. The modulus of elasticity is obtained 
by triaxial compressive tests at 5-psi lateral pressure. With 
this method, full shear transfer is assumed between layers 
because the analysis assumes a Boussinesq distribution. 
The technique is an excellent tool for evaluating the in-
place properties of an in-service pavement, but not for 
predicting the rupture of the pavement due to the loads. 

Harr and Head (23) used AASHO Road Test data to 
develop a method for predicting the performance of the 
flexible sections based on the theoretical stresses obtained 
from Boussinesq's equation. Three-layered theory was 
considered also, but it did not give any significant improve-
ment over the Boussinesq equation. A static wheel load 
is used for predicting the stresses. A fair correlation was 
found between the stress due to a wheel load and the 
number of weighted applications to reduce the present 
serviceability index to a level of 3.5 and 1.5. By the nature 
of the equation, this method predicts the integrated effect 
of the various distress modes as reflected in the present 
serviceability index. The scatter in the analysis indicates 
that other distress mechanisms in addition to excessive 
load-strain should be considered. This observation empha-
sizes the importance of considering all three distress modes 
in an integrated framework prediction of pavement per-
formance. A limiting factor in this analysis is that the 
stabilized base sections were not considered. The absence 
of a modulus of elasticity term for different layers is a 
weakness of the Boussinesq stress distribution that limits 
its use in future design techniques, considering the present 
trend toward treated materials. 

Finn et al. (43) considered the parameters affecting the 
tensile strength of asphaltic concrete. The environmental 
variable of temperature is examined in terms of its effect 
on the elastic properties and the viscous nature of the 
asphaltic concrete. With regard to the structural variables, 
the effects of modulus of elasticity, tensile strength, fatigue, 
and durability on performance of asphaltic concrete are 
examined. 

Busching et al. (56) characterized the stress deformation 
response of asphaltic concrete using elastic principles. The 
environmental variable of temperature is considered. It 
was found that the stiffness of asphaltic concrete decreased 
with time, stress, and temperature. The laboratory data 
presented in the report also indicate the importance of the  

construction variables. The tests indicate that asphaltic 
concrete is not truly isotropic and may be more appro-
priately described by an isotropic characterization. 

Distortion 

The Vesié and Domaschuk study (57) is the only one that 
considers specifically the distortion mode of distress. In 
this analysis the Boussinesq stress distribution is used to 
predict the level of rutting in the pavement. The analysis 
indicates that the higher the level of stress the greater the 
rutting reflected in the pavement surface. The study in-
cluded only the nontreated sections of flexible pavement at 
the AASHO Road Test. Therefore, the analysis also is 
limited with regard to the application to present methods 
of design where treated materials are used in flexible 
pavements. 

Finn et al. (43) considered the viscous effects of asphal-
tic concrete under load and temperature. The data pre-
sented in this study could be used in the prediction of 
rutting and plastic deformation in the asphaltic concrete 
layer. 

The foregoing studies are the only efforts specifically 
directed to the distortion mode of distress. In essence, only 
two mechanisms of the 11 possible distress mechanisms 
listed in Figure 7 have been considered by NCHRP stud-
ies. Considerable additional work is required in this field. 

Disintegration 

Finn et al. considered, among other factors, the durability 
properties of asphaltic concrete that may be related to the 
disintegration mode of distress (43). The study indicates 
that the environmental variables of temperature and mois-
ture have a pronounced influence on durability. The report 
indicated that the void content of the mix is the variable 
that most influences durability of asphaltic concrete surfac-
ing. The void content may be considered as a construction 
variable. The studies reported indicated that the smaller 
the void content, the longer the performance of the 
pavement from a durability standpoint. 

Combination of Distress Modes 

Two of the NCHRP studies consider the combined effect 
of the three distress modes (45, 46). The Yoder and 
Milhouse study (45) was a relative evaluation of the 
various parameters considered in the PSI equations and 
the methods of measuring these terms. The study indicated 
that the slope variance term has the greatest influence on 
the present serviceability index equation. It also indicated 
that a number of devices could be used successfully to 
obtain the measurements required for predicting the PSI 
of a pavement. 

Kondner and Krizek (46) developed equations for pre-
dicting the performance of pavements using design parame-
ters. The analysis was based on the flexible pavement sec-
tions from the AASHO Road Test. The loading variables 
considered in that analysis are the equivalent wheel loads 
and the number of repetitions. The environmental vari-
able of spring thaw also is considered in the equation for 
predicting performance. The structural variable of layer 
thickness also is considered in the equation. The limiting 
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factor here is that no material values are used; hence, the 
equation is limited to materials that are similar to the ones 
used at the AASHO Road Test. With regard to construc-
tion variables, the analysis indicates that the specifications 
and construction procedures are reflected in the original 
value for PSI and would be considered accordingly. 

Summary 

The studies reported thus far in the NCHRP indicate that 
considerable effort has been expended in (1) predicting 
the rupture mode of distress, with a bulk of this work 
confined to predicting cracking due to excessive load strain; 
and (2) developing the fatigue distress mode. Work with 
the distortion and disintegration modes of distress has been 
lacking. Considerable effort needs to be expended in a 
systems framework to develop models to predict distortion 
and disintegration. Studies considering the parameters 
affecting these two modes that have been considered in 
material studies are useful in this analysis but do not 
provide the mechanistic solutions required in a systems 
analysis. 

FAILURE CONCEPT 

Generalized Models 

To permit designs of the pavement system to be accom-
plished, what constitutes failure, must be fully specified. 
"Failure" here refers to a failure of the pavement system 
shown in Figure 2. A key point to this discussion is that 
failure of a pavement system generally is not a catastrophic 
occurrence, as is the case of a steel rod rupturing in tension. 
Instead, it is a condition that develops gradually over a span 
of time, generally measured in years. In this framework, 
the output of the pavement system exceeds some limiting 
value formulated by the decision criteria. A pavement that 
has been designated as having "failed" in some respect may 
still be capable of carrying traffic at a reduced service level 
and may still have a high salvage value in an economic 
analysis for a pavement rehabilitation program. 

The pavement system block diagram (Fig. 2) provides 
the framework for development of a general model of 
pavement failure. This figure shows that the pavement 
system output and the decision criteria should be con-
sidered together because the decision criteria are used to 
evaluate the system output and make a judgment of pave-
ment performance. Thus, failure may be defined by the 
decision criteria as some limiting value of the system 
output. 

Distress Index 

The behavior of a pavement structure may be quantified 
in terms of its response. Referring to Figures 2 and 7, the 
limiting response is known as distress (i.e., fracture, dis-
tortion, disintegration) and may be expressed conceptually 
as follows: 

s=t 

DI(x, t) =F[C(x, s),S(x, s), D(x, s)x, t} 	(E-i) 
8=0 

in which 

= time; 
x = position vector of a point referred to a 

coordinate system; 
DI(, t) = distress index, a matrix function of space 

and time; 
C(x, t) = measure of fracture, a matrix function of 

space and time; 
S(, t) = measure of distortion, a matrix function of 

space and time; and 
D(x, t) = measure of disintegration, a matrix function 

of space and time. 

Distress is spatial in nature and is best considered on 
a unit area basis. The notation in Eq. B-i indicates that 
the distress index is a function of the history of the 
variables shown from time zero to current time t. Because 
the arguments in the foregoing equations are functions, 
such equations are referred to as functionals. 

Each parameter in Eq. E-1 must be quantitatively pre-
dicted from the input parameters into the system. Con-
sidering the systems framework, fracture, distortion, and 
disintegration may be expressed as a function of five classes 
of variables, as follows: 

For fracture: 
C(x, t) 	F (load, environment, construction, 

maintenance, and structural vari- 
ables; space and time) 	 (E-2) 

For distortion: 
S(x, t) = F (load, environment,' construction, 

maintenance, and structural vari- 
ables; space and time) 	 (E-3) 

For disintegration: 
D(x, t) = F (load, environment, construction, 

maintenance, and structural vari- 
ables; space and time) 	 (E-4) 

These equations predict the three modes of distress in 
terms of five classes of variables. All the variables • are 
expressed as a function of space and time, with one ex-
ception. Construction variables enter at the beginning of 
the time history. After a pavement is constructed and 
opened to traffic, it is no longer time-dependent on the 
methods of construction. Therefore, only the spatial func-
tion is considered. 

The next development step is to substitute Eqs. E-2, E-3, 
and E-4 into Eq. E-1, which conceptually describes the 
upper region of Figure 2. If the proper weighting func-
tions are used, Eq. B-i would represent the system output 
function. This output function may then be evaluated in 
terms of the decision criteria. 

Decision Criteria Index 

Basically, an engineer's criterion for judging a pavement 
structure is, "How well is it accomplishing its purpose?" 
The "decision criteria" should include riding quality, eco-
nomics, and safety. These "decision criteria" may be 
expressed as a Decision Criteria Index, or 
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DCI(, t) = F (riding quality, economics, 
safety, maintainability, and other 
factors; space and time) 	 (E-5) 

All the parameters included in the decision criteria index 
are functions of space. The time term is not included in 
riding quality, because there is a minimum allowable ride-
ability for any given type of roadway. This level is time-
invariant in that the acceptable level is constant regardless 
of the age. The safety term is also time-invariant because 
it, too, has some minimum acceptable level for given con-
ditions that should not be exceeded during the life of a 
pavement. Because a highway represents a capital invest-
ment that may be depreciated over some time period, there 
is a definite need for consideration of time in an economics 
term. 

Each of the parameters in Eq. E-5 must be quantified. 
Thus far, there has been no attempt in the highway field 
to do this. Generally, these factors are considered sub-
jectively, either directly or indirectly, by highway adminis-
trators, but not in a broad systems framework. 

Systems Failure 

Failure of the pavement structural system may be ex-
pressed as a condition where the distress from the system 
output has exceeded an acceptable level based on the de-
cision criteria. Figure E-i shows the principles of this 
failure definition. Through a mechanistic model as shown 
in Eq. E-1, fracture, distortion, and disintegration may be 
combined into an output curve shown by the solid line in 
the graph. This level of output generally decreases with 
time, depending on the variables of load, pavement struc-
ture, environment, construction, and maintenance. 

Acceptable levels for each of the decision criteria are  

shown in Figure E-1. The decision criteria are represented 
by the combined effect of the weighted function expressed 
by the dashed line in the center figure. The point at which 
these two curves intersect would represent failure for the 
system. Other functions, such as the area between the 
curves in the center of Figure E-1, may ultimately become 
appropriate measures of the performance. 

The Interstate System, for instance, would require high 
levels of riding quality and safety; hence, the acceptable 
numerical value of distress level of the pavement structure 
(on a 0.0 to 1.0 scale, with 1.0 representing no distress) 
would be relatively high. Therefore, it would take a small 
reduction of the distress index to reach the minimum 
desirable level of serviceability set for pavement structures 
on the Interstate System. This has been defined here as 
failure. A farm-to-market road might represent the other 
extreme, allowing a much lower level of riding quality. 

It is not in the scope of this report to fully define Eq. F-i, 
but rather to develop generalized models that illustrate its 
use in a systems framework and to use it in the definition of 
basic properties and significant basic properties (1). 

The theories used to predict the failure manifestations 
in Eq. E-1 might be referred to as deterministic solutions; 
i.e., exact values are computed for specific input values. 
In some cases, materials experience wide variations, even 
though they are placed under controlled conditions. 

All inputs into the system experience uncontrolled varia-
tions; therefore, deterministic concepts ultimately must be 
replaced by a concept in which every cause of variability 
is termed a "chance cause." Every material property (i.e., 
modulus of elasticity, Poisson's ratio) has a statistical dis-
tribution, with a mean value and a variation around this 
mean. Stochastic techniques required to handle these 
variations are discussed in Appendix F. 

APPENDIX F 

STOCHASTIC FAILURE 

Engineers working with materials recognize that the prop-
erties of the materials vary considerably from point to point 
in a specimen, whether it is a steel bar or an asphalt sur-
face. Figure F-i, a continuous density profile for a crushed 
limestone base course, shows a typical dispersion of ma-
terial properties in a pavement structure. Note that the 
density ranges in a random fashion from a low of 138 pcf 
to a high of 147 pcf. The dispersion would be present for 
other material properties such as strength and modulus of 
elasticity. Although these variations are recognized from 
a practical standpoint, current design procedures do not 

take this variation into account directly. Generally, design 
procedures assume a homogeneous material. 

This type of approach assumes distress is a catastrophic 
occurrence such that when the stress exceeds a limiting 
value, a distress manifestation occurs. For example, the 
design premise for a static wheel load on a pavement is 
based on the assumption that if a limiting stress value is 
exceeded, the entire pavement cracks. Experience and data 
from test roads indicate this concept is contrary to that 
observed in the field (47, 48, 49). Generally, pavement 
distress is experienced only over some percentage of the 



area, and seldom does pavement distress appear throughout 
its length. 

The purpose of this section is to develop a general for-
mat for illustrating the stochastic nature of distress in a 
pavement structure. The example developed herein is for 
the excessive load-strain distress mechanism that produces 
a distress manifestation of cracking. Although not con-
sidered directly, the concepts developed in the following 
sections are also applicable to the other distress mecha-
nisms shown in Figure 7. The stochastic variation of ma-
terial properties is introduced into a deterministic * equa-
tion presently used. Examples of deterministic equations 
are Westergaard's and Burmister's solutions for the state 
of stress in rigid and flexible pavements, respectively. The 
insertion of the stochastic concepts into deterministic mod-
els requires no conceptual change of the equations used to 
describe a material. It should be recognized that the equa-
tions are simplified versions that were selected to illustrate 
how probability may be used. In a complete development, 
more sophisticated multivariate techniques would be re-
quired (50). 

CONCEPTUAL EQUATIONS 

Studies of the nonhomogeneous characteristics of most 
materials indicate that the strength (compressive, flexural, 
etc.) varies about a mean value (51, 52). An examination 
of these variations indicates that they may be approximated 
by a continuous normal distribution. Although less work 
has been performed with the other material properties such 
as modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio, it is reasonable 
to expect that the variation of these properties also could 
be approximated by a normal distribution. 

Design of a pavement structure for the rupture mode of 
distress usually is based on the premise that if a stress value 
exceeds a given strength value, cracking occurs. This same 
concept is used here, except that mean values of stress and 
strength with a measure of the variation (standard devia-
tion) j-  around it will be used. Figure F-2 shows generally 
what might be expected if the stress and strength variations 
in the pavement are characterized by normal distributions. 
Figure F-2 shows the probability concept of distress. If the 
dispersion of the stress and strength are clearly separated, 
as is the case shown by position (1) for the stress density 
function, the material will perform satisfactorily without 
distiess. (The fatigue concept is not considered in this 
analysis.) The probability of distress in position (1) is 
zero. If the load, temperature, or moisture conditions 
change, a shift of the stress density function to position 
(2) might be experienced; thus, the probability of a 
failure assumes a finite value between 0 and 100 percent. 
Although the mean stress would still be less than the mean 
strength, a safe condition from a purely deterministic 
standpoint, the diagrams show that some distress would 
occur. Conceptually, the probability of distress may be 
expressed as the area beneath the intersection of curves A 

* Deterministic as used herein refers to an exact solution of a stress 
state which assumes the material properties have no variance. 

t The standard deviation is a measure of the dispersion around a 
mean and is expressed in the same units as the mean. The greater the 
magnitude of the standard deviation, the greater the dispersion. 
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B 

x 

and B and is represented by the shaded area in Figure F-2. 
This may be stated as follows: 

P(D) = AftB 	 (F-i) 

in which 

P(D) = probability of distress being experienced; and 
ft = functional representation of the intersection 

area. 

In Figure F-2, the intersection of the two density functions 
may be designated as b on the psi axis. If the stress in a 
material is assumed to be independent of the strength, the 
probability of distress may be restated as follows: 

P(D) = P{stress> b} + P{strength < b} 	(F-2) 

By quantifying the foregoing expression, the percentage 
of area experiencing distress in a roadway may be predicted 
for certain stress and strength variations around mean 
values. 

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 

In deriving an expression to characterize Eq. F-2, (1) the 
characteristics of a normal distribution curve are discussed 
from a general standpoint; (2) an equation is derived for 
predicting the point of intersection for the two density func-
tions, given the means and standard deviations; (3) an ex-
pression for the probability of distress is derived. 

General Equations 

A number of references discuss the continuous normal dis-
tribution equations; these may be consulted for further 
details (53, 54, 55). The density function to predict the 
ordinate in terms of the abscissa for a normal curve is 

f(x)=(1/(21T)1/2)e44 	 (F-3) 

in which 

x = distance from a zero value on the abscissa; and 
e = Napierian base of natural logarithm. 

The normal distribution function for area under the curve 
between any two vertical lines through the curve is 

F(x)= [ f(x)dx 	 (F-4) 
Ja 

in which a and b are any two points on abscissa beneath the 
curve. 

A characteristic of the normal distribution curve is that 
the area beneath the curve between ±co=i: 

F(x)=f f(x)dx=1 	(F-5) 

These equations represent the general form of the normal 
curves; they are used further to develop distress probability. 

Eq. F-3 is in a general form where the dispersion is 
around a zero value. Because actual materials properties 
(i.e., strength and stress) are dispersed around a mean 
value other than zero, this equation has to be revised to 
account for this: 

For curve A, the density function is 

f (x)= 	l_e_(iA)2/(2A2) 	 (F-6) 
V 2- 

For curve B, the density function is 

/ (XB) = 
i

eB)2/(2 B2) 	(F-7) V  

in which 

= mean value of quantities being considered; 
a- = standard deviation of quantities being con-

sidered; 
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x = any value along the abscissa; and 	 The area under curve A between x=b and +03 shown 
A and B = subscripts referring to the respective curves, 	by the vertical hatching may be represented by 

The foregoing expressions are apropos, whether one is 
working with stress or strength, as long as the units are 
constant. Eqs. F-6 and F-7 place the data in a form so that 
the intersection point of the two curves can be determined. 

Point of Intersection 

The exact value of magnitude of the intersection along the 
abscissa may be obtained by equating Eqs. F-6 and F-i, and 
solving for the x value: 

F(xA)=F(xB) 	 (F-8) 

By the proper algebraic manipulations, the point of in-
tersection designated as b may be obtained as follows: 

General case (0 A+o'B)  

	

F(xA)=f f(xA)dx 	(F-13) 

Eq. F-2 functionally states that if the stress is greater 
than or the strength less than the value of psi at the point 
of intersection, cracking will occur. The component parts 
of Eq. F-2 may be equated to Eqs. F-12 and F-13 as 
follows: 

	

P{stress> b} = F(xB) 	(F-14) 

	

P{strength <b} = F(xA) 	(F-15) 

The area of the intersection beneath the two density 
functions as conceptionally expressed in Eq. F-2 is obtained 
by the addition of the two previous expressions. By appro- 

_+A2_sB

b— 
(189B_9A) tv 	 I 	 (TB 	

2] 	
(F-9) 

8-1 

in which 
	

priately combining Eqs. F-6 and F-7 with Eqs. F-12, F-13, 
A2 
	

(F-b) 
	F-14, and F-iS, the following is obtained: 

Special case (O'A=O'B) 

The solution of Eq. F-9 will provide two answers, but 
only the one meeting the criterion izA<b is applicable. 

Probability Equations 

Using the density functions expressed in Eqs. F-6 and F-i, 
and the distribution functions in Eq. F-4, the area of inter-
section of the two curves in Figure F-2 that was con-
ceptually expressed in Eq. F-2 may be quantified. Figure 
F-3 is an enlargement of the intersection area. 

In Figure F-3, for x=b, the area under curve B between 
—0) and x=b portrayed by the vertical hatching may be 
represented by 

F(xB)=f fxBdx 	 (F-12)  

r~ 	1 	 I'b 	1 
P{D}= 

/ 	

2 
e 

- 2 	 -2 
dx+ I 	e 	

B2 dx 
Jb cTAV2IT 	 j 00 cT jjV 

(F-i 6) 

The integrals here have been solved and tabulated in 
probability tables in numerous references (53, 54, 55). 
Because the solution of these integrals would require con-
siderable effort, it is recommended that the probability 
tables be used. To use the probability tables, the following 
format is required: 

	

P{D}=F(_b—/LA ') 
+F(b—/LB ' 	

(F-17) 
0 A / 	7B / 

Eq. F-li is applicable only when the mean value of B 
is greater than the mean value of A. If this condition is 
reversed, then technically the material is experiencing dis-
tress everywhere. The foregoing terms involve negative 
signs that must be taken into account when using the tables. 

x 
b 

Figure F-3. Enlargement of the intersection area of Figure F-2. 
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Readjusting to account for signs, the following expression 
is obtained that may be used directly with the probability 
tables: 

P{D}=2—F( _
b—VA 	F ( 

 !LB—b '\ (F-18) 
'A / 	

T' 
) 

Sum mary 

To use stochastic principles, the mean value and the stan-
dard deviation for the stress and strength in a material 
would have to be determined. The next step would be to 
locate the intersection point as expressed in Eq. F-9. This 
value would be inserted into Eq. F-18 to obtain the prob-
ability of failure. For example, if a value of 0.10 is ob-
tained from Eq. F-i 7, then, for the specific conditions, 
there is a 10 percent probability of distress. In a large 
number of trials matching a stress and a strength, there is a 
probability of 10 percent that the specimen will fail due to 
overstress. Thus, in a very large number of trials approxi-
mately 10 percent of the specimens would fail. Relating 
this to a given area of roadway that could be considered 
as a large number of specimens, it may be hypothesized that 
approximately 10 percent of the roadway area would ex-
perience distress if it were subjected to this stress pattern. 

The assumptions made in this analysis are: 

The materials are nonhomogeneous, and the variation 
of properties in a material may be represented by a normal 
distribution function. 

The stress in a specimen also experiences a normal 
distribution due to the variation in material properties in 
the pavement. 

Cracking occurs where the stress exceeds the strength 
an&occurs in localized areas. 

The stress in a material is independent of the strength. 
Only the excessive load-strain distress mechanism is 

considered in this analysis. 

APPLICATION 

The previous expressions may be injected into a concrete 
pavement design problem, to illustrate the stochastic con-
cepts of distress. The design premise is to keep the working 
stress in the pavement less than the strength of the concrete. 
Cracking occurs when the stress exceeds the strength. The 
design equations assume homogeneous materials properties 
that do not account for the variation in properties within 
the slab. To revise Eq. F-18 to correspond with the con-
crete design problem, let 

3= the mean value of the fiexural strength of the 
concrete; 

= standard deviation of the concrete fiexural strength; 
7 = mean working stress in the concrete; and 
= standard deviation of the working stress in the 

concrete. 

The first two terms would be obtained from strength tests 
of the concrete taken during construction. The fiexural 
tests used for control purposes could be averaged and the 
standard deviation computed. The last two terms would 
have to be derived through the deterministic model used to 
predict stress. 

Substituting these terms into Eq. F-i 8 gives: 

	

P{D}=2—F(_!_"\—F (s—b \\ 
	

(F-19) 
\oj) 	\ cTSJ 

Values 'are assumed for each parameter to illustrate ex-
ample problems. Two example problems are presented; 
the only difference between them is that the standard devia-
tion for fiexural strength of the concrete is 20 psi for Case 
One and 40 psi for Case Two. 

CASE ONE 	 CASE TWO 

	

7=500 psi 	 7=500 psi 

	

20 psi 	 a- .— 20 psi 

	

S= 600 psi 	 Y= 600 psi 

	

o= 20 psi 	 o= 40 psi 

Using these values in Eqs. F-7 and F-18, the following 
values are obtained: 

	

Case One 	 Case Two 

P{D}= 1.24 percent 	P{D}=8.95 percent 

These data are shown in Figure F-4. The shaded area 
represents the probability of distress. 

From a purely deterministic standpoint, both designs are 
safe because stress is less than strength; but, from a 
stochastic standpoint, there is a 1.2 percent chance of 
cracking for Case One and a 9 percent chance of cracking 
for Case Two. The increase in chance of cracking in Case 
Two could be due to poor quality control of the fiexural 
strength. The larger the standard deviation the poorer the 
quality control. These results illustrate not only that dis-
tress may be experienced even though not predicted by 
deterministic analysis, but also that quality control affects 
the amount of distress. 

The effect of quality control may be illustrated further 
by taking the case of a roadway that is designed with a 
safety factor of two using a working stress of 300 psi and 
a fiexural strength of 600 psi. Assume that a wheel load 
heavier than the design value or a loss of subgrade support 
value results in the stress increasing to 400 psi, which is 
a realistic assumption. Figure F-5 shows what might happen 
with this condition in terms of the standard deviation stress 
and strength. To simplify computations, equal standard 
deviations were used for both stress and strength for a 
given case. If good quality control had been observed on 
the project (a standard deviation of less than 25 psi) no 
failure would probably be experienced. At a ±40-psi stan-
dard deviation, approximately 1.2 percent of the pavement 
would experience failure, even though, from a deterministic 
standpoint, a safety factor of 1.5 is still retained. By in-
creasing the standard deviation to ±60 psi, one can see that 
approximately 10 percent of the area would experience 
failure. This graph shows that the variability of the con-
crete properties should be taken into account in the design 
procedures. 

This example is for concrete pavements, but the concept 
would be applicable to any particular layer of the pave-
ment structure system. 
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